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Abstract 

This thesis seeks to add to the contemporary debate concerning how clerics employ 

social media to influence young people and their religious perception of online Islamic doctrine 

discourse. It identifies neglected elements that have impeded the adoption of the internet and 

social media, considers the changing coalition of influential political and religious elites since 

2011 and explains how social media has had an impact on the direction of Islamic discourse 

in Saudi Arabia. The research employs a mixed approach, using both a quantitative method 

(applied to the questionnaire responses of 248 participants) and a qualitative method (with 

interviews from two clerics and 25 university students who were recruited through quota 

sampling). In addition, discourse analysis of three clerics' Twitter accounts sheds light on how 

clerics have embraced the internet, by sharing controversial posts and debating with their 

followers, to gain an enormous youthful audience. While some young people have a negative 

perception of clerics who seek to engage in online controversy, other young people enjoy the 

greater acquaintance and sense of familiarity that arises through two-way communication on 

social media. The fact that many young people choose to engage with, and tweet responses 

to, clerics’ teaching in real-time illustrates how widely accepted social media has become an 

educational tool for sharing Islam while providing a new platform for clerics, especially non-

official ones, to amass followers. The research is limited by its size (having been based on a 

small sample drawn from the university population and interviews with only two clerics), its 

data collection approach (which could not extend to individuals in remote locations) and the 

way in which government control of media influences respondents' opinions. Future research 

should embrace a larger population and investigate a wider range of social media platforms. 

The implication is that moderate clerics can now gain a better insight into how to disseminate 

religious teachings gauging from young individuals' responses and reduce Islam's 

stereotypical terrorism association.  

Keywords: Twitter, social media, Islamic discourse, Islamic authority, clerics, audience
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dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
 

Hajj ‘’The annual pilgrimage to Mecca during the month of Dhu al-Hijjah’’. 
(Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
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expressly forbids it.’’ (Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
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(Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
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Hidayat Religious guidance 
 

Hijab ‘’The head, face, or body covering of traditional Muslim women of numerous 
varieties through time and space, often referred to as the "veil''.’’(Esposito, 
The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 

 
Imam ‘’In general, the Arabic word imam, literally "one who stands in front," refers 

to a Muslim community's religious and political leader. For Sunnis and 
Shi'is, the particular sense of the word varies and often depends on the 
context in which it is used.’’ (Esposito, The Islamic world: Past and present., 
2004) 
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Term Definition 
Jihad ‘’The exact meaning depends on the context, from the Arabic root meaning 

"to strive," "to exert," "to fight".’’ (Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 
2004) 
 

Kaffarah ‘’Reparation; expiation from wrongdoing; atonement; penance. To be 
followed by regret that religious requirements have been done wrong or 
overlooked. It includes self-inflicted penalties of a religious nature that are 
not permitted to be imposed by the courts. The Quran gives several 
expiations for various sins, including fasting, slave emancipation, and 
charitable gifts.’’ (Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
 

Mahrams ‘’In Islamic law, mahram means a state of consanguinity that precludes 
marriage. Prohibited, inviolable.’’(Oxford Islamic Studies Online, n.d.) 
 

Masjid Mosque 
 

Muftis ‘’Jurist willing to give an authoritative but non-binding opinion (fatwa) on a 
point of Islamic law on request.’’(Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 
2004) 
 

Niqab The veil is worn by female Muslims that covers the face apart from the 
eyes. 
 

Quran Islam's holy book 
 

Ramadan ‘’The ninth month of the lunar calendar, which includes fasting.’’ (Esposito, 
The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
 

Ruqya In Islam is the recitation of the Quran seeking to treat illnesses and other 
problems as the Quran is a source of healing 
 

Salafist The doctrine of those who refer to the Quran and Sunnah regarding Sharia 
rulings. 
 

Sharia Islamic law 

 
Shaykh ‘’In other terms, concepts such as "leader," "patriarch," "notable," "elder," 

"chief," and "counsellor" are included. The term "shaykh al-din" has been 
applied to men with scriptural learning. Sheikhs are called heads of religious 
orders, as are Quranic scholars, jurists, and others preach and lead prayers 
in the mosque.’’ (Oxford Islamic Studies Online, n.d.) 

 
Shemagh A red traditional Arabic headdress. 

 
Shiites ‘’Shii Muslims, Ali's followers or group, claim that Muhammad's religious 

leadership, moral power, and divine guidance have been passed on to his 
descendants.’’(Oxford Islamic Studies Online, n.d.) 

 
Sunnah The way of life prescribed for Muslims based on the teachings and practices 

of Muhammad. 

 
Ulamā clerics 
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Term Definition 
Waqf ‘’Reclusion or prohibition; pl. Awqaf. In general, the endowment of a certain 

property for the sole benefit of individual philanthropy is used to forbid the 
property's use or disposal outside that particular purpose.’’ (Esposito, The 
oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 

 
Ya Hala Meaning, ‘you are welcome’ and in the Middle East, it is an informal way of 

saying hello. 
 

Zakah ‘’Payment made annually under Islamic law on certain kinds of property and 
used for charitable and religious purposes’’ (Esposito, The oxford dictionary 
of Islam, 2004) 
 

Wahhabi ‘’Reformist/revivalist movement of the eighteenth-century for the sociomoral 
restoration of society. It was founded in Arabia by Muhammad Ibn Abd al-
Wahhab, a Hanbali scholar. In 1747, they allied with Muhammad ibn Saud, 
which served as the basis for the consolidation of Saudi Arabia's present-
day kingdom. Referred to by critics as Wahhabis but referred to as 
Muwahhidun (declared absolute monotheism) or those who uphold Islam's 
doctrine.’’ (Esposito, The oxford dictionary of Islam, 2004) 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

In recent years, the impact of technological development in the media landscape has 

been a subject of debate in the Arab region. The discussion has been roughly divided into two 

viewpoints. An optimistic view sees this development as a challenge to authoritarian rule and 

religious authority. By contrast, a pessimistic view reflects wariness of the increasing use of 

new and social media for surveillance purposes. The optimistic view is promoted, for instance, 

by Bunt (2003) who sees the increase in new media sites as an opportunity for debate amongst 

Muslims not only in the Arab region but worldwide. On the other hand, researchers such as 

Morozov (2011) warn that Saudi Arabia, for one, uses new and social media to control cyber 

debates and to identify and quell their opponents. 

Moreover, social media has taken over the media scene, as a myriad of spiritual leaders 

uses these platforms. Twitter is one of the most popular and fastest growing platforms of this 

decade (Al-Khalifa, 2015). The presence of various Islamic preachers and elders is 

conspicuous due to their large numbers of followers.  

This research proposes to look deeper into the proliferation of Islamic discourse on 

social media sites and explore the views of the audiences who follow these religious leaders 

on social media. The focus will be mainly on Twitter as an example of a social networking site 

since Twitter is the fastest growing social media platform. Saudi Arabia is one of the largest 

consumers of the various electronic devices that connect to the Internet, and thus, a large 

number of its residents use Twitter (Al-Saggaf, 2015). Table 1-1 shows the evolution of Twitter 

in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia over a period of two years:
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Table 1-1 Evolution of Twitter in Saudi Arabia between 2013 and 2015. 

 2013 2015 

Report on social 
media sites in 
Saudi Arabia 

Report on the 
Saudi user on 
social media sites 

Report on the Saudi 
user on social media 
sites 

    
Number of Twitter 
subscribers 

More than (5) million (5) million (9) million 

    
Percentage 
growth 

(45%)/year  (80%)/year 

    
Tweets per month (150) million   
    
Average of Saudi 
user followers 

 (560) (741) 

    
Average of the 
Saudi user 
following 

 (533) (609) 

    
Tweets from 
mobile phones 

(73%) (70%) (72%) 

    
Average Tweets  (3)/day (5)/day 
    
Retweets  (66%) (87%) 
    
Responses  (14%)  
    
Tweets in Arabic (85%) (89%) (81%) 

Source: www.thesocialclinic.com 

1.2 Personal Motivation 

Saudi preachers frequently arouse controversy on Twitter. In 2016, many Saudis 

tweeted “#Do you classify Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe as a religious scholar” in a campaign 

on the most popular preachers on Twitter. A week earlier, the preacher Saad al-Buraik was at 

the forefront of the trend list in Saudi Arabia because of an argument with the MBC television 

channel. Therefore, the influence of preachers on Saudi society is not new. Nevertheless, it 

has taken another form since they began to participate in discussions on Twitter, which they 

viewed as a platform to issue occasional fatwas, to guide believers, or to confront their 

opponents. 
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The Twitter pages of Saudi Shaykhs and religious scholars are among the most 

followed pages from the Islamic world, and they have the highest rates of response to the 

tweets which religious scholars share on their pages almost daily. Scholars Mohammed 

Alarefe, Salman al-Awdah and Aidh al-Qarnee are the most followed scholars in the kingdom 

and the rest of the Islamic world. Their pages consistently achieve steady increases in the 

number of respondents to their tweets according to sites which specialise in following the 

movements of social media users in Arab countries, such as Tweepar (Almoslim, 2012). 

Data from sites that monitor the use of social media platforms, with Twitter at the 

forefront, indicates the substantial impact of these religious scholars on social networking sites. 

Religious scholars in the kingdom who participate in social media are mainly concerned with 

issuing of fatwas to fatwa seekers about religious issues. They began to devote valuable time 

to discussions with young people by answering their questions about topics that concern them 

and discussing those topics with them in an open and persuasive manner. Additionally, their 

pages included tweets relating to matters in other areas of life (Almoslim, 2012). 

In 2012, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe, the most famous Saudi preacher on Twitter, was 

one of the first Arabs to reach 1 million followers on Twitter, placing him ahead of most 

celebrities. Currently, Shaykh Alarefe’s account is followed by more than 20 million. Some 

people believe that Shaykh Alarefe buys fake followers, but he is very popular and one of the 

most influential Arab figures in public life (Al-Humaidan, 2012). Abd al-Rahman al-Kharashi, 

an investor in the Saudi stock market, believe that Shaykh Alarefe buys fake followers, but he 

is very popular and one of the most influential Arab figures in public life (Al-Humaidan, 2012). 

Outside the virtual world, his books are bestsellers in Saudi Arabia, whether they contain new 

or repeated information (Ahmed, 2017).  

Some Saudi preachers are not active on Twitter, but the controversy over their fatwas 

concerns the virtual world. Among those is Shaykh Saleh al-Luhaidan, a member of Senior 

Council of Ulamā in Saudi Arabia since 1971. Al-Luhaidan criticised calls for demonstrations 

on October 26, 2013, to allow women to drive and said that driving affects women’s ovaries. 

The controversy over al-Luhaidan's statements raged on Twitter between a supporter and an 
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opponent. The controversy ended with a television debate between al-Luhaidan's and a 

specialist in obstetrics and gynaecology, Dr Mohammed al-Bugna, on the Rotana television 

channel on the program Ya Hala. The debate went viral among the audience on social media 

(Al-Tamimi, 2013). 

The impact of Shaykhs on the Saudi reality is not limited to prevention, warning and 

prohibition. Nevertheless, Shaykhs’ impact may even amount to assault and arousing the 

emotions of the public against certain people. On the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him 

[PBUH]) birthday in 2013, young Hamza Kashgari wrote some tweets, quoting from a literary 

text describing an intimate meeting between Kashgari and the Prophet (PBUH) on the 

judgment day. Then, Shaykh Nasser al-Omar appeared in one of the religious lessons 

presented by Shaykh Nasser on television and burst into tears, justifying his crying by saying 

that Allah and the Prophet (PBUH) had been publicly insulted by Kashgari. As a result, the 

emotions of the Saudi people were aroused against the young man, and he was imprisoned 

for nearly two years (Abu al-Hassan, 2012). 

Saudi preachers and Shaykh s are highly appreciated despite their many mistakes, and 

nothing seems to underestimate their place in the hearts of the public and their followers on 

Twitter. The majority of Saudis avoid mentioning the shortcomings of religious scholars, 

arguing that scholars, like other people, are imperfect. Nevertheless, their religious standing 

must be considerable to prevent the loss of religion. As the grand mufti of Saudi Arabia, Shaykh 

Abdul Aziz al-Sheikh forbade speaking about what he called “the faults of scholars and princes 

and accusing them of falsehood” (Alkhaleejonline., 2014). 

Twitter is one of the most popular social media sites today, especially in the Arabic Gulf 

in general and Saudi Arabia in particular. The site is considered, to be a battlefield between 

good and evil, reform and corruption, and reformers and corrupters (Abdulqader, 2014).  

Since preachers in Saudi Arabia have begun to realise the importance of social media 

sites, especially Twitter, and use them in preaching, this research includes a field study, 

perhaps the first of its kind. 
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1.3 The reasons for choosing Twitter as a model for the study 

Twitter was chosen as a model for the study for several reasons. Twitter is a large 

public forum in the Gulf in general and in Saudi Arabia in particular, enabling the public to 

express their views more freely. Benjamin Ampen, the director of Twitter sales in the Middle 

East, announced that 500 million tweets are issued from Saudi Arabia every month during 

2015. Amben was discussing the future of Twitter in the region in seminars for Saudi Aramco, 

the Saudi Arabian Oil Company, which were presented under the title "The Future of Social 

Media". Specialised studies have confirmed that Saudi Arabia is among the top countries for 

Twitter use and that Twitter attracts more Saudis than other social media sites (Alarabiya, 

2015). 

Twitter also attracts a broad audience that contributes to national decision-making. 

Many experiences confirm this contribution, including the participation of Saudi Tweeters in 

various fields (religious, social, security, political, media, economics, and so on). The Gulf 

governments have invested increasingly in Twitter as part of their community outreach efforts, 

such as the experiences of ministries, official bodies and officials in Saudi Arabia and the 

United Arab Emirates contacting citizens via Twitter. 

The powerful effect of Twitter is a result of the Arab individual’s support of the new 

media and rejection of the method of indoctrination adopted by the old media. Arab individuals 

no longer accept the underestimation of themselves, their personalities or their active role in 

the media process. They contribute to and interact with what is going on around them, as they 

form ideas, analyse news, respond to opinions that contradict with their views and interests, 

and support the useful from their point of view (Al-Zaidi, 2016). 

In February 2013, the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House) released 

a study by the researcher Jane Kinninmont, a specialist in the institute's Middle East and North 

Africa programme, titled “To what extent has Twitter contributed to changing Gulf societies?”  

(Kinninmont, 2013). The study provides a comprehensive view of the role of Twitter in the Gulf 

region and its impact on internal social relations. 
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Jane Kinninmont considered that Twitter is a model that enables Gulf societies to 

access, understand and deal with modern technologies in the light of the very high rates of 

usage of social communication in these communities. Gulf society enjoys high levels of 

income, education and use of modern technology and achieves high levels of human 

development that approach the dominant levels in many developed countries. This 

development in the Arabian Gulf has led to an increase in the percentage of people accessing 

the international information network in the UAE from about 7.61% per 100 people in 1998 to 

74.6% per 100 people in 2013, according to human development reports issued by the United 

Nations Development Programme (Kinninmont, 2013).  

The study concludes that Twitter had an impact on the Gulf region, as a force of social 

mobilisation, because it achieved a significant increase in utilisation rates, confirmed by the 

numbers presented by Twitter CEO Dick Costolo in July 2012. These numbers indicate that 

the top five countries in terms of Twitter utilisation in the Arab world are Gulf countries. They, 

along with Egypt, are responsible for about 88% of tweets. Saudi Arabia recorded the fastest 

growth in Twitter utilisation rates, as it witnessed the liberalisation of the information and 

communication technology market. This led to a decrease in prices and an increase in demand. 

Moreover, according to the State of Social Media’s report on Saudi Arabia in 2012, 41% of the 

population has had access to mobile broadband since June 2012. These factors, in conjunction 

with the widespread utilisation of smartphones in recent years, which facilitate access to 

broadband Internet, and relatively high-income levels, resulted in (Kinninmont, 2013).  

More recent statistics on the use of social media in Saudi Arabia indicate that it has 

continued to play a decisive role in transforming the kingdom (Global Media Insight, 2019). In 

2019, statistics revealed that 89.39% of the population (about 30.26 million people) were active 

Internet users. Such advent saw 67.95% of the population (23 million people) become active 

social media users. Of these, 18.96 million were active on Twitter, while 20.99 million were 

active on Facebook. Most social media use is attributable to the large youth population in the 

country, which comprises 75% of the total population. The statistics also reveal the immensely 

social nature of the Saudis, noting that individuals spend at least 2 hours and 50 minutes daily 
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on social media platforms via any device. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is also the fourth most 

country in the world in the number of Twitter users, according to the Hootsuite statistic for 

January 2020 (Al-Ghafili, 2020). Figure 1-1 illustrates the statistics according to the Digital 

Report 2020 from Hootsuite. 

 

Figure 1-1 Hootsuite stats for January 2020 Source: @hootsuite 

The aforementioned 2013 study by Kinninmont also concludes that the utilisation of 

Twitter in Gulf countries is not limited to youth only but extends to all segments of society. 

Although Twitter’s primary usage is in simple social interactions, it has become a platform to 

express social, political and religious opinions and views on other sensitive topics for many 

Gulf citizens. Based on the above research, Twitter is preferable to other social media sites, 

so it is a model which I apply in this study.  

Although Facebook has more users than Twitter, Twitter as a microblogging site has 

greater influence amongst the Saudi population, as it is regarded as “the Town Square for 

Saudis” (Hubbard, 2019). This influence relates to the relatively closed culture of the kingdom, 

which leaves very few avenues through which politics and news can be discussed in a public 

arena. 

As a microblogging platform, Twitter affords its Saudi users the opportunity to start 

using hashtags that can be widely shared more easily than on other social media platforms 
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such as Facebook. For example, although a long post on a public Facebook page can reach 

many viewers, it cannot be shared as effectively as a tweet in a hashtag is likely to be shared 

more widely than a Facebook page or a Facebook post, which surpasses the Facebook page. 

Moreover, any Twitter user, including those who do not follow the account profile that initially 

made the post, can view it in its entirety in a single thread using its hashtag. For these reasons, 

this study focuses on Twitter. 

There are six reasons for the popularity of Twitter’s use in academic studies (Ahmed, 

2015):  

1. In terms of the media coverage it gets, Twitter is a popular platform. This encourages 

its further use in research due to its cultural position. 

2. It is easy to search and track Twitter conversations (i.e. using either its search feature 

or tracking the tweets that appear in Google search results). 

3. Twitter hashtags make it easy to gather, sort, and extend searches when collecting 

data. 

4. Because Twitter discussions of global events and news stories appear concentrated 

under a hashtag, Twitter information is simple to retrieve. 

5. Compared to other social media sites, the Twitter API is more transparent and usable, 

which makes it easier for developers to produce data collection tools for Twitter. 

Consequently, this enhances the supply of instruments for researchers. 

6. Many researchers are themselves Twitter users, and due to their favourable personal 

adventures, they feel much more comfortable with conducting research on a platform 

that is familiar to them. 

This list is not meant to be exhaustive but to provide insight into why Twitter has surged 

in popularity. 

1.4 Problem Statement  

This research aims to contribute to the ongoing debate about the way social media may 

or may not have changed the religious authorities’ hold on power in Saudi Arabia. It also aims 
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to illustrate the different views of Saudi youth, who are the primary consumers of this media, 

shedding new light on how they use, perceive and participate in this cyber-debate.  

1.5 Research Questions 

This study addresses the following questions: 

1. How does social media influence the direction of Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia? 

To address this question, several support questions were developed: 

a) How do Saudi clerics make use of social media websites such as Twitter to 

disseminate their religious messages? 

b) How do Saudi youth perceive such messages? 

c) What is the role of social media in general in their religious socialisation 

compared to the usual role of legacy media? 

d) What are the indications that clerics have accepted their role and that youth 

understand their Islamic identity on social media? 

1.6 Research Objectives 

 To investigate the impact of social media on the engagement of youth with religious 

clerics in Saudi Arabia, revealing the responses of youth to the content expressed by 

religious clerics. This will expand the current scope of literature, which shows Islamic 

clerics as willing to use social media for religious purposes, from both an educative and 

constructive perspective, but fails to accurately depict youth perceptions of the actions 

of clerics on social media.  

 To determine the influence of social media on the direction of Islamic discourse in Saudi 

Arabia. This includes identifying how Islamic clerics use Twitter to disseminate religious 

messages, understanding the perceptions of youth towards the religious messages of 

Islamic clerics, and understanding how social media messages impact religious 

socialisation. 

 To add to the body of knowledge on Arab youth’s reliance on social media for religious 

knowledge. 
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 To gain a deeper understanding of the meaning and significance of the use of social 

media sites to build and consolidate the religious hegemony of ulamā (clerics) in Saudi 

Arabia. 

1.7 Hypothesis 

This research seeks to determine how the use of social media by Saudi preachers has 

been influential in advancing Islamic discourse among youth. 

H1: Use of social media by clerics to spread Islamic discourse has had a considerable 

positive impact on Islamic youth through educational and spiritual content. Moreover, Arab 

countries and youth use social media and follow clerics as their role models whose teachings 

help them uphold Islamic ideologies and virtues. Clerics use Twitter as a social media tool to 

educate youth on how Islamic religion can consolidate religious hegemony. The hypothesis 

aims to show that the Western world's perception that clerics’ teachings create violence against 

other religions, races and cultures is not always correct. Therefore, social media plays an 

important role in educating youth on the values taught by the Holy Quran. 

H2: Modern social media is not a causative factor but rather an accelerating factor that 

has renewed or changed Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia. The main factor, in my view, is the 

emergence of a group of Saudi preachers who do not belong to official religious institutions 

such as the institution of the Council of Senior Scholars and the official media. Therefore, these 

preachers search for new means of communication in which they express their hopes and 

perceptions through these means. 

1.8 Contributions to Knowledge  

Whereas the literature, reviewed below, explores religious discourse; its use of the 

media, Islam and the Internet; and the nature of social media in Saudi Arabia, some elements 

remain unaddressed. For instance, previous studies tend to highlight the cemented alliance 

between the religious and political powers in Saudi Arabia, but, as I argue below, this alliance 

has shifted since 2011. As detailed in the Discussion chapter, the study contributes to our 

understanding of the relationship between Saudi political rulers and religious elites; it also adds 
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to our knowledge about the role of authority in Islam as manifested in the authority of traditional 

clerics. The study argues that social and new media platforms have provided a new avenue 

for religious scholars to directly address and amass young followers. This, in turn, has affected 

the types of religious messages that are disseminated on social media, with many young 

followers being attracted to moderate clerics, defined as those who provide less strict fatwas, 

are more attuned to the agenda of social justice and humanitarianism in the world and are 

more tolerant of non-Muslim communities.  

1.9 Rationale for Undertaking this Research 

This study is based on new media and religious discourse and treats social media users 

as consumers of managed content and as vulnerable to manipulation. It recognises the 

potential to advance radical discourse and explores the basis upon which the use of social 

media by various actors in Saudi Arabia influences the general direction of Islamic discourse. 

In the Arab context, social media influences daily interactions and social relationships. 

Young people in the Arab world perceive the media as a mechanism through which social and 

political change may be accomplished (Gunter, 2016). Social media users in these countries 

are often more tolerant of alternative religious and political views. Even after the Arab Spring, 

popular thought continues to assert that social media use enables the development of 

nationalistic tendencies, which means that the Arab people are one, united by language, 

culture, history, geography and interests (Perlov, 2014).  

As Internet technology gains global popularity, its advent in the Arab countries has 

highlighted differences in the public sphere. The debate on governance and policies within 

Saudi Arabia may be limited, but this debate becomes more pronounced in publications from 

outside the country and on Internet forums (Al-Rasheed M. , 2007).  

Despite policy limitations, the country recorded a growth of 11,400% in the number of 

Internet users from 2000 to 2008 (Al Nashmi, Cleary, Molleda, Melinda McAdams, 2010). At 

the beginning of the 21st century, Saudi Arabia’s Internet adoption rates (29% of the population 

used the Internet in 2000) were among the lowest both in the Arab world and globally (Al 

Nashmi, Cleary, Molleda, & McAdams, 2010). Access to blogs also increased during this 
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period from 2000 to 2008 to make the country one of the largest producers and consumers of 

Internet content (Al Nashmi, Cleary, Molleda, & McAdams, 2010).    

Internet penetration in Saudi Arabia has grown rapidly since the year 2010. As of 2010, 

Saudi Arabia had an Internet service penetration rate of “26.8%, which represents an increase 

of 3,750% since the year 2000” (Miniwatts, 2010). This rapid growth contributed to the increase 

in the number of Internet users in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia more than any other country in 

the Arab world, with a total of 7.7 million users out of the Kingdom's population of 26.63 million 

by the end of the year 2009 (Miniwatts, 2010). As a result, the Saudi people experienced an 

increase in both Internet services and the consumption of online content during this period.  

Further studies on the growth of the Internet in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 

countries have shown a sharp and steady increase in Internet use. According to a Saudi Arabia 

Country Report by RIPE NCC (2019), there was a 35% increase in Internet use in GCC 

countries from 2010 to 2017. Saudi Arabia alone registered a share of 80% of Internet users 

as of 2017 (RIPE NCC, 2019). Saudi Arabia’s share of Internet users is set to increase to 

96.44% by the year 2023 according to a publication by Puri-Mirza (2019). Given these 

statistics, Saudi Arabian users have significant potential for exploitation by bloggers who use 

social media platforms to spread their ideologies. 

1.10 Rationale for Contextual Case Studies 

The study is qualitative. The study participants are Islamic clerics and youth in Saudi 

Arabia. The use of these groups allows the exploration of two contrasting viewpoints on social 

media and thus this enables me to qualitatively identify similar themes despite the difference 

in audiences.  

While the research to date has offered a brief background on social media and religious 

discourse in the Arab setting, more perspective is needed. As such, the Literature Review 

chapter analyses literature that focuses on the use of social media in the Arab context and on 

Saudi Arabia in particular. Based on the review of literature, I formulate a more focused 

viewpoint on the methodology for the exploration of religious discourse on Saudi social media.  
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Analysis is a vital component of any research. The scrutiny of tweets provides much 

information on Islamic discourse on social media. The study of the types of interactions among 

individuals and the discourse on Twitter are also reliable methods of carrying out the research. 

The analysis of the contents of tweets is paramount. The contents of Tweets may address a 

variety of topics, including politics, health, economics or social or humanitarian issues (Al-

Saggaf, 2015). The analysis then sheds light on the producers of content (clerics) and the 

users of it (youth), focusing on the role of each party as an active agent in the ongoing debate 

in Saudi Arabia regarding the power of religious clerics. The analysis also helps determine the 

way Twitter may be used to disseminate a reformist discourse; conversely, it may help promote 

the status quo. The latter point has been heavily debated since the September 11 attacks, 

following which clerics in Saudi Arabia were divided on how to define and develop a reformist 

discourse (Wright, 2012). 

This project focuses on Islamic discourse; the word ‘discourse’ can refer to verbal, 

written or non-verbal communications and it can be used in the analysis of a range of data 

such as news texts, advertisements and political speeches. Discourse analysis usually refers 

to the analysis of meanings as constituted through language, while contextualizing those 

meanings in their specific social contexts. The terms ‘discourse’ and ‘text’ tend to be used 

interchangeably, although some scholars use the term ‘text’ to refer to words or sentences, 

while discourse refers to meanings and interpretations of a text (Lahlali, 2011, p. 120). As such, 

Discourse Analysts typically look at the production of text not the way it is interpreted by 

consumers of that texts; they select certain linguistic features as the basis of their analysis 

without justifying this particular choice (see a full discussion in Breeze, 2011).  It is therefore 

that some scholars have called for comparative analysis across a range of data sources (ibid). 

This is why I have decided to combine thematic analysis with uses and gratification 

methodology in order to tease out possible interpretations and themes as defined by the young 

followers of clerics online. I elaborate on thematic analysis in Chapter four below.  
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1.11 Thesis Outline 

The scope of this study and the steps to achieve the research objectives are outlined 

below. Chapter one provides an introduction and background for the study, highlighting 

aspects of the issue while also illustrating the study problem and the problem statement. 

Chapter two is a theoretical framework that discusses and evaluates the most relevant theories 

to the research. Chapter three is the literature review, which focuses on the identification and 

evaluation of past literature that addresses the research problem. I formulate theories related 

to the research issue based on the literature review. Chapter four identifies the chosen 

research methodology to investigate how Saudi clerics' use of social media has been influential 

in advancing Islamic discourse among youth. Chapter five reflects on a case study to present 

and analyse the main themes that emerged from the analysis of selected tweets from the three 

clerics. It illustrates the main themes and trends observed in the data analysis process. 

Chapter six examines a survey of Saudi youth on the perception of clerics' use of social media. 

By contrast, chapters seven reflect on the cleric’s interview and youth perception, respectively. 

Chapter eight discusses the stretching aspects of Islamic discourse on social media in Saudi 

Arabia. Finally, chapter nine reports the findings of the research and presents conclusions on 

the subject matter.
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Chapter 2:  Theoretical Framework 

2.1 The nexus of media, religion, and audience 

This study focuses on three main concepts: media, religion, and the audience. The 

word media is conceptualised from three perspectives. The main perspective views the media 

as an intervening agency, working to create connections between the audience and the 

transmitter of information (Berger, 2014). The second perspective views the media in the 

technical sense, where there are clear distinctions between the forms of media as visual, print, 

or even audio (McQuail, 2015). The commercial use of media offers the third perspective, from 

which the media are seen as a platform for the expression of commercial purposes, such as 

advertisements (McQuail, 2015). The convergence of these perceptions has advanced the 

current definition of the media to where in common discourse, it will often be referred to as 

mass media. As such, mass media becomes the interaction between mass communication 

and aspects of society and culture. McQuail (2015) notes the evolution of media theory 

depends on popular perceptions of the media. In the early twentieth century, the media held a 

position of power, more capable of persuasion and injecting ideology into society than any 

other form of communication (McQuail, 2015). These perceptions, however, have changed 

over time and with advances in popular forms of media. 

Advanced theories have indicated that receiving content from the media does not 

always result in attitude changes. This places the media in an intervening role, arguing against 

it holding absolute power over culture and society (McQuail, 2015). The use of a medium is 

expected to have more influence than the nature of the medium (Garrett, et al., 2012). As such, 

issues like accessibility by the audience, the arrangement of content, and the regularity with 

which users access it may make a particular media form more effective in one context than 

another. The emergence of new media in the late-twentieth and early twenty-first centuries has 

increased the probability of the media gaining a position of power (McQuail, 2015). New media 

is different from social media, as the latter includes social media and all other forms of 

communication that use modern electronic means (Garrett, et al., 2012). However, this time 
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the position of power is regarded within the context of the cultural, behavioural, and cognitive 

state of the recipients. Current research also notes the role of social constraints and their 

mediating role in the effectiveness of communication (Livingstone, 2005). 

Defining religion has proven challenging for scholars, leaving any such motives 

subordinated to historical and linguistic contexts (Helland, 2000). Nevertheless, despite the 

shortcomings of the pursuit of a universal understanding, religion is viewed as the relationship 

between human beings and the divine and is characterised by a set of beliefs, societal 

organisation, ethics, and texts (Attas, 1992). In the modern context, the onset of digital 

technology heavily influences religion and thus its practice online. Helland (2000) 

conceptualises online religion as an adaptation of the online environment by religions, thus 

allowing for the creation of new attributes and practices. These practices usually involve 

sacramental and spiritual pursuits, where the participant may engage in the donation of money 

for causes, witnessing to non-believers, or the sharing of prayers for purposes of supplication 

(Jarret, 2011). Participation in religious discourse and forums is often perceived as a spiritual 

approach to the religious activity that is found online (Helland, 2000). Religion practised online 

differs from the typical practice of religion, as the user only accesses the content they find 

acceptable or have an interest in viewing (Bunt, 2003).  

“Audience” describes the media’s attentive and receptive group of spectators or 

listeners, who may be passive and most likely exist within a public setting (McQuail, 2015). 

The audience is a response to a pattern of media provision, as well as a product of its social 

context. As such, describing audiences often requires descriptions of the place, the people, 

the channels of communication, the message, and the time at which the message is 

transmitted and received (McQuail, 2015). What emerges is that there is minimal opportunity 

for theoretical controversy on the nature of the audience. However, there may be empirical 

differences in the manner that particular forms of discourse or media will perceive the audience 

and their expected behavioural outcomes. The liberal perspective regards the audience as the 

citizen to whom information from the media must reach (Livingstone, 2005). In contrast, the 

radical view treats the audience as a consumer, whose reception of content is managed by 
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institutional interests. From a political perspective, the audience may be both exploited and 

manipulated (Livingstone, 2005).  

The most common theory of audience is the uses and gratification theory. The uses 

and gratification theory explores the reasons people actively seek out and make use of the 

media, focusing on the audience during the process of understanding communications (Fourie, 

2001). This theory implies that engaging in media use is a deliberate action on the part of the 

audience, arguing against their being reached by media communications by chance 

(Livingstone, 2005). Audiences actively use media for purposes of escaping reality, personal 

relations and identity, as well as surveillance (Fourie, 2001).  

In this study, I apply the uses and gratification theory regarding using religion in media, 

as it is the most suitable project to focus on. According to this theory, people use media to fulfil 

some of their needs, including their cognitive needs, affective needs, integrative personal 

needs, integrative social needs, and tension reduction needs. Religion, in this sense, is a 

concept that integrates all such needs under a single name. Of the scarce literature utilising 

the uses and gratification theory, Nagham and Auter (2014) assert that when used in a broad-

spectrum manner, Facebook is usually used for purposes of relaxation. However, according 

to the researchers, when Facebook and other social media sites are used for religious or 

culturally specific purposes, the platforms are highly associated with the significance of group 

membership. This is because users of social media sites find their use to be greatly gratifying 

for a variety of professional and personal reasons. Based on collective self-esteem, group 

belonging is the main motive for using social network sites. Group belonging, self-esteem and 

social well-being are all strongly related reasons many Muslims use social media sites such 

as Twitter. Additionally, having friends from one’s same cultural and religious background gives 

users a sense of belonging (K., Rosen.D , & Hendrickson B.D, 2011). This, in turn, increases 

the users’ self-esteem. Other individuals also use social sites such as Twitter to promote 

upcoming club meetings and other events. Finally, the vast majority of individuals use Twitter 

and Facebook to read the latest news and learn about their friends’ experiences. In this way, 

social media has been used as a way of connecting Muslims from different parts of the world.  
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This theory also shows that social media can be used to maximise learning 

opportunities for users. In the past, gaining knowledge in Islam was often restricted to 

educational institutions, Mosques, and learning from clerics and imams. However, although 

forms of traditional Islamic learning opportunities have remained intact, Muslims across the 

globe now have the opportunity to learn, question, network, and teach others through the use 

of social media sites. In particular, social media offers numerous avenues through which users 

can learn about Islam (John , 2015). This is because the internet has allowed the public to 

access all manners of information and increased the accessibility of Islamic literature. This is 

done through different posts and messages sent by the Shaykh. Facebook and Twitter have 

allowed Muslims to connect with clerics and imams. With the increasing use of social media, 

particularly among people under the age of 30, who constitute over 50% of its population, the 

question is whether social media can be regarded as a platform to debate Islamic teachings 

and hence regarded as a tool for reforming and modernising Islamic discourse by challenging 

clerics’ authority. The following section discusses the broad themes related to Islam and 

modernity, and the subsequent sections focus on this debate inside Saudi Arabia. 

2.2 Islam, tradition and modernity 

Today, the Islamic world is reckoning with the effects of modernity and postmodernity, 

globalization, and secularization (Olsson & Kersten, 2016). Muslims are busy inquiring about 

religious representations and authority. In the process, alternative Islamic discourses, along 

with the dichotomies of heterodoxy and orthodoxy, state and civil society, and continuity and 

change, have arisen to challenge binary opposition. As a result, authority dispersal has 

become rampant and hierarchical structures and gender roles have broken (Olsson & Kersten, 

2016). Alternative ideas concerning religion in Saudi Arabia have persisted throughout time, 

but they are a more significant reality today due to alternative spaces like social media 

(Moaddel, 2005). In their efforts to respond to critical questions that challenge the Islamic faith, 

religious disputations and philosophical debates have resulted in different ideologies from 

pluralist Muslim intellectuals.(Quamar, 2015). Although this has been a considerable issue, 

traditional Islamic orthodoxy seems far from addressing these concerns, which explains why 
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modernist Islamic discourse is not far from reality; that is, it revolves around of the many 

modern affairs occurring in the contemporary world (Al Alhareth & Al Dighrir, 2015). This 

section examines the literature surrounding discussions of Islamic modernity. It largely 

explains the different perceptions of modernity in an attempt to suggest the extent of 

modernity’s compatibility with Islam. 

The issue of modernity in Islam has led most Islamic scholars (ulamā) and intellectuals 

to develop ideas and practices aimed at embracing modernity while also ensuring such ideas 

and practices do not interfere with the traditional Islamic message. According to Aghababa 

(2011), the ulamā must determine the points of both convergence and divergence between 

modernity and Islam. In the end, this has become difficult to break down. However, what is 

most important is the fact that modernity and Islamism must complement one another if the 

religion is to survive in the modern world (Aghababa, 2011).   

It becomes difficult, however, for most Islamic scholars to differentiate between 

modernity and westernisation. While many scholars are against westernisation, there is no 

denying the fact that modernity is one aspect of westernisation. This is because modernity is 

the assumption of new ways of thinking as well as the assumption of new technology (Masud, 

2009). Modernity, therefore, requires one to adopt both new ways of thinking and new ideas. 

However, applying these new ways of thinking and operation must align with Islamic teachings 

and the Quran because if they went against the words and teachings of Allah, they would not 

be accepted in the Muslim world (Aghababa, 2011). 

Masud (2009) identified modernity as something that has been adopted based on a 

necessity rather than on a want. The threat of not adopting modernity is huge and presents 

various consequences to the Muslim world. It is important that Islam, just like other religions, 

adopts modernity through new technologies and sciences. However, this adoption must not 

include adopting various cultures, some of which go against Islamic teachings. For example, 

while the Western world is critical about certain Islamic practices, such as the Sharia or Divine 

Law, this does not mean that Muslims should abandon the Sharia. Instead, they must ensure 

these practices are in line with modern practices without going against the teachings. These 
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laws were made to govern humans, and so they should continue to do so. They must not be 

seen as too punitive, but they must be strict to ensure humans remain good and follow the 

right path (Masud, 2009). 

Profound social transformation accelerated the creation of the pluralist intellectual 

movement, which ultimately impacted discursive spaces (Quamar, 2015). Religious 

disputations and philosophical debates among diverse ideological groups have led to the 

introduction and solidification of multiple issues that have become difficult for Muslim 

intellectual leaders to resolve against the typical framework of Islamic orthodoxy. Modernist 

Islamic discourse resulted from an attempt by Muslim intellectuals to formulate responses to 

critical questions from the West that discredit their faith (Olsson & Kersten, 2016). 

Unfortunately, the answers they gave seemed to suffer major constraints from the existing 

socio-political arrangements and the socio-transformation challenges facing their countries at 

the time. Their discourses widely varied in content, as intellectual markets differed. More 

specifically, secular ideologies highly impacted the discursive space in the mid-twentieth 

century, thereby allowing the rise of Islamic fundamentalism. 

Contemporary Islam ascends from a history of tension and conflict, challenge and 

response, reformation and revolution, and religious and intellectual retrenchment (Masud, & 

Salvatore, 2009). Four major struggles in the second half of the twentieth century spirited the 

rise of Islamic modernity:  

First, the wars of independence of the twentieth century, the embattlement of religious 

pluralism (Aghababa, 2011; Crooke, 2015; Muhaimin, 2017), cultural identity amid 

contemporary Islamic revivalism, and the inclusion of Islam into daily civilian life.  

Second, the sense of decline increased following the colonisation of the Muslim nations 

in the nineteenth century (Masud, 2009), either directly, as in the cases of Syria and Egypt, or 

more indirectly, as happened in Iran and Ottoman-led countries. Islamism began to decline in 

the nineteenth century because people feared revenge attacks against minorities, and this fear 

helped buttress four decades of repressive rule by the Assad family and the emergence of 

what they described as a new dictatorship by the Sunni Muslim majority (Landau, 2013). The 
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orthodox patriarch in Syria, Ignatius IV Hazim, has said he supports the Assad regime and 

opposes any intervention in the country, saying it would be harmful to both Christians and 

Muslims. This repressive rule by the Assad family has led most European scholars to describe 

the Muslim world's political and social systems as unreasonable, backward, and tyrannical 

(Salvatore, 2009). What ensued is as follows: Islam found modern challenges too demanding 

to respond to within the specified time. Muslims opposed non-Muslims because their religious 

attitudes differed, and this opposition marked the onset of revolts against the colonial rule 

(Rippin, 2016). France’s Ernest Renan found cause to shift blame to Islam for opposing reason 

and sciences. French cabinet minister Gabriel Hanotaux supported Renan's idea by arguing 

that Islam disregarded reason and reform, instead of supporting tyranny (Masud, & Salvatore, 

2009). When Muslims could no longer withstand this criticism, they had to defend their Islamic 

identity. 

‘’Concept of Islamic Identity’’ The Islamic identity means having faith and belief in the 

Islamic nation. It means having pride in affection for Islam, respect for its civil and cultural 

values and for Islamic rituals and demonstrating pride and adherence to them. It is also having 

a sense of distinction and individual and collective independence. There are three components 

of Islamic identity: (Al-Obaidi, 2016) 

History: Through preserving its elements and events, standing on its path and 

benefiting from it in various aspects of life and human relations. The history of the nation should 

be like the lights that illuminate the path and protect it from falling. (Al-Obaidi, 2016) 

Islamic Dogma: Islamic dogma is one of the most important components of Islamic 

identity. It combines faith and belief in Allah the Almighty with action and behaviour at both the 

individual and the collective level. It generally combines thought, Sharia, and behaviour. One 

of its greatest manifestations is real loyalty to Allah the Almighty. (Al-Obaidi, 2016) 

Culture: Culture is the cognitive fabric of a society’s values, languages, and scientific 

and civil achievements. It is the gains made in the same pattern and direction, what it acquires 

in terms of values, manners, and practices in its interaction with other societies. Culture is 

flexible, expandable, and movable. (Al-Obaidi, 2016) 
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Third, Christian missionaries’ attack on Muslim beliefs quoted in the Quran was very 

demeaning. In a well-calculated move to downplay Islam, they accused Islamic teachings of 

being centred on jihad, polygamy, and slavery and being oppressive to Muslim Women, and 

they urged people to convert to Christianity, which was devoid of such beliefs and practices 

(Salvatore, 2009). It is for this reason that a large part of the Muslim community believed that 

colonial reforms and modernity served only to promote Christianity.  

The fourth argument is that young Muslims enrolled in modern institutions found 

modernisation and westernisation synonymous. In this context, those enrolled in modern 

institutions developed every cause to disregard and often ridicule Islam and Muslim practices 

alike. Islamic modernists never applauded this development and dismissed it as a threat to 

their cultural and religious identities (Rippin, 2016). The only option they had was to prove that 

modernity and Islam are compatible and that the former was not in conflict with the latter. 

Modernist Islamic ideas re-interpreted Islam to fit the modern world perfectly (Aghababa, 

2011). These ideas seeded during the final decades of the nineteenth century and 

acknowledged that Islam lost its place on the world map. Many modernists blamed the lack of 

a modernised and dynamic comprehension of science in Muslim countries for this loss (Hunter, 

2014). Ironically, some modernists associated medieval Islamic knowledge and its 

transmission of classical scientific thoughts to the West with the development of modern 

science and technology in Europe.  

Drawing clear boundaries for Islamic modernity has been termed an arduous task, 

scholars believe the process signified the legacy of Islamic thought during the contemporary 

period (Aghababa, 2011). Many scholars from the West and other regions believe that 

modernity originated in and belongs to the West (Muhaimin, 2017). In essence, they view any 

form of civilisation that embraces modernity through a "westernisation" lens. In reality, this 

encounter with Western conservatories and thought has had an overwhelming impact on 

Islamic modernity, both positively (e.g. the adoption of science, the emphasis on human rights, 

constitutional governance structures) and negatively (e.g. buttressing, autocracy, colonialism) 

(Masud, 2009). Furthermore, many of the issues Islamic modernity is emphasising today, such 
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as gender equality, democracy, and human rights, are mainly contemplated as universal 

struggles (Aghababa, 2011; Hunter, 2014), and a vast majority of the Muslims who hold to 

these issues usually develop their discourses from native Islamic interpretations (i.e. they are 

not guided by Western discourses). 

In many cases, Muslims have admitted to modernity within the context of 

westernisation, even though their views on its relevance and compatibility with Islam differ 

slightly. Trends of Islamic modernity range from reform to outright rejection of modernity or 

rejection of tradition (Masud, 2009). As a result, different reform discourses have emerged, 

each with differing interpretations of modernity and tradition. Discourses about Islamic 

modernity not only appear contradictory, but some arguments appear apologetic (Crooke, 

2015; Masud, & Salvatore, 2009). For example, although discourses borrow much from 

Western sciences and technology, they are predominantly critical of the West. However, 

Islamic modernity explains this uncertainty by emphasising that modernisation is different from 

westernisation. By way of an example, changing perceptions of modernity as science, 

technology, human rights, and nationalism tend to coincide with changing perceptions of 

Western modernity (Aghababa, 2011). As a result, Muslim scholars have attempted to 

streamline Islam with European enlightenment, resulting in the rise of Islamic modernity. 

2.2.1 Islamic modernity in Saudi Arabia 

The genesis of Islamic modernity in Saudi Arabia can be tied to three sets of historical 

periods: "Those that removed the institutional barriers to ideological innovation, those that 

provided the social space, resources, and the need for this innovation, and those that formed 

the intellectual context about which this new discourse was produced" (Moaddel, 2005, p.29). 

King Abdulaziz, the founder of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), initiated Islamic 

modernity in Saudi Arabia by introducing modern administrative, educational, scientific, and 

technological tools to stabilise the polity; he did so intentionally to modernise a nation out of a 

tribal political union (Quamar, 2015). His reign was characterised by Islam and modernity. In 

later years, the monarchy sustained its legitimacy by devoting itself to modernisation and 

Islamic heritage. The process further intensified due to the abundance of oil reserves and a 
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gradual but sustained modernisation process (Olsson & Kersten, 2016). However, changing 

events could be expected as individuals and citizens collectively embarked on changing the 

attitudes and aspirations of Muslim society. As a result, modern elements of judicial and 

political orientations have been suggested to adjust to the changing realities of the previous 

two decades. 

Islamic modernity is an issue of merit in the KSA. Today, Saudi Arabia has commenced 

plans to loosen rules deemed ultra-conservative, and it now allows women to drive (Mclaughlin 

& Robinson, 2017). Despite these efforts, the country has been criticised for backing terrorist 

organisations worldwide. The country is on track to embrace moderate Islam and desist from 

destructive extremism (Mclaughlin & Robinson, 2017). During the economic forum held in 

Riyadh, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman remarked, "We are returning to what we were 

before – a country of moderate Islam that is open to all religions, traditions, and people around 

the globe" (Mclaughlin & Robinson, 2017, n. p). As international rights groups continue to 

criticise the Saudi government, Prince Mohammed has been busy pushing ahead with reforms 

since he came into power. Many have regarded him as the force behind King Salman's move 

to lift the driving ban on Saudi women (Al Alhareth et al., 2015).  

Information from other sources reveals Crown Prince Mohammed's plans to modernise 

key sectors in Saudi Arabia, with plans to permit the long-banned cinemas as part of his 

ambitions for the future (Mclaughlin & Robinson, 2017). In recent months, the country has 

organised concerts, a pop-culture festival called "Comic-Con", and mixed-gender nation day 

celebrations, where people could dance on the streets and thump electronic rhythms, 

something that has never occurred in the country before. The KSA is working towards 

diversifying its revenue streams and bringing down its conservative society and oil-dependent 

economy (Hunter, 2014; Mclaughlin & Robinson, 2017). Crown Prince Mohammed is also 

pushing another reform agenda, called Vision 2030, to wean the country off oil and introduce 

further reform. However, critics have criticised Crown Prince Mohammed for failure to liberalise 

the country's politics, which give the king absolute authority (Mclaughlin & Robinson, 2017). 
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Modern affairs and ideas about Islam have become important topics for discussion, and 

their influence is spreading far and wide, especially in the era of social networks. Moaddel 

(2005) described a major shift in the connection between media and events. For him, "media 

and communications have become a part or causal factor in the events” (p. 28). It is also 

important to note that science and technology have made it possible to customise Islamic 

content and design manuals to guide followers, and modern technologies have been 

instrumental in achieving this mission. Quamar (2015) maintains that social media has 

impacted social changes in many countries, Saudi Arabia included. For one, he seeks to 

remind the audience that until recently, communication had been largely controlled by the 

Saudi government. Through the advent of technologies like the internet and data transmissions 

via satellites, it has become difficult for authorities to exert as much control as they could 

previously. Besides, countries with large youth populations, like Saudi Arabia, are using 

sophisticated communication technologies despite their potential to cause difficulty for religious 

authorities and existing patriarchal structures. 

Modernity, encompassing modes of social life that emerged in Europe and later 

became influential all over the world, has, in many ways, encountered massive challenges 

since the Islamic revival became prominent (Crooke, 2015). The cultural and social aspects of 

Islamic revivalism reject modernist tendencies. In this regard, the topic of women has remained 

central to the antagonism between revived Islam and modernity (Khurshid & Guerrero, 2016), 

in which the basic Islamic formulations of the family are matters of priority (Masud 2009; 

Masud, & Salvatore, 2009). Muslim women derive their position and power from the holy texts, 

and related disciplines, such as sexual morality, are intimately grounded in Islamic ideology 

(Hunter, 2014). Studies have focused on the history of women to search for links between 

women and ideas stemming from modernisation to accommodate Islam at the height of 

capitalism and colonial domination. The question of women is an on-going subject of 

discussion in modern nation-states and has been heavily contested by Islamic forces and 

modernised ruling elites (Khurshid & Guerrero, 2016). In an exchange perceived to contradict 
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the idea of modernity, Islam revivalism decorticates modernity and emphasises the changing 

positions of women in latter-day society. 

Major developments witnessed in the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth 

century are established as the growth factors for modernist Islamic discourse (Masud, & 

Salvatore, 2009). To begin, rapid scientific discoveries and the transition of knowledge 

permitted a dynamic, as opposed to the static, view of both nature and the universe. Next, 

nationalistic movements made the discourse appear subjective rather than objective. 

Additionally, liberation movements favoured an attitude which tends to oppose both the West 

and Western modernity (Al Alhareth et al., 2015). With these outcomes, Muslim proponents 

led by Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (a Muslim politician in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries) defined political renaissance in terms of umma unity. Ironically, most Europeans 

slammed it as pan-Islamism, calling it a threat to the West (Aghababa, 2011; Al Alhareth et al., 

2015). The above developments impacted a far-reaching paradox about Islamic modernist 

discourse – many Muslim thinkers held modern concepts associated with liberty and 

constitutionalism in high regard. Though many became reluctant to adopt territorial 

nationalism, a good number embraced the homeland’s territorial ideas. In contrast, movements 

for freedom considered the West in the worst terms possible. Still, they liked the modern 

concepts of liberty, republicanism and democracy, and constitutionalism, which could be easily 

validated by contextualising them in the Islamic heritage. 

The success and failure of Islam and modernity, in their historical contexts, can be 

weighed according to the level Islam has been accepted and the spiritual properties and main 

attributes contributed by modern Western scholars (Aghababa, 2011). Nonetheless, some 

elements of Islam and modern affairs have failed to consider serious matters regarding the 

communication of Islam and modernity. History shows that the geographical borders of Islam 

and modernity no longer exist. A considerable number of Islamic scholars hold to what they 

believe to be true Islam and modernity. In response, Islamic scholars and intellectuals criticised 

modernity, provoking mixed reactions from Islamic territories and all people who profess Islam 

globally (Masud, 2009; Muhaimin, 2017). 
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Islam and modernity are two concepts with easy to reconcile points. In the ordinary 

course, Islamic scholars and their counterparts from the West focus on investigating points of 

segregation between these two wide disciplines. Whether Islam should be characterised by 

modernity or vice versa is a question that many mainstream Islamic scholars have considered. 

However, the literature reveals the lack of unanimity among Islamic scholars in responding to 

this question; both answers exist (Aghababa, 2011). The discussion of modern Islam and 

compatibility, in combination with a historical research perspective, sets the basis for true 

analysis regarding reciprocal interactions between Islam and modernity. 

To summarize, Muslims have had different perceptions of modernity and different 

opinions on its compatibility with and relevance to Islam. Initially, Islamic modernists 

emphasised modern sciences and natural laws, but political modernists rejected this focus 

because they believe it complements Western imperialism and materialism (Mclaughlin & 

Robinson, 2017). Even though Islamic modernists recorded their admiration of the West, and 

they depended on the West for peace and progress, mistrust and suspicion plagued these 

relations (Masud 2009). It is at this time of origin that critical debates arose between Western 

scholars of Islam, on one side, and westernised Muslim modernists, on the other (Masud, & 

Salvatore, 2009).  

These dialogues have settled at common universal grounds with several dynamic 

perceptions of modernity and Islam. Modernist Islamic discourse focuses on whether 

modernity is compatible with Islam. When various perceptions of modernity were reviewed, the 

discourse shifted from a deterministic and objective view of modernity to an increasingly 

introspective and subjective view (Aghababa, 2011; Muhaimin, 2017). While Islamic 

modernists perceived modernity in different ways, their arguments suggest the compatibility of 

Islam and modernity. Based on this detailed account, we can conclude that modernist Islamic 

discourse demonstrates how modernity is increasingly compatible with Islam. 
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2.3 Audience subjectivity and traditional Islamic authority 

This section discusses the outlook of social media as avenues of freedom by which the 

Saudi people can exercise their right to speech and express their own opinions.  

The issue of modernity holds a central place in the discussion of Islamic and Middle 

Eastern societies (Thompson, 2003). The perception of modernity as a threat is common in 

these regions because it presents complex consequences, such as threatening the nation and 

religion of Islam on matters of transformation and rejecting the central tenets of Muslim 

orthodoxy. The Muslim religion has, for many years, felt marginalised or left behind by modern 

developed nations as they progressed. As a result, Muslim clerics and religion at large have 

adopted modern practices to match the rest of the world. One of the ways to improve religion 

is mass media and social media, which Muslim scholars have found essential in subverting or 

controlling oppositional consciousness, thus eliminating the threat of hegemony of capitalist 

allies (Strauss, 2013). One way of doing this is through communication, cooperation, and 

positive social transformation, as Habermas discussed in his theory of communicative action 

(Gilani-Williams, 2014). This form of interpersonal communication is intended to advance 

mutual understanding and eliminate barbarity. Social media represents one major form of 

modernity, as it offers a platform for interpersonal communication. 

Subjectivity greatly influences the way active audiences react to Islamic discourses on 

social media in Saudi Arabia. Individual autonomy and capacity to express personal opinions, 

tastes, and feelings have contributed to the active role audiences have taken when engaging 

in Islamic conversations on social media in Saudi Arabia. The active audience theory suggests 

that audiences are not merely passively receiving information, but are actively engaged. This 

means that the audiences who receive information make sense of texts both emotionally and 

cognitively. Therefore, information is not imposed on an audience without them making sense 

of the information’s meanings. This proposition is enhanced by subjectivity, which makes 

audiences critical of the information they receive on social media.  

Social media has been found to significantly influence the emotional state of female 

Saudi millennials in both negative and positive ways (Gull et al., 2018). From a positive 
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perspective, social media amplifies their motivation to undertake certain roles in society; from 

a negative perspective, social media use triggers and perpetrates jealousy and sadness when 

users compare themselves with others. This is especially true thanks to the glamour most 

users of social media portray on their profiles. Nonetheless, the family unit in Saudi Arabia has 

not been significantly affected by social media because even though social media use has 

increased, Saudi families have retained their strong and traditional relationships within the 

family unit (Alanazi, 2018). Such can explain why the use of social media has not significantly 

ravaged marital and child relationships within family setups. 

Based on critical knowledge derived from international schools operating in Saudi 

Arabia and exposure to modernity and technology, young people in Saudi Arabia are 

challenging the role of religion in political and economic governance. However, some scholars 

believe that education reforms in Saudi Arabia need to incorporate critical thinking lessons in 

education programs. Allamnakhrah (2013) indicated that education systems in Saudi Arabia 

have failed to encourage students to contemplate conflicting opinions to strengthen and 

reinforce the quality of the debates that might arise in the classroom. For a healthy and 

progressive education, critical thinking is important. Unfortunately, either at the high school or 

college level, this form of instruction is not employed within the boundaries of Saudi Arabia. 

The value of critical thought is not stressed by Saudi colleges, instead preferring to 

conveniently spoon-feed student data that does not measure their mental capabilities. 

(Alwadai, 2014). Gashan (2015) stated that Saudi Arabia’s lack of an education that 

encourages critical thinking is the main reason youth pursue further education in European 

countries. The liberal environment for education provided by universities in European countries 

is truly unmatched. A more robust and healthier atmosphere for the student, regardless of the 

area he or she chooses to study, is cultivated by versatility between courses and study tracks. 

Critical thinking plays a pivotal role when we want to achieve our desired educational 

goals by keeping in view the tough standards. Swartz (1994), Facione (1998) and Paul (2008) 

has rightly said that there are many benefits of critical thinking. One of the bright aspects of 

critical thinking is that it not only helps in achieving excellence in academic life but also 
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improves the standard of life and workplace. Beyer (1995) pointed out that the benefits of 

critical thinking are not limited to the individual level; it has lots to offer at society level too. 

Critical thinking is the solid foundation of a good social life. Students studying in various 

universities of Saudi Arabia observed that teachers are not trained on critical thinking during 

their training course of teaching. Rote learning and memorisation remain the most prevalent 

methods of instruction. The data reveal an urgent need for reforms to the Saudi education 

system, where critical thinking should serve as the basis for pre-service teacher education 

courses in order to limit the perpetuation of the rote-learning method of teaching and learning. 

Such reforms to the education system and curricula will undoubtedly impact the culture in 

Saudi Arabia, in general, facilitating the fostering of critical thinking in future generations (Naji 

& Al-Rasheed, 2018). 

Active audience theory describes the active involvement of audiences using various, 

interrelated dimensions. The dimensions of active audience analysis include comprehension, 

perception, evaluation, interpretation, and response (JIN 2012, pp. 33). The proponents of this 

theory argue that the meaning of a text cannot be fixed in advance because meaning is a 

negotiation between the text and the audience in a certain context, reception. Therefore, the 

nature of religious conversations occurring on online social media platforms in Saudi Arabia is 

not fixed, as it involves negotiation or debate among the audiences involved. The proponents 

of active audience theory argue that audiences use the media for their own gratifications. 

According to this theory, audiences make sense of the message unconsciously based on their 

own social and personal contexts (JIN 2012 pp. 50). Making sense of messages requires a 

critical approach that is informed by modernity. The rise of online groups that are opposed to 

the oppressive practices against women in Saudi Arabia is an indication that interpretation of 

Islamic teachings occurs based on one’s personal context and is mostly informed by modernity 

and the adoption of critical thinking. 

Diverse audiences in online Islamic debates of Saudi Arabia understand messages and 

respond to them in different ways, as evidenced in the different belief systems in Saudi Arabia, 

including sectarianism and conservatism. The active audience theory predicts that some 
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audiences will accept and believe the messages conveyed, while others will reject the 

messages based on their experiences and knowledge. This is evident in the rise of online 

groups that have adopted a critical approach and oppose the oppression of women in Saudi 

Arabia. Such groups are comprised of intellectuals who are exposed to Western ways of life. 

The people who reject the messages use their critical thinking skills and subjectivism to judge 

the message’s content (JIN 2012 pp. 62). Active audience theory gives the reader power equal 

to the writer in terms of giving meaning to a text. The active audience in Saudi Arabia that 

engages in online Islamic debates has the autonomy to interpret messages and react to them 

individually. This is a key pillar in the emergence of contrary opinions to interpretations of 

religious texts. Truth and meaning in a text are dependent upon the historical discourse and 

the content of the text. Each reader gives the text a unique meaning. 

The active audience theory relies on the encoding-decoding model of communication 

that was developed by Stuart Hall. According to Hall (2001), both the producer of content and 

the content’s audience have particular roles. Producers of the media are those who create 

media mass based on their ideas or ideology; they are commonly known as encoders. The 

audience is the consumer of the media produced; they are generally known as decoders. The 

sender has various option to use. The message can be sent by either verbal (signs, pictures, 

words) or non-verbal (body language, facial expression) symbols in the process of encoding a 

message. These symbols help the receiver to better understand the message being given 

(Hall, 2001). 

As the message is received by the receiver, the audience receives the message and 

observes it to follow an interpretation and translation process, during which the coded 

information is decoded and translated into an understandable form (Shaw, 2017). This process 

helps the receiver to recreate the definition by giving symbols meanings, enabling him or her 

to view the message as a whole. However, the receiver will not always receive the message 

expected by the producer because the message can be decoded in one of three ways: 

dominated, negotiated, and oppositional (Hall, 2001).  
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This model of communication suggests that the meaning of a message is encoded by 

a sender and can be decoded by the receiver with or without alterations to the sender’s 

meaning. As suggested earlier, receivers decode the meanings of messages based on their 

views and ideals. The decoding process can result in miscommunications, whereby the 

receiver of the message understands something other than the message intended by the 

sender. Acceptance of current social media services is boosted by smart media audience types 

who facilitate a better understanding of belief characteristics and facilitate media service 

acceptance (Gao & Huang, 2019). Unlike traditional mass media content services, smart 

media audiences are actively engaged in two-way communications with the carriers of 

information. Such communications adopt a coding and decoding approach such that, if need 

be, only the end-users of such messages can access and decipher it. Among internet users, 

this has led to a radical shift from being passive data users to active audiences, with digital 

communication centres, such as those of social media platforms, acting as agents to provide 

the coding–decoding framework for communication (Jelena, 2019). 

Diverse audiences comprehend media messages differently. This has led to increased 

inquiries from young people in Saudi Arabia about the role of religion and its authority in 

society. Diverse interpretations of social media discussions about Islam have led to the 

emergence of alternative Islamic discourses that challenge the state and civil society and 

continuity and change. The challenging discourses are a product of critical thinking and 

subjectivism, which are enhanced by modernity and exposure to Western ways of life.  

In the audience analysis theory, pluralism of thought is evident in the freedom or 

autonomy that the audience has in analysing or decoding messages (Vahdat 2003). The 

audiences of online platforms have different interpretations of the religious messages they 

receive on social media. Autonomy and subjectivity have played a significant role in the 

emergence of different Islamic views (Vahdat, 2003). 

Islamic teachings have a considerable impact on the way young people engage with 

social media in Saudi Arabia. Religious influences have enhanced self-control and self-
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monitoring among youth as they engage in online conversations using social media (Vahdat 

2003). 

Radical forces, conservatives, and religious clerics are well represented on social 

networks, which they use for mobilisation and indoctrination through messaging. Indoctrination 

and extreme texts are usually encrypted, but their meanings are easily understood by social 

media users in Saudi Arabia (Vahdat 2003). Such messages are understood by active 

audiences and are used to recruit young people into extremist groups. The following section 

discusses the role of clerics as the voice of “authority” in Islam. 

2.4 Authority in Islam 

Like any other religion, Islam is guided by a system of beliefs that guide worship and 

self-conduct. Its principal source of authority is the sacred texts, such as the infallible, 

unchanging Holy Quran and Its divine interpretation by clerics who are well versed in every 

aspect of It. Such entails the ulamā, “the clerics of Islam heirs of the prophets”, attributed to 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) (Mouline, 2014). Such figures of authority as clerics underpin the 

authority placed on them as the domineers in matters concerning Arab-Muslim cultures in all 

practices and on all fronts. This grants the ulamā authorisation to interpret holy texts and 

oversee the worship of the believers of Islam in ways that systemise beliefs and regulate social 

behaviour, such as guiding frameworks on what is acceptable or not in religious practice. It is 

from such foundations that it is important to discuss the authority of Islam and how it relates to 

social media in Saudi Arabia (Mouline, 2014(.  

Here, it is important to note that there is a difference between scholars (ulamā ) and 

preachers (du‘ā). The director-general of the Prince Thamer Ibn Abdul Aziz Foundation for 

teaching the Holy Qur’an and the Sunnah Abdul Latif Bashmail differentiated between the du‘ā 

and the ulamā, saying “the du‘ā is a general word which is given to both of them”, adding that 

“the du‘ā reminds us of religious issues, and it is not stipulated that he must be one of the 

ulamā . He excels in one aspect of religion. The Prophet Peace Be Upon Him said, ‘Convey 

my teachings to the people even if it were a single sentence’” (Al-Misbahi, 2013). 
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However, a professor in the Ministry of Higher Education Dr Ali Al Shibl showed that, 

originally, the scholar and the preacher were the same. One cannot be a scholar without 

knowledge of Sharia. The preacher also cannot be so without his awareness of the field in 

which he is preaching by the curriculum of the Prophet (PBUH). Allah the Almighty says, “Say 

thou: ‘This is my way: I do invite unto Allah – on evidence clear as the seeing with one’s eyes 

– I and whoever follows me. Glory to Allah. And never will I join gods with Allah.’" He mentioned 

that the contemporary usage differentiates between the scholar, the preacher, the judge, the 

mufti and others, saying, "The differentiation of the media has become baseless because the 

preacher and the scholar have common grounds though they are different” (Al-Misbahi, 2013). 

The director-general of Islamic Affairs and Endowment Call and Guidance in Jeddah 

Governorates, Fahad Al Barqi, said simply that the difference between the scholar and the 

preacher is as follows: "Every Scholar is a preacher but not every preacher is a scholar". He 

indicated that it is the preacher who reports about the Almighty given the saying of the Prophet 

(PBUH): "Convey (my teachings) to the people even if it were a single sentence". He added 

that the preachers have ranks. Some of them can influence his family inside the house; others 

affect the population of the quarter where he lives, others influence their city, and others 

influence the country as a whole. The responsibility of the preachers who influence the Islamic 

world is greater (Al-Misbahi, 2013). 

The preacher Dr Awad Al Qarni denied any difference between the preacher and the 

scholar. Still, he clarified that the preacher has no right to preach unless he is aware of what 

he is calling for. Allah the Almighty says, "And pursue not that of which thou hast no knowledge; 

for every act of hearing, or of seeing or of (feeling in) the heart will be enquired into (on the 

Day of Reckoning)". He points out the importance of the call by the saying of the Prophet 

(PBUH), "Convey my teaching to the people even if it were a single sentence." He pointed out 

that every preacher is a scholar, indicating that even the father is a preacher in his house, but 

in the field of which he aware (Al-Misbahi, 2013). 

For his part, the preacher Mohammed Al Salem clarified that both the preacher and the 

scholar work in the same field, despite their different specializations. He mentioned that the 
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scholar clarifies misunderstandings of issues, but the preacher aims to sharpen the mettle. He 

also shows an aspect of his religious knowledge. He mentioned that both are indispensable in 

Sharia. They complete one another. The preacher sharpens the mettle, then the human should 

be careful with religion and refer to scholars to be educated in the difficult issues (Al-Misbahi, 

2013). 

Comparable insight into the authority of preaching Islam in Saudi Arabia could be 

sought from other countries with large Muslim populations, such as Indonesia, where 

preaching and the community practice of Islam converges around Islamic leaders’ use of new 

and old media (Muchtar & Ritchey, 2014). Muslim leaders in Indonesia are constantly on alert 

to prevent fundamentalism by improving their communication styles and social media use to 

reach wider communities, especially younger generations. They thus employ cutting-edge 

technologies to garner followers on social media platforms and constantly use them to 

communicate the teachings of Islam. Such communication is often not based on rote 

regurgitation of historical Islamic discourses, but rather modern contemporary issues. 

Returning to the Saudi Arabian context, the onset of social media and other platforms 

seemed to introduce a struggle over divine politics, with clerical modernists feeling as though 

they had been muted (Al-Rasheed, 2015). Modernist Muslim clerics who attempted to use new 

technologies to spread religion were considered a mutation that joined together against the old 

official Salafi tradition (Al-Rasheed, 2015, p. 8). The Salafi tradition, which radically insists on 

the legitimacy of the status quo, disparages any new insights or avenues which they feel 

undermine the rule of the Al-Saud. This enforces particular interpretations of holy texts that 

assert obedience to rulers and assert the use of legitimate mainstream channels (even in the 

communication), thereby criminalising any forms of protest or criticism. 

Al-Rasheed (2015) described the conflict between modernist Muslim clerics and the 

authoritarian state purporting to propagate Islam. She starts with a discussion of the petitions 

and protests on the eve of the Arab uprisings that saw sporadic protests arise in Saudi Arabia’s 

digital “day of rage”, rising from virtual to real protests. In this context, virtual implies the use 

of various social media platforms to instigate protests. 
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This evolution of religious authority gave rise to more media du‘ā asserting influence 

on the Saudi people, with Islamic preachers proliferating and influencing society and politics 

through their teachings (Floden, 2016). The main audience of the media du‘ā is Muslim youth, 

who are encouraged to serve as the necessary tools of change in society and propagate the 

religious messages of freedom in religious authority. The media du‘ā assert such religious 

authority using religious texts that blend ancient sources with contemporary issues to woo their 

listeners into focusing on both present-day life and the afterlife (Floden, 2016).  

It is important to note that the religious authority asserted by the media du‘ā is furthered 

by the lack of a clear demarcation between the ideological views of the ulamā and those of the 

du‘ā, especially on major issues (Floden, 2016, p. iv). The adoption of certain technologies, 

such as social media, by the du‘ā gives them a form of authority among the people they 

influence that gives them a legitimate backing to use such platforms. However, this does not 

imply an assertion of the absolute authority of the du‘ā and ulamā over the people. These only 

function as motivators and agenda-setters for the huge populations that follow them. 

The authority in Islam in Saudi Arabia also stems from clerical corps’ imposition and 

defence of orthopraxy in public spheres to influence religious establishments (Mouline, 2014, 

p. 235). It has, for example, been established that any indispensable bulwark of effort to 

achieve salvation coincides with the Hanbali-Wahhabi1 view of how Islam should be practised. 

The authoritative nature of the Hanbali-Wahhabi stems from a reconstruction of its genealogy 

of traditions, including the historical contexts of the origins and practices that asserted it as a 

figure of authority in matters concerning Islam and, therefore, the changes that it has seen 

over the years of its evolution (Mouline, 2014, p. 257). Such exemplifies Islamic religious 

authority in Saudi Arabia.  

                                                

1 ‘’Reformist/revivalist movement of the eighteenth-century for the sociomoral restoration of 
society. It was founded in Arabia by Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab, a Hanbali scholar. In 1747, they 
allied with Muhammad ibn Saud, which served as the basis for the consolidation of Saudi Arabia's 
present-day kingdom. Referred to by critics as Wahhabis but referred to as Muwahhidun (declared 
absolute monotheism) or those who uphold Islam's doctrine. 
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Since the mid-1990s, television preaching (or televangelists) expanded in the Arab 

region, with the launch of Iqraa and later Al-Risala television satellite channels funded by Saudi 

businessmen and appealing to Sunni Muslims across both the region and the whole world. 

The rise of televangelists has revived the religious debate and diverted scholars’ attention to 

analysing the role of clerics’ authority in Islam, especially because many of the new 

televangelists (such as Amr Khaled in Egypt) had not received the same traditional Islamic 

education as traditional ulamā (Eickelman & Anderson, 2003). Several studies and theses 

have since studied this phenomenon, particularly in Egypt (e.g. Wise, 2003), but few have 

focused on Saudi clerics/ulamā. This study aims to fill this gap.  

In conclusion, the authority of clerics on social media cannot be underestimated. Islam 

is guided by a system of beliefs that guide worship and self-conduct. It is from the perspective 

of such foundations that it is important to discuss the authority of Islam in Saudi Arabia as it 

manifests on social media. Modernist Muslim clerics’ attempts to use new technologies to 

spread religious messages were considered a mutation against the old, official Salafi tradition, 

which radically insists on the legitimacy of the status quo and disparages any new insights or 

avenues they feel undermine the rule of the Al-Saud. However, social media and the 

behaviours of youth have influenced the way clerics can communicate, preach Islamic 

messages, and reach a larger audience of youth in Saudi Arabia. Clerics, both in the approved 

religious establishments and outside of them, influence young Saudis. Furthermore, the 

analysis of the various positions by different clerics on different issues has been perceived by 

the outside world as a pigeonhole for clerics. Finally, given the importance of religion to most 

Saudis, the ability to read the messages of key influential religious figures is worthwhile. 

Although some ulamā are resilient to the changes, others have very carefully incorporated the 

advancement of Saudi society and reformed their religious points to become compatible with 

the evolving circumstances. This has induced negotiations and contestations among Saudi 

religious societies, although sometimes resulting in vigorous debates over the authenticity of 

Saudi Islamic identity. So, if the Muslims wish to embrace the modernity without deserting their 
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faith, they must take up their point for religious authority that is implanted in their history and 

holds a position in the centre of their most sacred texts. 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

The proliferation of online groups that are opposed to the oppressive practices against 

women in Saudi Arabia is an indication that interpretation of Islamic teachings occurs in the 

personal sphere and is largely informed by modernity, which is defined as the adoption of 

critical thinking. Pluralistic audiences in online debates understand and respond to messages 

in different ways. Furthermore, active audiences in Saudi Arabia that engage in online Islamic 

debates have the autonomy to individually interpret and react to messages.  

Meanwhile, traditional clerics insist on the legitimacy of the status quo and thus 

disparage any new insights or avenues which they feel undermine the rule of the Al-Saud. 

They also enforce particular interpretations of holy texts, asserting obedience to rulers and the 

use of legitimate mainstream channels. This evolution of religious authority gave rise to more 

media du‘ā asserting influence on the Saudi people, with Islamic preachers proliferating and 

influencing society and politics through their teachings. The new media became a way of 

increasing the modern system of communication by incorporating religious teachings into the 

channels. Finally, the media du‘ā assert such religious authority using religious texts that blend 

ancient sources with contemporary issues to woo their listeners into focusing on both their 

present-day lives and the afterlife. It is important to note that the religious authority asserted 

by the media du‘ā is furthered by the lack of a clear demarcation between the ideological views 

of the ulamā and those of the du‘ā, especially on the major issues of modern society.  

Political resources pay much attention to Islamic authority. Various actors pertaining to 

both politics and religion such as, fundamentalist (Salafist) and Islamist groups and 

governments, use throughout the region. Despite its centrality to a well-grounded conception 

of how religion and politics interact, and to understanding the motivations behind religious 

actors’ actions, a thorough analysis of this key concept is lacking in relation to Saudi Arabia. 
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This is worrisome because of the way Islamic authority is structured, both in the Middle East 

and beyond. The structure is non-hierarchical and decentralised. The religion–politics 

relationship and religious authority are, therefore, primarily defined by the dynamics of a free 

market of religion.
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Chapter 3:  Literature Review 

3.1 Introduction 

This section explores existing literature on the nature of Islamic discourse and its 

presence on social media. It first examines religious discourse in the media and provides an 

overview of Islam and its controversial presence on the internet. The review also includes 

perspectives on social media use in the Arab world, with a particular focus on Saudi Arabia. 

These are the three themes the review examines; however, it also touches upon feminist 

Islamic discourse, Islamic youth’s perspectives on social media, and the relationship between 

social media and Islamic radicalisation.  

Many scholars have explored religious media use, especially the relationship it has with 

the audience (Beaudoin & Thorson, 2004). The dominant outcomes from the literature are an 

indication of the link between the gratification sought by the user and the gratification obtained 

with regards to their knowledge and behaviour (Beaudoin & Thorson, 2004). In such studies, 

the audience is regarded not as passive, but as attentive and active in selecting the content 

they access and the provider’s ability to offer quality content. The personal experiences and 

psychological tendencies of users are determiners of their expectations and, thus, the degree 

to which they can obtain gratification from the content (Braverman, 2008). The findings related 

to religious content in the media and its outcomes are also controversial. In a review of 

Christian discourse in the media, Braverman found that the provision of sermons and guidance 

may either increase or decrease the audience’s willingness to attend church (Braverman, 

2008). These perceptions are based on some users’ feelings that their experiences online are 

superior to those offered in the church (Beaudoin & Thorson, 2004).  

The nature of the religious discourse portrayed in the media has shifted over time. For 

instance, in the 1950s and 60s, the USA could only broadcast Christian religious content and 

from mainstream churches (Beaudoin & Thorson, 2004). Over time, networks diversified their 

approach to incorporate protestant views in their content. Similar variations can be seen in the 

Islamic discourse in the media, where before the twenty-first century, sermons by imams could 
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only be shared using audiotaped messages appearing in common public media (Bunt, 2003). 

However, the advent of the internet has allowed religious discussions to occur on both 

exclusive and inclusive media platforms. 

Particular forms of religious discourse are indicated as being popular, depending on 

the nature of the users. As of 2013, 20% of Saudi Arabians have used the internet to access 

religious content; this figure is significantly high when compared to the fact that only 8% of 

Saudi Arabians used the internet to access political content (Perlov & Guzansky, 2014). In 

Saudi Arabia, conservatives use religious discourse to spread traditional symbols of Islam, 

such as mosques and sermons to the faithful (Chaudhry, 2014). Notably, this focus on religion 

that appears on the internet provides fertile ground for the radicalization of ideology and 

represents the beginning of this controversy. It is not uncommon to witness radical religious 

discourse on the internet, including discourse in the pursuit of recruiting Salafist and jihad 

fighters (Chatfield, Reddick, & Brajawidagda, 2015).  

3.2 Islam and the internet 

The internet is a product of Western technological innovations, which has led to its 

perception as being a sign of the apocalyptic end of the Islamic religion (El-Tahawy, 2008). 

Thoughts on the internet, some of which may be justified, as being the space upon which 

immoralities, such as lies and fornication, are spread are common among regressive Islamic 

believers (El-Tahawy, 2008). Nevertheless, these beliefs seem to have had little effect in 

limiting the same regressive groups’ use of the internet; although, they use it to spread the 

message about and against this apocalyptic doom. Over time, the internet has become a 

platform for the presentation of and engagement in Islamic messages and discourse (Bunt, 

2003). Islamic websites continue growing in popularity and establishing battlefields between 

believers and non-believers. Some of these platforms include the Al-Aqsa al-Salafi site. These 

websites are seen as replacing the traditional Shaykh’s role in transmitting religious information 

and knowledge to the world of believers (El-Tahawy, 2008).  

According to Bunt (2003), although Islam does not need the internet, without it, Islamic 

organisations and some Muslims would be deprived of their tool of propagation and 
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networking. Many would be unable to share their messages to their followers and observers, 

which would limit their social position in the global scale of the religion (Bunt, 2003). In this 

respect, it is critical to note the role that online religion has played in granting status to 

individuals who would otherwise remain unrecognised as religious teachers or people of status 

in their local contexts. Some of the instigators and participators commended in online Islamic 

discourse may be treated as pariahs in their local authorities (Bunt, 2003). The internet also 

provides for the immediate circulation of sermons, coordinating the activities of Muslims 

globally as if they were in the same geographical region (El-Tahawy, 2008).  

Bunt (2003) also noted the ability of online Islamic environments to transform aspects 

of Islamic religious understanding. Such environments allow for the development of 

discussions and dialogue among Muslim populations who may not otherwise reside in 

proximity to one another (Al-Rasheed, 2007). As such, the internet acts as an element to 

propagate the role of Islamic individuals and organisations, as well as their associated 

ideology. Bunt (2003) also emphasised the role of political and religious manipulation, where 

identified authorities impart pressure towards determining the acceptability of particular Islamic 

sites. This is perceived as a strategy through which users can be directed to sites with specific 

world views, limiting the perceived cultural perceptions of the internet’s ability to corrupt the 

morality of users (El-Tahawy, 2008).  

The internet extends the audiences for some imams by providing them with the ability 

to post sermons, as well as other forms of Islamic messages, online (Bunt, 2003). This is 

generally positive, as it provides these imams with the ability to advance positive values and 

enhance the unity among believers. Nevertheless, the same abilities and the exclusivity of 

these Islamic sites have been criticised as providing fertile ground for the spread of religious 

radicalism (Ghannam, 2011). These sites allow for the specific interpretation of the religion, as 

well as the justification of particular religious or political action (Soengas, 2013). 

Communication through the internet has radically reshaped activities by terrorist groups, 

gaining access over a fast and relatively cheap means through which their messages may be 

shared. Terrorist groups and extremist individuals use social media to attract greater 
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audiences, to whom they spread their ideologies and make statements on events and acts of 

terror (Chatfield, Reddick, & Brajawidagda, 2015). Furthermore, exclusive Islamic sites 

constantly redefine religious terms, thereby allowing users to inappropriately relate their 

actions to dominant Islamic terms such as the jihad and fatwa.  

The controversial roles that the internet plays in the Islamic context are elaborated in 

El-Tahawy (2008). Here, the internet is adopted for missionary work, otherwise known as 

da'wah. The second use is the global provision of forums for like-minded individuals, and these 

individuals may use the forums for activism (El-Tahawy, 2008). The sites may also support the 

jihad, while others perpetuate the electronic jihad in Israel (El-Tahawy, 2008). Finally, the 

proliferation of online fatwas becomes the fifth use to which exclusive Islamic platforms may 

be implemented religiously (Illar, 2010). Notably, however, this view does not preclude the 

participation of Muslims in more open forums, especially in their use of social media. Similar 

functions may be carried out on alternative platforms, but these will often be more susceptible 

to critics and observers (Al-Jenaibi, 2016). The views expressed in this analysis propagate the 

perception of most exclusive Islamic sites being formulated and accessed with radical 

intentions. The study postulates that the emergence of moderate Islamic sites has been slow, 

with sites formed by the Islamic brotherhood becoming the ideal destinations for Muslims on 

the internet (El-Tahawy, 2008).  

Internet adoption rates among Muslims differ. Countries like the United Arab Emirates 

(UAE) demonstrate relatively high levels of internet use. At the same time, nations like Syria 

and Egypt are viewed as having rather limited access in comparison to other areas of the world 

(Al Nashmi, Cleary, Molleda, & McAdams, 2010). These differences are often due to limitations 

on local scales, not necessarily political, as well as individual perceptions regarding the costs 

and benefits of internet use (Al Nashmi, Cleary, Molleda, & McAdams, 2010).  

Social media is developing as a novel form of media that boosts users’ participation in 

uploading, tagging, liking, and sharing content, images, and posts. Hoffmann and Bublitz 

(2017) described social media as a self-media that has transformed means of communication. 
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Before turning to the Islamic discourse evident on social media, it is essential to clarify some 

conspicuous concepts that have emerged in internet discourse in the last two decades.  

Communicators employ materials, mobile devices (e.g. tablets, smartphones, and 

laptops), and immobile devices (e.g. desktop computers) to engage in socialising or networking 

activities over the internet. While doing so, they depend on predetermined applications or 

software called digital platforms (social networking sites, weblogs or forums). Such platforms 

offer technological benefits, including affordability, easy information sharing, and networking 

opportunities (Hoffmann & Bublitz, 2017). Social media platforms are digitally mediated 

internet-based platforms that people use to exchange, edit, share, upload, and audio, visual, 

and textual contents. With technological advances, social media intends for the user’s 

experience to achieve joint, collaborative social networking (Ittefaq & Ahmad, 2018). At the 

centre of social media or internet platforms are online forums, microblogs (Twitter), media-

sharing sites (Instagram or YouTube), blogs, social networking sites (Facebook and 

MySpace), and instant messaging sites (WhatsApp, SMS, Skype, MMS), among others 

(Hoffmann & Bublitz, 2017). 

3.3 Saudi Arabia and social media 

Garrett et al. (2012) believe that the term “social media” can be used to describe a large 

number of platforms that share the same principal characteristics. Due to the appeal of 

platforms like Twitter and Facebook, social media use has been credited as a core factor in 

the development of the Arab Spring (Garrett et al., 2012). As of 2012, Saudi Arabia had the 

highest Twitter growth of users, owing to the 24-hour connectivity that the platform provides 

and the relative ease with which messaging takes place (Al-Jenaibi, 2016). Nevertheless, the 

situation in Saudi Arabia still limits the extent of the content that one may share on social media 

(Winder, 2014). The strict laws of the country limit the degree to which one may express their 

opinion, and they expose individuals to the possibility of arrest by the secret police (Gunter, 

Elareshi, & Al-Jaber, 2016; Winder, 2014). As of 2014, the number of Facebook users in the 

country was more than eight million, and trends indicated high growth in the population that is 

considered technically aware (Gunter, Elareshi, & Al-Jaber, 2016).  
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Tschirhart (2014) introduced an alternative perspective for assessing the use of social 

media in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabian society has remained separated in that it prohibits 

gender mixing (Tschirhart, 2014). Nevertheless, the advent of social media breaks down this 

divide and offers platforms where Saudi women can interact with men and express their views 

from a place of relative equity. Guta and Karolak (2015) reinforced this view in their exploration 

of Saudi women’s use of blogs to advance their opinions and views in a manner that alternative 

public spaces currently limit. While Saudi women are often also on other platforms, such as 

Facebook and Twitter, it is only in blogging that the number of female creators is equal to the 

number of male creators (Guta & Karolak, 2015). Recent events, such as the Women2Drive 

initiative, show how social media has furthered the feminist cause (Murphy, 2012). As such, 

popular media has identified the blogs of Arab women, especially those in Saudi Arabia, as 

agents of change due to their ability to transform society through their written content (Perlov 

& Guzansky, 2014). The women, therefore, shed their controlled identity on social media, with 

their anonymity partially removing them from a world in which they are always subordinate to 

men.  

According to Al-Rasheed (2007), the use of social media in Saudi Arabia extends not 

only to personal expression, but also to the propagation of religious values. Prior to the twenty-

first century, fatwas and tafseer could only be transmitted through audiotapes or national 

television stations, radio stations (Perlov & Guzansky, 2014). However, these are now posted 

on social media sites by clerics and often appear in both English and Arabic. Owing to the 

pivotal role that social media seems to play in the country, there have been deliberate attempts 

to limit the degree of dissent that occurs on these platforms (Al-Jenaibi, 2016). The people of 

Saudi Arabia have begun to believe that social media is crucial to their empowerment, and the 

majority feel that social media makes them more connected to their community. The perception 

that social media makes it possible for people to learn to accommodate different points of view 

has also increased (Ghannam, 2011).  

A 2014 study released by the Al Mesbar Centre for Studies, Research and 

Communications revealed increases in internet use in three major regions: Riyadh, Dammam, 
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and Jeddah. Among them, the study notes that Dammam has the highest percentage of 

internet users (68%), followed by both Riyadh and Jeddah (approximately 55% for both). It is 

also clear from the results of the study that the majority of Saudi citizens watch religious 

programs through Saudi channels. It seems that religious programs have a high status in Saudi 

Arabian society. This explains many things, including the religious culture, the high status of 

religious affairs in politics and education, and, most importantly, the fact that Saudi society is 

based on the foundations of Islam, which has been institutionalised in legislation, the courts, 

and many other executive matters. 

Academic studies conducted at King Abdul Aziz University, located in Saudi Arabia, 

revealed that no studies have focused on the subject of the Islamic media through the lens of 

new technologies. None of the studies conducted on religious or Islamic media has focussed 

on Islamic discourse on social media in Saudi Arabia, and I received an official statement from 

the King Fahad National Office that showed that no studies have examined the topic of Islamic 

discourse through new technologies (see Appendix C).  

An Arabic study, “Religion and Social Media Platforms”, released by the Al Mesbar 

Studies and Research Centre in February 2015, focussed on several related issues of religion 

online and representations of religious discourse on social media; this is one of the few relevant 

studies in this area. This study revealed that social media has strongly influenced the nature 

of religious authority in the Muslim community; and the relationships between the Muslims who 

are in seek of a fatwa (Islamic edict) and the clerics who compete with each other to provide 

it. Social media has made it possible to communicate with a variety of clerics regarding any 

point, allowing them to accept the fatwa, which seems more appropriate to them. The fatwa is 

issued by the cleric who most closely imitates their thoughts. Social media has helped the 

clerics to manage thousands of new followers. Social media usage by clerics has positively 

contributed to the integration of Islam and modernity, promoting a culture of patience and 

opposing the obsessive beliefs. Ben Dridi’s (2015) study entitled “Speech of the Religious 

Scholars in the Social Media” indicated that 48% of students believe that scholars and 

preachers use the language of “reason” on social media sites, while 28% believe they use the 
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language of “feeling”, and 24% believe they use the language of intimidation. Religious issues 

have also emerged among the most prominent topics preachers and scholars discuss on social 

media, followed by educational, social and political issues. This explains the interrelationship 

between the content of religious discourse and classical issues, which were addressed in 

traditional religious discourse, despite the use of modern means of communication (cited in Al 

Mesbar, 2015).  

According to Jordanian researcher Muhammad Al-Sharif (New Preachers, 2008), there 

are several problems in analysing the speech of the “new preachers” including how the 

discourse interacts with the media and education; whether it attempts to renew the religious 

discipline or discuss its logic, vocabulary, and tools, as restricted to specific segments; and 

whether the discourse of the new preachers stems from one premise or fundamental 

differences are apparent between different manifestations. He also believes it is important to 

examine the discourse of the new preachers because of their deep interactions with the media 

and education, which are among the most important tools of discourse in the modern era. On 

the other hand, this discrepancy presents a deliberate or unintended response to the persistent 

claims of renewal of religious discourse. Al-Sharif defines the new preachers as the recent 

group of young preachers whose teachings and practises differ in the form and content from 

traditional preachers, as they do not adhere to the traditional dress or the ancient religious 

discourse (Al Sharif, 2008, cited in Al Mesbar, 2015).  

According to Campbell and La Pastina (2010), there is a long tradition of equating 

technological advances to spiritual qualities. Such acts create both tensions and possibilities 

because using religion to frame technology can simultaneously present technological 

advances as a threat and a promising tool. Various scholars have found a connection between 

technology and religious language, with some believing that technology has some religious 

significance (Campbell & La Pastina, 2010). Recently, interest in social media and its role in 

creating awareness and motivating users to discuss social, religious, and economic issues has 

grown (Ahmed & Matthes, 2017). The study of Islamic discourse over the internet has 

increased since 1990, with the progress of communication technologies (Törnberg & Törnberg, 
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2016). Therefore, explorations on Islam are not new, nor are they limited to electronic and print 

media. Various scholars have explored how new media, including the internet, are utilised in 

constructing of Muslim, ranging from the use of social media to spread anti-Islamic messages 

to the use of social media to spread Islamic beliefs and to the use of social media to spread 

knowledge of Islam by discussing the contemporary issues facing Muslim communities (Baker, 

Gabrielatos & McEnery, 2012). Furthermore, studies have also examined how Muslim 

organisations use social media to spread terrorism or recruit members for jihadi groups, and 

other studies have examined Muslim discussions related to the hijab and online fatwas.  

Raqqad Al-Jilani (2018) believes that new media gave individuals the desire to 

consume religious knowledge, the desire for which, in turn, necessitated the emergence of 

many imbalances in religiosity. In addition, most of what the media offers in its religious forms 

are devoid of the actual conditions necessary for the establishment of the right religiosity. Here 

it can be recognised that the flow of knowledge, trying to build universal culture and its clashing 

with Islamic societies that have the religious complex of their culture, has contributed to the 

revival of the classic and central question about Islamic identity. Discussing the founding 

elements of reference for the youth sections, especially in light of the changes of contemporary 

society and the emergence of the virtual world as a key partner, as the virtual Shaykh’s call for 

jihad or extremism and radicalisation will not stop at his neighbourhood, city or state at the 

most.  

Al-Jilani (2018) also believes that the extremism and violence witnessed by the Arab 

societies are, to a large extent, a result of the liberalisation of religious knowledge and its 

synchronisation with the political and societal deterioration of the Arab world. The latter 

resulted in disparate scenes among many religious patterns within one country. Here we find 

that all beliefs, groups, and sects have moved their institutions towards the virtual world, 

thereby deepening the power of religious discourses, fatwas, and sermons. It is noteworthy 

that the appeal of preachers and shaykhs on the internet has changed the patterns of religiosity 

in many societies, which has further led to the intertwining of many issues and the discovery 

of contradictory interpretations for them. At the same time, individual interpretations of fatwas, 
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sermons, and lessons do not adhere to a certain course or specific school of Islamic 

jurisprudence. All individual’s knowledge is as according to need, emotional impact, and 

tendencies. For example, the study Political Islam and Global Media highlights that the 

boundaries of Islamic identity have been stretched around political Islam and global media 

platforms to the extent that Arab Muslims have come to embrace social media as not only an 

information source, but also a source of fatwas and guidance that transform Muslim rituals and 

practices (Mellor & Rinnawi, 2016). The book discusses how Arabs (including Saudis) have 

assimilated new media to such an extent that they trust such media for fatwas from the revered 

leaders they follow on the sites. This position was backed by a recent study reviewing Islam 

hashtags. The study holds that Islamic cyber-environments are radically transforming religious 

authority (Stanton, 2019). It further explains how many Muslims are fully accepting the fatwas 

and guidance they get from social media clerics to such an extent that Islamic religious 

authority is being gradually transformed to accommodate them.  

Mohammed al-Ghilani (2013) believes that one of the characteristics of religious media 

discourse is that it does not make a public religious opinion; it produces a chaotic mind because 

the public, in this case, is under the influence, impressed and not a critic. It is an incoherent 

disclosure that depends on attracting tastes in building and shaping the public’s religiosity; 

therefore, it does not make religious people, but consumers and addicts. It is a discussion that 

feeds on the common negligence of religious knowledge. In our societies, religion is not taught 

but inherited. Its main concern is how to make a religious man controllable, unable to make 

decisions and help change his society. It is a media industry that treats religion as a financial 

deal that invests in an admired audience that receives religious discourse as a sacred dialogue 

that cannot be questioned. 

Recently, the Middle East’s cascade of epoch-shifting events, also referred to as the 

Arab Awakening, has shifted its political activities from the older generation, who have an 

authoritarian mindset, to the youngsters, who are increasingly eager for autonomy and liberty 

(Murphy, 2012). Youth in the region today are objects of attention. In all the nations that were 

shaken by the Arab Awakening – Morocco, Tunisia, Syria, Libya, Egypt, Bahrain and Yemen 
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– young people have attempted to institute a new order (Murphy, 2012). However, some 

nations were unperturbed by the Arab Awakening. As the largest oil producer, Saudi Arabia 

weathered the storm of discontented youth. 

Nonetheless, as the guardian of Islam’s holy cities (Medina and Mecca), Saudi Arabia 

has a significant influence in the Islamic world. Some individuals have even begun referring to 

Saudi as the Islamic Pope. However, its symbolic importance to and influence on both Muslims 

and Islam cannot be overrated (Schanzer & Miller, 2012). Although Al-Saud royal lineage is 

perceived to be the legitimate heir to the monarchy, the lineage lacks religious credentials. To 

compensate for such inadequacies, the kingdom depends on Muhammad ibn Abdul Wahhab’s 

descendants, who preach an abstemious Salafi version of indigenous Islam to the Saudi 

populace, commonly called Wahhabism (Murphy, 2012). Hence, being in the lineage of 

Muhammad, Al al-Sheikh, among other prominent clerics’ families, offer Al-Saud’s lineage 

religious authority that bolsters their credibility and defends it from religious disparagers 

abroad. Religious doctrines fundamentally influence judiciary as well as education and hold 

significant influence on national administration and communication (Schanzer & Miller, 2012).  

In the 1990s, Quranic commentaries by clerics were delivered by audiotape. However, 

this has changed with the advances of the internet, and the message today is delivered online 

(Samin, 2012). The general public of Saudi Arabia was offered access to the internet in the 

late 1990s. What Saudi Arabian clerics allow citizens to view in English and Arabic via the 

internet is an indicator of Wahhabism and the closed Saudi society. Recently, the Foundation 

for Defense of Democracies (FDD) ordered an exploration to determine how Wahhabi religious 

institutes (sanctioned and unsanctioned clerics) approached the use of social media and the 

internet in the Islamic and international political arenas (Alothman, 2013). FDD chose 

American company ConStrat to collect and interpret the data. The study conducted by 

ConStrat employed a descriptive quantitative research design. From a sample of 1,361 Saudis, 

the study collected data on participants use of social media for political and social purposes. 

The data were recorded and analysed to reflect the population samples, including those who 

use social media to seek political insight and those who use it for social purposes only. The 
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study found that the sampled population did use social media for social and political purposes, 

therefore confirming the hypothesis. It also found that most respondents rely on Twitter, in 

particular, for their information needs because Twitter’s microblogs provide a direct approach 

to the common social and political issues most of the population faces. 

ConStrat found that with protests occurring throughout the Middle East in 2011, Islamic 

and secular reformists used social media to quicken the downfall of autocrats. Therefore, it is 

undeniable that Saudi clerics use social media to reach the general population. Over six 

months, ConStrat gathered and coded data from over 40,000 Arabic and English forum entries, 

social media posts, and websites posted by Saudi clerics (Perlov & Guzansky, 2014). The 

exploration deduced that Saudi religious institutions are increasingly less radical than they 

were in the past. Nonetheless, radical ideologies and xenophobia are evident in society.  

Although Saudi Arabia might have evaded manifestations of Arab turmoil, the 

information age and social networking did not bypass the kingdom. Since 2012, active internet 

users has increased by approximately 300% (Schanzer & Miller, 2012). Samin (2012) studied 

the internet and social media use and revealed that more than one in three Saudi citizens are 

frequent users of social media, with Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter being the most used 

platforms. A study by Alothman (2013) found similar results, indicating that more than 13 million 

Saudi citizens use the internet, with 5.5 million Facebook users in 2012. Among internet users, 

the majority (75%) are between 15 and 29 years old, and 67% are women. However, Perlov 

and Guzansky (2014) found that the average age of social media users in Saudi Arabia range 

between 26 and 55 years old, with men comprising the highest percentage (87%).  

In the majority of the Arab world, social media is perceived as a force of change. Users 

seek to challenge prevailing political and social structures, especially in civil society (Al-Khalifa 

& Garcia, 2013). The majority of such users are young, middle class, educated, liberal, and 

have democratic predispositions. However, the pattern of social media use in Saudi Arabia is 

different. Religious clerics, traditionalists, and radical forces, as well as speakers for the 

regime, frequently use social media networks for mobilising and indoctrinating citizens and for 

public communication or messaging. Al-Khalifa and Garcia (2013) noted that most social 
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networking users in Saudi Arabia are religious persons. Conservatives have learned that social 

media use complements the conventional tools of preaching, television and mosques, and 

allows them to preach sermons to adherents both domestically and internationally. 

Furthermore, the platforms can be used to recruit Salafist and jihadi fighters (Samin, 2012). 

Such increased usage was documented in a 2013 study by Alothman (2013), which found that 

20% of Saudi citizens use the internet to watch and read religious content, whereas only 8% 

use it for political purposes.  

Reformist and activist voices on Saudi social media cannot be underestimated. Such 

changing forces actively appear to people on social media through campaigns intended to 

enhance the status of minorities and women in Saudi Arabia (Winder, 2014). While they have 

not called for significant changes in the administrative structures, nor do they support liberal or 

democratic ideologies, they have actively promoted the rights of women and young persons, 

including seeking their active participation. Guta and Karolak (2015) investigated young Saudi 

women’s use of social media in negotiating and expressing their identities. The study used a 

sample of young women, aged between 20 and 26 years, and found that social media offers 

women privacy and space to negotiate their boundaries, which have imposed by traditionalists, 

cultural, and societal norms. Guta and Karolak (2015) argued that the internet provides Saudi 

women with a new avenue for self-expression and building their identities.  

Social media is being used to undermine traditional authority and administration 

(Chaudhry, 2014). For instance, a radical member of the clergy is among the most common 

persons in Saudi Arabia. On social media networks, the three leading preachers – Mohammed 

Alarefe, Shaykh Salaman al-Ouda, and Ahmed al-Shugairi – have followers ranging from 5–7 

million. The issues they discuss can be categorized into three groups: a) anti-Western and 

anti-Semitic; b) sectarian (directed against the Shiites); and c) conservative (against progress 

and women) (Winder, 2014). Sectarian discussions seem most dominant on social media, 

calling for jihad against dissent (Winder, 2014). Such clerics usually oppose secular Sunni 

leaders in the Arabic Gulf and have been calling for their ousting via social media (Al-Khalifa 
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& Garcia, 2013). Others are passionate supporters of Al-Qaeda in Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon, 

as well as Hamas in Gaza.  

Shiite campaigns are common in Saudi Arabia, with activists drawing their inspiration 

from the Bahrain protest. In 2011, Shiite groups in the Eastern province of Saudi Arabia 

organised protests calling for the removal of the monarchy (Al-Khalifa & Garcia, 2013). Such 

protests were forcefully suppressed, and many leaders of the protests, as well as activists led 

by Shaykh Nimr al-Nimr, were subsequently arrested, jailed, and their social media accounts, 

including their Facebook accounts, Twitter accounts, and blogs, were closed. The group 

eventually went underground due to brutal suppression (Winder, 2014).  

Young Saudis, students, women, and intellectuals who live in the West do not directly 

challenge the kingdom. However, they seek to expand the rights of women within the public 

domain by seeking their inclusion in teaching, politics, and businesses (Al-Khalifa & Garcia, 

2013). A popular online campaign for the rights of women was Women2Drive, which 

demanded that Saudi women be allowed to drive vehicles and downplayed clerical efforts to 

demean women. However, Perlov and Guzansky (2014) argued that even though online 

discourse in the West perceives changing forces as a group that will bring redemption to 

women by enhancing their visibility, the group cannot surpass the power and influence 

conservatives and radicals in Saudi Arabia have online.  

The relative success social media has seen in Saudi Arabia has been explained using 

different schools of thoughts. According to Winder (2014), climatic conditions, local culture, 

and widespread smartphone use make people less eager to spend time in public places. There 

are also several prohibitions on Saudi citizens, as well as surveillance and tight censorship. 

To compensate for such bans, people have turned to social media for an alternative 

communication platform. Furthermore, social media provides an alternative to pubs, movie 

theatres, and clubs, all of which are prohibited in Saudi Arabia. Another explanation for the 

high usage of social media in Saudi Arabia is that young people represent more than half of 

the Saudi populace (Chaudhry, 2014). Virtual spaces provide them with information that has 

traditionally been considered the exclusive domain of official institutions.  
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Although significant progress has been made in Saudi Arabia regarding the use of 

social media, some scholars argue that the Saudi regime is increasingly archaic and 

conservative and that it perceives the internet as a threat that requires close monitoring, 

especially for content that goes against the royal house and Muslim ideologies. Chaudhry 

(2014) claimed that social media networks have offered Saudi regime tools for monitoring 

users and deterring them from political activities. Additionally, because most protests happen 

online on social media platforms, it is easier for the administration to monitor and manipulate 

its citizens. Hence, even though religious institutions and the monarchy use social media for 

numerous purposes, this has not prevented the government from prohibiting its citizens from 

using the platforms (Schanzer & Miller, 2012). For instance, Saudi mufti has strongly 

condemned Twitter users, calling them a “bunch of clowns”. Furthermore, in December 2013, 

reports from the UN Commission on Human Rights observed that the Saudi regime has been 

blocking and monitoring several sites as well as arresting key activists. In doing so, the 

government intends to discourage people from joining ranks. It is impossible to determine 

when a social media revolution will spill over into the real world in Saudi Arabia (Chaudhry, 

2014). The royals’ biggest fear is that these platforms are catalysing demonstrations by giving 

a voice to citizens that allow them to undermine the legality of Al-Saud lineage.  

Nevertheless, the dramatic surge in satellite channels, on the one hand, and the 

communication revolution occurring as a result of the internet, in general, and social media 

networks, in particular, on the other, have contributed to the rapid spread of unusual fatwas, 

which then impact citizens’ behaviour. The increasing role of electronic media and its 

distinctive characteristics, such as its rapid spread and cost-effectiveness, have widened the 

circle of actors using it to broadcast religious content. The production and release of such 

content, and thus spiritual control, are no longer the exclusive realm of religious institutions, 

therefore increasing the diversity of sources of religious edicts and widening the circles of 

influence between youth and society. This spread has especially helped fuel extremism, 

hatred, and terrorism, which have been used to justify the practices of terrorist organisations.  
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However, this has also resulted in more diverse sources and courses of fatwas, 

frequently resulting in conflicting fatwas, which poses new challenges to the global bodies and 

institutions that want to organise this fatwa process appropriately. 

A new generation of muftis, who have no scientific or religious background, have 

emerged based on their ability to reproduce information and knowledge found on the internet 

so that it is easy for the public to consume. This has affected religious scholars’ position as a 

source of religious or spiritual knowledge; today, citizens have access to the knowledge that 

they want when and how it suits them, and this has produced religious actors from outside 

religious institutions. However, the increased religious knowledge and information available 

online has also allowed users to reach a state of awareness and realisation about religious 

matters and further allow them to discuss religious interpretations. The scientific and 

technological revolution has introduced issues that, on the one hand, have challenged religious 

values, and on the other, led to the emergence of atheism and extremism. Individuals have 

become increasingly self-indulgent in their quest to practice religion (Almobarraz, 2016). Most 

people are not just passively sifting through the religious information they find in social media; 

rather, they proactively verify the information before accepting it. Such verification often vilifies 

or praises the originator of the information. This scenario has triggered more debate about the 

rise of transnational religious and political identifications from the negotiation of the information 

triad of religion, media, and culture (Mellor & Rinnawi, 2016). New forms of religious identities 

and authorities are being formed from the interaction of the information triad, as the verification 

process labels some as villains and others as heroes of religion.  

Many social media accounts, especially on Twitter, broadcast religious fatwas and are 

followed by thousands of people, even though they do not know who operates them. This has 

created a way for people to impersonate religious scholars to discuss religious matters and 

issue fatwas. This allows encourages more people to follow them, thereby allowing the account 

holder to increase their circle of influence, regardless of the scientific or religious basis on 

which their fatwas are issued. Although this practice would have fostered strife, division, and 
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confusion, social media has enabled the rebroadcasting of clips of shaykh s who issue strange 

judgments or fatwas which are circulating, thereby spreading negative images of the clergy.  

Nasser al-Hazani (2016) believes that fatwas have played an important role at all 

societal levels – political, economic, social, and cultural – in Saudi Arabia. On the political level, 

these programs have played an active and influential role in guiding public opinion and 

rationalising its movement according to concepts and rules derived from the true religion. On 

the social level, fatwas correct many societal misconceptions, thereby confirming that mass 

media is the central guiding organ of both the individual and society; therefore, the 

development of an approach for Islamic media to fill the tremendous vacuum in the Islamic 

curriculum systems is necessary to create a new form of Islamic reform based on 

comprehensiveness, integration, and realism. Due to the role they serve in the community, 

issuing fatwas is a great social responsibility, especially in light of the global satellite revolution; 

the global public’s exposure to many satellite TV channels with different content; the existence 

of high intellectual currents that philosophise chaos, irresponsibility, and tampering; and the 

manifestations of these currents in various international satellite media. 

Therefore, some studies have explored the relationship between the public and fatwa 

issuing programs, which are aired over these satellite TV channels, as the main tool in 

education and literacy. Such studies argue that these programs are essential in attracting 

viewers’ attention to guide public opinion and society. For example, a study by Almobarraz 

(2016) investigated the behaviour of Saudis seeking out religious information on social media 

platforms. It described the way individuals view and utilise social media technologies in 

attempts to further their knowledge of Islam. The study found that 12% of the study sample 

accept and use religious information found on social media platforms, 68% seek to verify the 

credibility of the information presented, 6% publish it on their own social media accounts, and 

12% discuss and comment on the information they have consumed. Alothman (2013) asserted 

that people’s use of social media for information seeking is for either social or political 

purposes. New media platforms enable seamless sharing of all information types, including 

religion and politics.  
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3.4 Clerics and social media 

This section reviews important studies about clerics’ use of media. People’s use of the 

internet for religious purposes remains understudied, as most people do not understand its 

contribution to the growth of religions. Most governments view the internet with suspicion, 

especially after the success of the Arab Spring, which toppled most governments in the Arabic 

world. The threat of terrorism also looms, and recent studies have revealed the internet is a 

catalyst of terrorism, as it provides fertile ground for terrorists to appeal to the masses. The 

use of the internet to spread the word of Allah, therefore, remains a grey area for most old 

school preachers; modern preachers, in contrast, have embraced it, and their acceptance of it 

is currently paying off well (Ibahrine, 2014). Today, it is common to find an Islamic preacher 

who appeals to a huge audience of faithful drawn from different geographical regions with the 

common unifying factor being the search for religious knowledge.  

According to Ibahrine (2014), the growth of social media has been influential in 

advancing the growth of Islam and encouraging many Muslims to adopt religious lives. Social 

media platforms have been useful in bringing people together and bringing them to religion. 

This has greatly enhanced the process of preaching, as most preachers can actively engage 

their audiences. Social media platforms encourage users to actively engage and reach out to 

one another, including non-Muslims. Most preachers can effectively communicate with and win 

the hearts of their followers and non-believers alike through da'wah, which is one of the most 

important commitments Muslims’ make.  

The passivity or activity of social media users with regards to the Islamic discourse has 

been a major research topic for scholars. Dwicahyo (2017) identified youthful audiences as the 

most active demographic on social media when it comes to Islamic preaching’s on social 

media. Most of the older generation have not yet fully embraced Islamic modernity, as seen in 

their reluctance to fully accept social media platforms as an avenue for sharing the word of 

Allah. Many believe that social media is evil, and only evil things can be passed through that 

media. However, this myth has recently been debunked, as most Islamic preachers are now 
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freely available on social media platforms, thereby enhancing the image of social media as a 

good space for religious activity.  

Al-Kandar and Dashti (2014) believe that all Muslims of goodwill should use social 

media to spread the word of Allah. Failure to do so would allow non-believers and non-Muslims 

to use social media to spread evil to the people. However, most modern preachers believe that 

Muslims must be fully prepared to embrace modernity, and this must include actively 

participating in social media to preach the word of Allah. Social media offers believers an 

opportunity to interact with one another and gain more religious knowledge, especially from 

their preachers. 

Unlike television channels, where one needs to be present in front of their television 

set at the time of preaching, social media offers unlimited access to the shaykhs on social 

media (Ibahrine, 2014). Believers can even access the teachings of clerics who may be located 

thousands of miles away. Twitter is the most used social media platform by most clerics, as it 

is both convenient and easily accessible. It also creates a good environment for preachers to 

engage their followers. 

The shift from mass media, such as television programs, to social media platforms like 

Twitter has not gone well for most preachers. The fact that social media is difficult to regulate 

is a thorn in the side of most governments. For example, in Saudi Arabia, the government tries 

to regulate the internet as much as it can. However, it still has little control over what individuals 

post online. This creates fertile ground for radicalisation, especially of the youth who are most 

gullible. Radical clerics use this unregulated platform to lure unsuspecting Muslim youth into 

believing various radical teachings that breed religious extremism. However, despite this 

danger, preachers’ shift to social media platforms has been a blessing to most Muslims, who 

now have access to the word of Allah at their fingertips (Ibahrine, 2014).  

Social media also offers users more opportunity to engage and actively participate in 

conversations. For example, social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook are known 

to be useful tools for most religious conversations. Al-Kandari and Dashti (2014) explained that 

Muslim preachers and their followers can actively discuss religious topics, including fatwas. 
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Such platforms also grant preachers the opportunity to pass the messages along. The good 

thing about social media is that one message can be retweeted millions, if not billions, of times. 

As a result, a message is not only likely to reach its intended audience, in some cases, it may 

even reach non-believers and play a crucial role in converting them to believers.  

According to Dr Adel Abdel Sadek, (2017), the internet offers a wide audience for the 

media’s message and greater opportunities for constant communication among millions of 

people around the world. However, these opportunities have also revealed the intellectual and 

religious prejudices held by people around the world. Unfortunately, such prejudices have also 

fueled intellectual and racial conflicts, occasionally resulting in hatred and violence.  

This opportunity came as state-controlled mass media gave way to media led by the 

individual, who is moved by their interests and self-motivation to influence public opinion and 

direct it towards an issue. This was helped by the cost-effectiveness, rapid nature, and the 

diversity of media types (i.e. text, pictures, and video) available to express cultural and religious 

values, raise issues, and formulate an agenda. It also led to the emergence of non-traditional 

religious actors who are more connected with their followers through websites, songs, text 

messages, and more. In a video clip published on his Twitter account, the preacher Alkalbani 

appeared to promote his new YouTube program, “bayna bayna” / between two things, in which 

he interviews celebrities. This is the first program of its kind for a well-known Saudi preacher 

on You tube channel. He wore eaqal alraas, a headband that is not commonly worn by well-

known Saudi preachers. Instead, all shaykhs and preachers wear shemagh or ghutra2 without 

the headband. The video clip that Alkalbani posted on his Twitter account also contained a 

musical introduction, whereas many shaykhs prohibit music because music and singing are 

commonly illegal in Islam.  

                                                

2 shemagh is a headdress consisting of a piece of cloth, usually made of cotton or linen, 
decorated in many colours, the most famous of which is red and white. 
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Al-Mezlini (2010) warned of the implications of the growing social standing of television 

preachers, who he said have become “stars” after combining the symbolic capital provided by 

their work in the religious field and the financial wealth generated by their work in “religious 

contracting”. He argued that the preacher’s conversion into a star, seen as sacred by “his 

followers” and used as a religious “reference” who solely “possesses the truth”, may open the 

door to believers rejecting different religious views and interpretations, which may then lead 

them to accuse others of disbelief, for which they may believe opponents should be killed. 

Mohammed al-Ghilani (2013) pointed out that preachers use the Quran, the Prophet’s 

biography, and sermons “pragmatically” to attract and impress as many viewers as possible 

and create competition in the market of media and advertising. He explained that the disclosure 

of the preachers works on the “religious subconscious” and ideological “sacred” heritage of the 

recipient is characterised by a dynamic character and continuous emotional charge. It also 

adopts rhetoric and its arts to persuade and attract the admiration of the viewer, who goes into 

a state of anaesthesia, and his mind stops “thinking, analysing, or accounting”.  

3.5 Youth and social media 

In this section, I review important research about youth’s use of media. It is not new to 

say that these sites have become an important channel for young people to express their 

opinions, as they allow them to gain political and cultural awareness. Hence, youth have 

stressed the importance of adopting social media as it helps them meet their goals and 

aspirations by allowing them to create new relationships in the virtual world, where they can 

exchange ideas and experiences. 

Al Dabaa’s (2009) study, entitled “Teenagers in the Arab world use Facebook and the 

satisfactions coming to them”, aimed to determine the extent to which Arab teenagers read 

and access Facebook; their use of Facebook, their satisfaction with Facebook, and their 

motives for using Facebook; and the characteristics and disadvantages of Facebook from the 

perspective of teenagers. The study found that 80% of survey respondents use Facebook, 

51% of whom had been using Facebook for 2–3 years, and 26% of whom had been using it 

for a year or less. It also found that 75% access Facebook daily, while 15% access it 4–6 days 
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per week, and 0.7% access it once a week. The study confirmed that 29% of respondents 

access Facebook to follow the news, while 11% access it to meet friends. Regarding 

respondent’s topic preferences, the study confirmed that amusement and entertainment topics 

came first, with 55%, with scientific topics following with 30%. (Dabaa, 2009) 

A Women’s Affairs Centre (2011) study, entitled “Youth and Social Media”, aimed to 

identify the most important societal and political issues that members of the Palestinian 

community share through social media. Using the descriptive research method, the 

researchers surveyed 1,500 people from the Gaza Strip, including males and females, 

students, academics, and workers in the private sector, community organisations, feminist and 

human rights organisations, and craft unions. It used a questionnaire to collect data, and its 

most important results are as follows. The majority of social media users use pseudonyms and 

have accepted friend requests from people they did not know. The most important criteria for 

accepting new friends are the sex of the friend, their degree of interest in the new friend and 

their degree of engagement with other friends. Most social media users had shared images on 

social media. Among the main activities of social media users include writing comments on 

shared media and articles, reading comments and articles shared by friends, and reading 

friends’ news, chatting, and visiting news sites. Questionnaire respondents stated that the main 

reasons for their social media use include their desire for free expression, their desire to 

develop different skills that promote self-growth, their desire for communication, and their 

desire to start friendships with others. Social media contributes to building good social 

relations, initiating social and political activities, creating public freedoms. It also contributed to 

changing Palestinian society, influencing its issues, raising awareness of Palestinian women’s 

rights and issues, and allowing women to use social media to voice their suffering and 

communicate their issues. (AHMED, 2019) 

Al Zoman’s (2012) study, entitled “Saudi Youth Subjected to Social Media, a 

Descriptive Observational Field Study on a Sample of Male and Female University Students 

in Riyadh”, aimed to determine the extent of Saudi youth’s exposure to social media, the ways 

Saudi youth use social media, their motives for using social media and the gratification they 
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achieve from it, and the factors affecting the ways Saudi youth use social media. The study 

found that 89% of youth prefer to use social media at home. It also found that 36% of 

respondents use a pseudonym, 32% use their first name without their last name, and about a 

quarter (29%) use their full name. The desire to know additional information and details about 

events was the top motivation for using social media (67%). This is 63%, there is no statistically 

significant difference between the average rate of social media use among male students 3.29 

and the average rate of social media use among female students 3.32; that is, gender (male, 

female students) does not affect the rate of use of social media, indicating equal opportunities 

among the survey sample (Al-Zouman, 2012). 

Al-Badr (2013), in a study entitled “Social Values System and Its Relationship with 

Saudi Attitudes Toward Social Media (A Survey Study on the Generation of Both Parents and 

Youth in Riyadh)", aimed to identify the relationship between Saudis’ social values system with 

their attitudes towards social media. This study also used a descriptive research method; the 

researcher conducted a questionnaire survey with a sample size of 200 people (i.e. 100 

parents and 100 youth) and found that the intellectual values system has a powerful influence 

on parents’ attitudes towards social media. At the same time, this effect was only strong on 

children’s attitudes towards those networks. Other values systems (i.e. economic, aesthetic, 

political, and social) have a strong influence on the attitudes of parents and youth towards 

social media. The religious values system has a very strong influence on the attitudes of 

parents and youth towards social media. The trends rejecting the use of social media are the 

possibility of committing crimes of fraud and internet fraud and the weakness of direct social 

communication and opening the way for blackmailing women. There are statistically significant 

differences in parents’ and youth’s attitudes toward social media (Al-Badr, 2013).  

3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter reviews relevant literature related to media discourse in Saudi Arabia. The 

existing studies have provided useful information about the topic at hand, thereby helping 

advance the ongoing research. The literature was divided into different topics and subtopics 

to aid in the proper analysis of this research. The topics and subtopics include religious 
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discourse in the media; Islam and its controversial presence on the internet; use of social 

media in the Arab world, with a special emphasis on Saudi Arabia; Islamic feminism discourse; 

Islamic youth’s position on social media; and views on social media and its audience. 

Moreover, the literature review has revealed a gap in the research that the current study aims 

to fill: how does social media influence the direction of Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia. 

The review commenced with an analysis of Islam and the internet, and the literature 

showed that the Islamic audience is not passive but active and attentive in determining the 

content they access. The literature also reveals a shift from a religious discourse that is passive 

to one that is participatory. This finding will benefit the current research, which aims at 

examining how social media impacts the direction of Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia. Past 

studies show that the internet has popularised religious discourse. Based on this finding, the 

current study aims to determine whether this is true by examining the impact of religious 

discourse, especially on the youth. However, past studies have not examined the interactions 

between clerics and the youth, indicating a research gap for the current study to examine.  

The research gap identified can be discussed from the perspective of one of the themes 

coming out of the literature review. The strongest theme to emerge is the radical shift from 

passive social media use to active, participatory social media use. This theme guides the 

present research in its query into the impact of social media on Islamic discourse in Saudi 

Arabia. This theme implies a shift from passively seeking religious information on social media, 

by way of simply watching or perusing through it, to a more thorough approach that seeks to 

evaluate the accuracy of the information presented. From this, one could prepare a study 

comparing what is propagated on social media platforms with what is found in holy texts such 

as the Quran. 

To assert users’ active participation in the media, the present study includes an 

evaluation of who uses social media and how they do so. For example, it focuses on Saudi 

youth’s rampant use of social media on two fronts – one political and the other religious (as 

well as social) – to propagate religion. On both fronts, the present study shows that youth do 

not simply passively accept the religious and political information they get on social media; 
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they attempt to verify such information before assimilating it, and then they act upon it. The 

impact of increased social media engagement among Islamic clerics and Saudi youth when 

the former post fatwas on social media platforms are also examined. This, among other 

examinations, helps the study articulate how social media influences the direction and 

discourse of Islam.
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Chapter 4:  Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the research methodology for this study. The aim of this study 

is to investigate how the use of social media by Saudi clerics has been influential in advancing 

Islamic discourse among youth. Therefore, this research aims to achieve four research 

objectives. First, this study explores how the use of social media impacts engagement between 

religious clerics and youth in Saudi Arabia. Second, it aims to determine the influence social 

media has on the direction of Islamic discourse in terms of the dissemination of religious 

messages, perceptions about shared religious messages, and religious socialisation. Third, it 

aims to contribute to existing research on Arab youth’s dependence on social media for 

religious information. Fourth, it aims to acquire an in-depth comprehension of the meaning and 

significance of Saudi clerics’ social media use to build and consolidate religious hegemony.  

Based on the research aim and objectives, this chapter presents the methods and 

approaches used to investigate the postulated research questions. Section 4.2 briefly presents 

the research philosophy that underpins this study. Section 4.3 discusses the research 

approach and strategy adopted in this study. Section 4.4 presents the study sample, research 

setting, and sampling technique. Section 4.5 details the data collection instruments, which 

include the use of a survey questionnaire and interview questions. Section 4.6 details the 

process of data collection from selected study participants, including a discussion of how the 

collected data were analysed. Section 4.7 details the potential ethical issues associated with 

this research. Section 4.8 presents the possible limitations and shortcomings of this study. 

Section 4.9 concludes with a summary of the chapter’s main points. 

4.2 Research traditions 

 According to Alasuutari et al. (2008), epistemology is aimed at examining how the 

researcher comes to know issues under research or how reality is captured. In contrast, 

ontology focusses more on the nature of the constructed reality (Macnaghten & Myers, 2007). 
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This section briefly examines how the two research traditions were applied in studying how 

Saudi clerics use social media to advance Islamic discourse among youth.  

First, objectivist researchers believe that true reality and knowledge can be found 

through the use of scientific methods. As such, in understanding reality, this school of thought 

argues that aspects under research can be understood using theoretical models and abstract 

symbols (Beard & Wilson, 2007). In contrast, constructivists argue that knowledge about reality 

cannot be understood without assessing the views and perceptions of the researcher and the 

researched (Atkinson & Coffey, 1997). The research focus of this study was limited to the 

social constructionist approach, as it is a suitable approach to exploring the impact social 

media has in facilitating Islamic religion among Saudi youth.  

The decision to use a constructivist paradigm was informed by the fact that a 

constructionist approach made it possible for the study participants and the researcher to 

engage with and explore the study questions in detail through the use of interview questions 

(Creswell, 1998). Thus, unlike the objectivist paradigm, which argues that reality or knowledge 

is constructed independent of the researchers, the constructivist approach is anchored on the 

perception that reality is both shared and mutually constructed. To understand how social 

media has been used to advance Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia, we must seek views and 

opinions from both Saudi youth and clerics. The next paragraph briefly discusses the 

epistemological tradition that was applied in this study. 

Saunders et al. (2016) pointed out that epistemology deals with the association 

between the researcher and the constructed reality of the topic or issue under study. Therefore, 

epistemology deals with how the researcher captures the realities around the phenomenon 

under research. The epistemological tradition is anchored on two ideologies – positivism and 

interpretivism (Macnaghten & Myers, 2007).  

In the present research, epistemological questions were proposed to understand some 

fundamental issues: how true can one verify that Saudi clerics’ use of social media to promote 

their own religious views. If true, how does the user perceive religious messages shared on 
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social media? Can it be claimed that social media is influencing religious socialisation, and 

how can this assertion be verified? 

To understand the above questions, the nature of reality was constructed on the 

philosophy of interpretivism instead of the philosophy of positivism. Positivists claim that reality 

can be known only through empirical research, where statistical and mathematical models are 

used. Although important to empirical research, positivists detach themselves from the study 

participants, as participants can increase results bias, which can affect the validity of the 

results, because they lack methodological rigour (Collins et al., 2007). Therefore, this study 

follows the interpretivist philosophy because the process of researching realities is more 

inclusive due to its close collaboration with the study participants. 

In the case of Saudi Arabia, understanding the perceptions that clerics and youth hold 

towards social media and its effectiveness in advancing Islam depends on multiple realities. 

Some of these realities include personal views, opinions, and public perceptions about the 

topic. Hence, the interpretivist philosophy makes it possible for the researcher to explore the 

multiple realities that inform social media use. Thus, the knowledge obtained from interpretivist 

research is socially constructed using flexible and inclusive interview and survey questions that 

avoid the rigid research processes of the positivist paradigm.  

4.3 Research strategies and approaches 

Bryman (2001) argued that the research approach is the overall inclination of the study 

process and the claims a researcher makes. Three common research approaches were 

identified by Creswell (1994): mixed, qualitative, and quantitative. In this study, a mixed 

methods research approach, featuring both quantitative and qualitative methods, was used. 

The quantitative method entailed the use of a survey questionnaire, while the qualitative 

method entailed the use of interview questions. According to Creswell (2002), the process of 

quantitative research involves data collection, analysis, interpretation, and reporting. In 

comparison, Creswell (2002) noted that qualitative research involves collecting information, 

analysing the insights obtained, and reporting findings based on the traditional qualitative 
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inquiry. Figure 4-1 illustrates the explanatory sequential mixed methods design used in this 

research. 

 

Figure 4-1 Explanatory Sequential Mixed Methods Design (adapted Creswell, 2013) 

Creswell (2003) defines mixed methods research as a process where a researcher 

“gathers, analyses, and integrates both qualitative and quantitative insights into single 

research” (p. 12). The use of multiple research strategies in this research contributes to data 

triangulation, which Campbell and Fiske (1959) argued contributes to “…multiple 

operationalism” (p. 101). The process of data triangulation entails using multiple research 

approaches in the data validation process (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). In this study, the 

use of multiple research approaches, such as observations, interviews, and surveys, was 

deemed essential to attaining data triangulation. As such, the mixed methods research process 
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• Unstructured interviews (Jeddah, king Abdelaziz university), pilot survey.
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made it possible to gain an in-depth understanding (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003) of the impact 

social media has in advancing Islamic discourse.  

To elaborate further, the use of a mixed research strategy made it possible to include 

diverse techniques of information collection to ensure rigour and data saturation, and hence 

data validity (MacNealy, 1999). It was not only possible to collect empirical data for quantitative 

analysis, which is crucial for results generalisation, but also to collect personal views on social 

media’s role in advancing Islamic beliefs among youth. Hence, the use of multiple techniques 

also helped me to evaluate the accuracy of the data collected in terms of the relationship 

between the use of social media by the Saudi clerics and the effectiveness of such 

interventions in advancing religious teachings.  

The use of interview questions helped me identify key insights and opinions from Saudi 

youth and clerics regarding the effectiveness of social media use. The questions also enabled 

the study of well-perceived individual receptions about religious messages shared through 

social media. The use of a survey questionnaire enabled me to make deductive conclusions 

about the phenomenon under study. Such an approach was attained by focusing on answering 

the questions “who”, “what”, “how many”, and “how much” (Kish, 2010). Therefore, the survey 

questions were important in creating an exploratory and descriptive study able to collect 

standardised information from a sizeable sample drawn from Saudi clerics and youth. The 

following paragraphs describe the sampling strategies used to recruit research participants.  

Several advantages informed the use of the quota sampling technique. First, quota 

sampling was an effective technique for this research because it was otherwise difficult to 

obtain a probability sample while also creating a representative sample of the Saudi Arabian 

research population. However, quota sampling is a non-probability technique anchored on a 

stratified random sample (Clont, 1992; Carr, 1994). Second, different from probability sampling 

techniques, such as stratified random sampling, quota sampling is quicker and easier to 

execute since it does not require the researcher to develop a sample frame and other stringent 

applications of random sampling processes. Hence, quota sampling was crucial in this 

dissertation, which required the division of the research population into groups or strata 
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(Callegaro, 2013). Third, the use of quota sampling helped improve the representation of 

specific groups or strata (i.e. Muslim clerics and Muslim youth) within the population and helped 

ensure that neither group was over-represented. Hence, the use of quota sampling ensures 

the stratification of the research sample, thereby allowing the researcher to make a comparison 

among the strata (Creswell, 2002). 

Despite the above advantages, quota sampling also has potential shortcomings. First, 

samples recruited through quota sampling are not based on random selection, and this makes 

it difficult for the research to determine the sampling error. As such, participation in the study 

may be based only on ease of access and issues like cost and time considerations (Creswell, 

2002). In this study, the sample was selected based on the importance of the three universities, 

which are located in three major cities and cover most of the cultures of Saudi Arabia. 

Therefore, quota sampling was used to address these challenges, but the approach may have 

contributed to sampling bias (Kish, 2010). Moreover, quota sampling makes it difficult to make 

a statistical inference to the general population based on the recruited sample. 

4.4 Study participants 

Sampling was defined by Gary (1990) as a process “through which a study sample is 

recruited from a wider population of interest” (p. 9). Earlier definitions of sampling by Howard 

(1995) stipulated that sampling is a process through which a researcher acquires a 

“representative taste” of the groups being studied. In the present research, quota sampling 

was used to recruit a suitable participant sample. As a non-probability sampling technique 

(Fink, 1995), quota sampling assumes that non-randomization was used on the potential 

research population, implying that not everyone who could have participated in the study had 

an equal chance of being recruited (Robinson, 2014). The application of the technique also 

assumes even distribution of the sample characteristics (Frey et al., 2000). Even so, the use 

of quota sampling allowed me to identify several categories within the accessible Saudi 

population, making it possible to develop a cross-sectional analysis. In this study, quotas were 

defined as Muslim scholars and clerics who use social media to communicate religious 

messages to the public and the young Muslim youth who use social media as an alternative 
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platform to access religious teachings and Islamic discussions. Although there was no age 

limitation on the recruited clerics, there was an age limitation for the youth: between 21 and 28 

years. 

As earlier mentioned, this study investigates how the use of social media by Saudi 

clerics is influential in advancing Islamic discourse among the youth in Saudi Arabia. To this 

end, I adopted a mixed methods approach to help answer the research questions and achieve 

the study’s objectives. From this perspective, survey questionnaires and interviews were used 

to obtain insight into the topic under investigation. The study applied the quota sampling 

strategy to select the most applicable participants to engage in it. Through the sampling 

process, the researcher was able to identify Muslim clerics and youth to represent the 

population under review. Although this sampling method leads to bias in the process, it enabled 

the study to obtained critical data from three universities located in the three major cities in 

Saudi Arabia. Using audience analysis, the research setting was limited to Saudi Arabia and 

Saudi university students in the three main cities of Jeddah, Dammam, and Riyadh. Through 

the sampling process, two quotas were identified to represent the general population. These 

quotas were Muslim scholars and clerics and Muslim youth. Through this process, the 

researcher interviewed 27 participants who were engaged to provide critical data for the study. 

A notable component of the sampling process was the distribution of the study participants 

across these three main cities. The application of audience analysis ensured the selection of 

the correct sample based on their locations and participation on Twitter. 

The above sampling and recruitment strategies were adopted because of the potential 

differences in the opinions that the youth demonstrated. Notably, these cities have already 

been identified in the literature as the areas where social media use is most prevalent and 

influential among Saudi Arabian users (Perlov & Guzansky, 2014). However, it may be equally 

likely that social media use differs in purpose and effect in the respective areas. Users’ focus 

on specific social media sites may differ, their awareness of government and religious influence 

vary, and the effects of media posts on the individual lives of these students fluctuate. 

Consequently, the sample distribution yielded an equally distributed outcome sample following 
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the data analysis process. Such an approach was deemed essential in ensuring the results of 

the study could be generalised as representative of the entire population of Saudi Arabia. 

Figure 4-2 illustrates the areas from which the participants were sampled, 

 

Figure 4-2 Map of Research Locations 

According to the initial sampling process, the researcher aimed to obtain data from 33 

participants, 30 of whom were students. The three remaining respondents were intended to be 

clerics who engage in Islamic discourse on social media. Here, it is essential to note that the 

social media platform selected for this study was Twitter; thus, the clerics and the respondents 

had to be active on this platform. However, after completing the sampling process, I was able 

to obtain data from 27 participants in total. Among the respondents who provided data were 

two clerics and 25 students from different universities in Saudi Arabia. All the participants 

involved in the study volunteered their participation. Those who did not agree with the 

conditions of the study or who did not respond to the request for an interview, including Shaykh 

Aidh al-Qarnee, were eliminated from the study, thus reducing the number of respondents from 

the projected 33 participants to 27. The two clerics engaged in this study were Shaykh Adel 

Alkalbani and Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe. Both clerics are male individuals with a significant 

number of followers on their respective Twitter accounts.  

The shaykhs were chosen based on the most Saudi follow-up accounts on Twitter, and 

their pages achieve steadily increasing responses to their tweets (in the millions), according to 

Twitter follow-up measurement sites such as Cloud and Tweepar (Almoslim,2012). 

 

 

Map of Research Locations 
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Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe is the most followed cleric in the Arab world (Jazeera, 

2017). Alarefe followers numbered 20 million in 2016. I contacted Alarefe through his website 

(http://arefe.ws/home/) to request an interview with him on December 13, 2016. Initially, I 

received no response from the shaykh, but after repeated attempts to communicate with him, 

I received a response on January 27, 2019. The shaykh asked me to communicate with his 

secretary via WhatsApp, where the meeting arranged for July 1, 2019.  

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee is one of the most active Saudi preachers on Twitter and the 

author of La Tahzan (Almoslim,2012). As of 2012, he had 19.5 million Twitter followers. Al-

Qarnee was first contacted for an interview on December 13, 2016, via his Twitter account; 

however, I never received a response from him. I tried to communicate with him in different 

ways, including his personal WhatsApp account, but I received neither approval nor rejection. 

Shaykh Salman al-Awdah is one of the most active Saudi scholars and preachers on 

social media; he is also one of the most daring. His juristic political views cost him to prison. 

Salman al-Awdah has approximately 13.2 million followers on Twitter. Al-Awdah was arrested 

on September 10, 2017, although he did not officially reveal the reasons for the arrest 

(Almoslim, 2012). Al-Awdah was first contacted for an interview on December 13, 2016. I 

received a response from him on the same day, and he asked me to come to his office to 

discuss the interview. However, because of his arrest in 2017, I was ultimately unable to 

interview him. 

In late 2008, because of his skills in reading the Quran, the government chose Shaykh 

Adel Alkalbani to lead the worshipers during the Tarawih prayer at the Sacred Mosque in 

Makkah. He is one of the preachers who arouse the most controversy on Twitter, where he is 

famous for issuing several fatwas (e.g. those about singing, dancing, and cinemas) that 

contradict the teachings of traditional Saudi scholars. Alkalbani has approximately 6.7 million 

followers on Twitter. He was first contacted for an interview on December 13, 2016, via his 

Twitter account, but I did not receive a response. After many attempts, I received a response 

via WhatsApp agreeing to meet on June 19, 2019.  
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I was unable to meet all the shaykhs selected for this study. On September 12, 2017, 

during the period in which I was collecting the data, the presidency of the state security in 

Saudi Arabia arrested an intelligence cell that included shaykhs and preachers. This frightened 

some shaykhs and prevented them from talking to anybody. However, I had an opportunity to 

meet two of the most well-known and controversial shaykhs in Saudi Arabia: Shaykh 

Mohammed Alarefe and Shaykh Adel Alkalbani. It was good and useful to this study that each 

of these two shaykhs has his own attitude and style.  

Regarding the students, all 25 participants engaged in this study were enrolled in 

universities in Jeddah, Dammam, and Riyadh. Of the 25 participants, four respondents were 

female, while the remaining 21 were male. It is also essential to note that this study seeks to 

understand the research phenomenon from the perspective of youth. As such, the age of all 

students engaged in this study falls between 21 and 28 years of age. The number of 

participants obtained from each university varied. For instance, eight participants attended 

King Abdelaziz University, three participants attended Umm al-Qura University, seven 

participants attended King Saud University, six respondents attended King Faisal University, 

and only one participant attended Taibah University. The geographic locations of these 

universities vary, thereby allowing me to collect the perspective of youth from different regions 

of Saudi Arabia.  

4.5 Data collection instruments 

Three main tools were used to collect all the relevant data: survey questionnaires, 

interview questions, and thematic analysis of the Twitter accounts of the selected clerics. The 

questionnaire tool and interview questions used in this study are described in the following 

subsections. Ethics approval was sought from the Research Institute Ethics Committee at the 

University of Bedfordshire (see Appendix A). Once approval was obtained, the interview 

invitation was sent to potential participants (Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe, Shaykh Aidh al-

Qarnee, and Shaykh Adel Alkalbani) (see Appendix). I also contacted a representative of the 

King Abdulaziz University to request assistance and permission to post the questionnaire on 

the university’s website to attract potential student participants. The fieldwork consisted of two 
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phases. The survey was conducted in the first phase; field research in Jeddah, Riyadh, and 

Dammam was conducted in the second phase. The first phase also included an initial field visit 

to Jeddah. This was followed by the design, piloting, and implementation of the survey and 

subsequent initial analysis.  

Before the final survey questionnaire and interview questions were determined, a pilot 

study was conducted to articulate and identify key issues the study could address. Potential 

research questions were first written in English, and the final version was translated into Arabic. 

The initial paper-based survey questionnaire was submitted to and approved by the King 

Abdulaziz University. An additional pilot test was also conducted to measure the validity and 

feasibility of the survey questions. For the pilot field study, a draft paper questionnaire was 

sent to 20 University students at King Abdulaziz University for feedback on the questions. A 

link was also sent from the survey site (Google Drive) to a group of university students. The 

second phase began in June 2018 and saw the qualitative fieldwork begin in earnest, with 

focus interviews conducted Jeddah, Riyadh, and Dammam. 

4.5.1 Survey 

After conducting the pilot test, new research ideas were incorporated into the study 

based on participant suggestions. During this process, three more questions (Questions 15, 

16, and 17) were added to the initial survey questions, bringing the total to 17 survey questions 

which were used in the final data collection process (see Appendix D). The survey tool sought 

to examine and collect a range of information about the research phenomenon. Questions 1 

to 3 were designed to examine the participant’s demographic characteristics. The data 

collected through these questions includes participant gender, age, their institution of affiliation, 

and their place of residence. Specifically, the types of questions used in the survey 

questionnaire are multiple-choice questions. The 17-item questionnaire collected demographic 

information and asked the participants questions about motivation, media uses and 

gratification, competition, media quality, and religious content. 

Questions 4 to 7 were designed to analyse participant trends in social media usage. 

The trends and behaviours collected include the amount of time spent on social media 
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platforms, individual views on why clerics use social media, and the duration and frequency of 

use of social media. Questions 8 to 12 asked participants to share their reasons for using social 

media, the frequency at which they use social media for religious activities, whether or not they 

follow clerics on social media, and the type of religious knowledge they sought through social 

media. Finally, Questions 13 to 17 focused on identifying the reasons youth do or do not follow 

Muslim clerics, identifying the nature of competition, and identifying who is the most 

competitive cleric on social media. 

The usage and gratification theory, as stated in Chapter 2, presumes that audience 

members are not passive media users. Bushra al-Rawi (2012) identified internet users’ uses 

and gratifications as follows: the internet provides an alternative to personal contact, it allows 

users to develop an awareness about different groups of people, it helps them learn 

appropriate behaviours, it is a less expensive alternative to other means of communication, 

and it offers opportunities for mutual support, self-education, entertainment, safety, and 

companionship (Al-Rawi, 2012).  

All data were collected from locally sampled Muslim clerics and youth in Saudi Arabia. 

Once the pilot test had been successfully completed and the internal consistency of the survey 

questions had been determined, the final survey questionnaire was posted online. An online 

survey approach was deemed appropriate for the participants as it allowed them to easily 

access the survey online from different locations, such as the participant’s home, universities, 

and public places (see Appendix D). Links to the online survey website were also posted on 

university websites and in WhatsApp groups.  

Several advantages informed the use of an online survey process in data collection. 

First, compared to face-to-face interviews, which are time-consuming and costly, the use of an 

online survey process ensures a wider audience is reached during a short period of time. 

Vehovar and Manfreda (2017) confirmed that the use of online surveys to collect data has 

increased over the last decade, and most scholars prefer this approach to traditional face-to-

face interviews and paper-and-pencil techniques. Second, web-based survey processes allow 

for easy data collection, and survey questions can be easily shared through emails and 
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websites (Bethlehem & Biffignandi, 2012). Dillman (2006) further supports the use of online 

surveys in data collection due to their fast information gathering process, while Mellenbergh 

(2008) notes that online surveys protect participants’ autonomy in information sharing. Finally, 

Revilla and Ochoa (2015) argued that online surveys provide researchers with the flexibility to 

adjust questions or formats to encourage participants to continue completing the survey while 

the researcher addresses potential challenges. 

However, the use of online surveys in data collection also has some limitations. First, 

online surveys give respondents the autonomy to answer questions without the interviewer 

interjecting. Therefore, the researcher cannot further investigate the answers study 

participants give through online surveys (Revilla & Ochoa, 2015). Second, the use of online 

surveys means that the researcher cannot access all research populations, especially those 

in remote locations that lack internet connectivity (Callegaro, 2013). This means that it may be 

difficult for the researcher to acquire relevant information and diverse opinions from persons 

that reside in remote parts of the country in which the research is being conducted. The next 

section discusses how I used interview questions to address these challenges in the data 

collection process. 

4.5.2 Interview 

To supplement the data and information collected from survey questionnaires, I also 

conducted interview sessions with study participants. Using convenience sampling, 25 

students were selected for the interview sessions. Convenience sampling, a non-probability 

sampling method, was used to select study participants based on their ease and proximity to 

the researcher. Memos were used to capture any research thoughts during and after each 

interview. The interviews were recorded electronically using recording service. No interview 

was conducted without verbally confirming the informed consent of the participants. Each 

interview with the participants was conducted in a single interview session and transcribed and 

translated into English for each interview. 

All interviews were conducted face-to-face in the field to collect additional views and 

opinions from the study participants to shed additional light on the research questions and 
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objectives. Different from online surveys, face-to-face interview sessions provide the 

researcher with more personal information from the study participants regarding the 

phenomenon under study. As such, the use of personal interviews in this research allowed me 

to work with the study subjects directly. Callegaro (2013) observed that compared to online 

surveys, in-person interviews provide the interviewer with the opportunity to further probe the 

participant’s answers and ask them in-depth follow-up questions. Because the interview 

sessions were performed face-to-face with the participants, I was able to reach the target 

audience with ease and get detailed feedback. Hence, this is another key advantage of using 

face-to-face interview sessions. The insights obtained from the face-to-face interviews were 

essential in supplementing the results obtained from the survey questionnaires. 

The interview questions sought to identify several issues and individual perceptions 

about social media’s use in advancing Islamic teachings. The issues addressed include asking 

the youth whether they followed any clerics on social media, the specific clerics they follow, 

and whether the fatwas of clerics on Twitter are similar (see Appendix E). 

The interview sessions also asked the youth to share the subjects or topics they are 

more likely to discuss with clerics on social media. Importantly, the interviewer further 

questioned whether the youth preferred to attend clerics’ speeches in mosques or seminars or 

if they prefer to simply follow them on Twitter. Finally, the youth were asked for their opinions 

regarding the intention behind the clerics’ use of social media; that is, do the clerics use social 

media to acquire fame or to direct society to the moral and religious path? 

4.5.3 Twitter accounts 

To meet the main objective of the research, that is, to determine how social media 

influences the direction of Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia, tweets need to be examined in 

this study. Twitter was the social media site selected as the focus of the study. Based on the 

above analysis and the specific Saudi Arabian focus, one of the main platforms used by both 

clerics and youth has been found to be Twitter. The current study also aims to determine how 

Islamic clerics use Twitter to disseminate their religious messages and how well they 

understand the perceptions of the youth. The thematic analysis method was used to analyse 
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Twitter messages. The Twitter messages examined in this study were analysed with 

consideration to the social context of Islamic beliefs, values, and cultural rules. 

Thematic analysis was used to interpret and discuss the Twitter messages. Thematic 

analysis is an effective qualitative analysis method, which is the primary method of analysis 

for the current research. Twitter messages were interpreted and discussed through thematic 

analysis based on knowledge of the context in which they are sent. Moreover, it is imperative 

to consider the research questions, relevant themes, and study hypothesis to draw respective 

conclusions of the discourse. 

For this project, I decided to apply an operational concept of discourse focusing on 

themes extracted from a range of genres (social media texts (tweets) and interviews), and 

discussing those themes in light of their specific social contexts (i.e. the religious sphere in 

KSA and the relationship between the regime and clerics). This means that the analysis draws 

more on thematic analysis than Critical Discourse Analysis.  I have also chosen thematic 

analysis because of my limited experience in applying tools such as Critical Discourse 

Analysis, and so thematic analysis was a more accessible and flexible method that I could use 

to analyse a range of genres. As such, I have not applied a micro analysis of linguistic choices 

but depended on coding the overall themes in my data. 

Thematic analysis here is distinct from linguistic thematic analysis (such as Halliday’s 

analysis of the order of theme and rheme (2004)).  Thematic analysis is a common tool in 

qualitative research, usually used to trace patterns across a range of texts and/or cases.  It is 

not always explicitly labelled as such in previous studies, of which many refer to such an 

analysis as an examination “for recurring themes” (Kiger & Varpio, 2020, p. 1). Thematic 

analysis can be defined as an approach to analysing a range of qualitative data and it  “involves 

interpretation in the processes of selecting codes and constructing themes” in order to 

“reframe, reinterpret, and/or connect elements of the data” (Kiger & Varpio, 2020, pp. 2-3). 

Thematic analysis can be argued to draw on grounded theory in that it applies an inductive 

approach to extract themes from the data, while a more deductive approach follows a pre-
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defined set of themes defined by the researcher (Kiger & Varpio, 2020). This project applies 

an integrative approach of inductive and deductive methods where I begin with a set of 

identified themes, some of which draw on the analysis of the clerics’ tweets, then a more 

flexible approach is used to identify new themes based on the interviews with the clerics and 

the youth in order not to limit the findings to the pre-defined themes. Thus, an integrative 

approach is selected to allow for more flexibility and to expand the number of identified themes 

(Creswell & Clark, 2007).  

Thematic analysis is a qualitative research design that can be used to collect, analyse, 

describe, and present various themes in literature (Javadi & Zarea, 2016). The research design 

of this study involves a thematic analysis with a decision trail that guides the presentation and 

interpretation of data described in textual formats. The step-by-step approach of the thematic 

analysis research design starts with the specific ways by which the qualitative data are to be 

collected, followed by the specific ways data are to be recorded, analysed, and presented so 

that various themes might emerge. A proper thematic analysis design follows a decision trail 

that can be audited for reliability. 

The clear decision trail paramount in thematic analysis ensures that the trustworthiness 

criteria can be met so that the research findings are reliable with a good confidence level 

(Nowell et al., 2017). Such a decision trail ensures that the methods and means of collecting, 

analysing, and presenting the qualitative data of a research study are pragmatic and 

understandable. The study that employs a thematic analysis research design could, thus, be 

considered only as good as the methods and means it employs with the data it engages with. 

The thematic analysis research design chosen should also adhere to a set of principles 

for thematic qualitative content analysis (Vaismoradi et al., 2016). This helps communicate the 

theme, which can further the study’s contribution to existing knowledge. Among these sets of 

principles includes an assertion of the analytical importance of the theme, its meaning, its 

category, and its content level and a culmination of how the theme can be developed. This 
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yields a pragmatic approach by which certain themes emerging from qualitative research can 

be sought and presented to contribute to knowledge. 

The aim of examining tweets and the messages therein is to analyse whether the users, 

especially clerics, understand the significance of the platform and whether they are using it 

properly or abusing it. To determine this, the aim is to thematically analyse the clerics’ and 

students’ discourse to first check whether the clerics are primarily spreading messages of hate 

and radicalisation or messages of religious doctrine to positively inspire the audience, who are 

mostly youth. The second aim is to determine whether the students respond positively or 

rebelliously to the messages passed to them. The themes sought in the tweets include 

messages of radicalisation, anti-Islam, religious practices and devotion, humanitarian 

assistance, health and physical wellbeing, social welfare, women rights, political 

developments, education and youth employment, Muslim–non-Muslim relations, Islamic 

modernisation, and violent jihads, among others. The findings of this analysis help answer the 

first hypothesis, which holds that leaders, including clerics, understand the significance of 

Twitter and therefore use the platform to spread positive messages to their audience, 

especially the youth. 

Tweets were selected from the different clerics that have Twitter accounts. The 

accounts were then selected based on the clerics’ level of activity on their accounts, in terms 

of the frequency at which they post tweets. The most active Twitter accounts (i.e. a cleric posts 

at least one Tweet per week and engages his followers through responses) were considered 

active accounts. The active accounts were then bookmarked for further analysis, and the 

duration of assessment ranged from January 1, 2012, to March 31, 2018, or more. Some of 

the information extracted from the tweets during this period includes attitudes towards non-

Muslims and the West, attitudes towards jihad, attitudes about extreme groups like ISIS, and 

attitudes about the youth and the role they play in the spread of Islam. 

Tweets were also selected from the most important hashtags that the shaykhs 

participated in from 2012 to 2018 or more. Townsend and Wallace (2016) suggested that if a 
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tweet contains a hashtag, then the author meant for it to be accessible to a larger audience; 

therefore, informed consent is not needed to replicate the tweet in academic research. 

Three shaykhs were selected from the most famous Saudi clerics on Twitter, arranged 

as follows: Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani. Below 

is a brief description of each: 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe – Alarefe was born in 1970. He is a mosque preacher in 

Riyadh who has about 20,291,625 followers on Twitter in 2016 and an equally large fan base 

on Snapchat. He is an avid speaker on social media, and every morning he posts a tweet on 

Islamic Sharia and current fatwa. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe is a religious figure in Saudi 

Arabia and the larger Muslim world who is known for his charismatic personality. Some of his 

most controversial tweets relate to women. In tweets posted in 2012, Shaykh Mohammed 

Alarefe opposed the idea of allowing women to work outside their homes (BBC News, 2016). 

This makes him central to the focus of this study. 

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee – Al-Qarnee was born in January 1959. He is the author of 

the book Don’t Be Sad (La Tahzan), which achieved high sales and is written for Muslims and 

non-Muslims alike. He has 19,166,220 followers on Twitter in 2016. In a gun attack in the 

Philippines, Al-Qarnee suffered injuries to his arm. (Al-Harkan, 2016). A tweet on his official 

account before the incident read: “Do not ask anyone about the level of his faith but ask 

yourself about performing prayer, the frequent mention of God, relation with the Quran, 

guarding your tongue and the wellbeing of your heart.” His stance on contentious areas is 

unclear owing to his tendency to shift with the tide. His unclear stance on controversial topics 

is the reason for his inclusion in this study.  

Shaykh Adel Alkalbani – Alkalbani was born in 1959. He is a famous reciter of the 

Holy Quran and a famous imam of the Grand Mosque in Mecca. His Twitter following is 

relatively small: he has only 6,715,506 followers in 2016. Shaykh Adel Alkalbani’s content 

tends to either be lines from the Quran or commentary on current issues. On Twitter, his 

personality is less strict religious shaykh; a fatwa he issued, in which he claimed that Islam 

does not forbid singing and music, shocked many of his supporters because he was one of the 
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most fanatical shaykhs, but his stance has loosened, but the people who love music were quick 

to support Shaykh Adel Alkalbani on Twitter (Baamer, 2010). 

A group of specialised websites were used to analyse Twitter accounts (followerwonk, 

whotwi, proporti.onl, Twaybac, twitonomy, and others); these sites show the strength of the 

account; the number of followers, tweets, and Twitter posts; and other data that give a good 

visualisation of the audience’s interaction with the account and, therefore, its impact and role 

in Islamic discourse (see Appendix J). Data from Twitter can either be retrieved at no cost, via 

free websites, or at a fee, through paid websites such as followerwonk. The difference between 

using websites that retrieve data for free is that the data will not include a complete record of 

tweets, whereas, via paid websites, researchers are provided a complete record of tweets. 

There had been concerns that since the public follows the clerics in large numbers, the 

latter could easily influence certain life matters, such as religious practices and devotion, 

humanitarian assistance, health and physical wellbeing, social welfare, education and youth 

employment, Muslim–non-Muslim relations, Islamic modernisation, women rights, political 

developments and violent jihads, among others. Twitter statistics on account followings, 

listings, likes, and followers per month are some indicators of the acceptability of clerics’ 

messages. The statistics can indicate the extent to which the Saudi clerics are considering 

youth’s perceptions and needs so that their messages will be accepted. They can also be used 

to determine how each cleric is using social media to leverage his consolidation of scholarly 

hegemony both on Twitter and other social media sites.  

The active accounts were then bookmarked for further analysis with the assessment 

duration ranging from January 1, 2012, to April 7, 2019. Moreover, tweets were selected for 

analysis from the most important hashtags attached to the posted tweet (see Appendix K). 

Table 4-1 shows a report on analysing the accounts of the three shaykhs using the 

''Twitonomy'' the Twitter analytics tool on the web. 
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Table 4-1 Analyses hashtags. 

Handle @abuabdelelah @Dr_alqarnee @MohamadAlarefe 

Name Adel Alkalbani Aidh al-Qarnee Mohammed Alarefe 

Language Arabic Arabic Arabic 

Followers 6,740,454 18,748,988 20,524,017 

Analysis’s hashtags 100 93 55 

Analyses from January 1, 2012 January 1, 2012 January 1, 2012 

Analyses to December 31, 2018 December 31, 2018 December 31, 2018 

Source: www.twitonomy.com 

The hashtag is the soul of Twitter; the hashtag reflects an event or issue that occupies 

public opinion or consciousness. However, it is also a means of communication for Twitter 

users. The hashtag is an electronic code that allows users to communicate with as many 

people as possible, without forcing them to add or follow other users as friends. In general, the 

hashtag mobilises public attitudes towards the issues raised, creating a general opinion that 

helps crystallise a clear public position on the subject under discussion. For this research, I 

chose to analyse the hashtags that the shaykhs participated in before the Saudi reforms, after 

King Salman and Prince Mohammed implemented reforms, and after Saudi Vision 2030.  

A group of the most retweeted tweets with hashtags that were created for various 

purposes was chosen, and the shaykhs tweeted, or records about supporters and their 

opponents took place around them. I analysed these tags using several specialised 

programmes, and I tried to track the effects of their launches. The main themes that emerged 

from the analysis process are presented in the following sections (see Appendix K).  

4.6 Data coding and analysis 

4.6.1 Quantitative data analysis 

Data obtained from 248 survey respondents were empirically analysed using Microsoft 

Excel. The data analysis process entails perming descriptive statistics on participant 

responses and examining the frequency and means of statistical distribution. T-tests were 

performed to compare whether there were differences between means, while regression 
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analysis was performed to investigate the formulated research hypothesis. That is, the analysis 

was performed to determine whether when youth seek fatwa on social media, they are more 

likely to understand their Islamic identity and help them consolidate the religious hegemony of 

ulamā (clerics) in Saudi Arabia. Quantitative data were organised and presented using graphs, 

tables, charts, and frequency distribution tables showing standard deviations and means. The 

representation of data in this way ensured that the obtained data were easy to visualise so that 

I could determine commonly occurring trends. All analyses were completed with SPSS, a 

quantitative analysis software from IBM, as seen in the Appendix G. The goal of the 

quantitative analysis was to attain a general overview of youth’s perception regarding the 

presence of clerics on social media. 

4.6.2 Qualitative data analysis 

Different approaches can be used in qualitative data analysis, including ethnographic, 

phenomenological, or grounded theory, but the analysis process used depends on the nature 

of research methodology. The grounded theory is the building of theoretical models based on 

pre-existing research data describe the phenomenon under study (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, & 

Ormston, 2013). As a result, grounded theory suits studies that seek to create a better 

theoretical model than the ones that currently exist for the subject under investigation. 

Ethnographic studies seek to develop a deeper understanding of the culture under 

investigation by considering the perspectives of the subjects participating in the study (Bell & 

Bryman, 2007). However, this type of methodology requires a considerable time commitment 

and the deep involvement of the researcher in the process (Bell & Bryman, 2007). Finally, 

phenomenological studies attempt to describe a phenomenon by engaging with the historical 

experiences of the people who have experienced it and the meanings they ascribe to it (Grbich, 

2012).  

Based on the current study design, the phenomenological approach best describes the 

overall methodology used for the qualitative data analysis. The study’s focus on exploring the 

individual experiences of both Saudi clerics and youth and their use of social media in Islamic 

discourse. Recognizing phenomenology as the study’s guiding methodology, the analysis of 
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the findings primarily employs thematic analysis to explore the general contents of the clerics’ 

and the students’ tweets, as well as the students’ responses to the clerics’ tweets. Then, I 

identified the main themes that emerged from the cleric and student interactions on social 

media.  

Thematic analysis ensured that I was able to develop an overview of common religious 

themes emerging in the social media discourse. The evaluation phase of the qualitative 

analysis process relied on identifying keywords that featured in the tweets and the number of 

responses clerics garner from their followers. The analysis of the tweets provided the basis for 

developing follow-up questions for the interviews. The content of the tweets also allowed me 

to develop the main themes upon which the study findings were based, simplifying the 

consequent phases of analysis. 

The qualitative analysis process began at the research location and continued upon 

my return to the UK. The analysis of the survey findings, initial interviews, and Twitter accounts 

laid the foundation for the identification of themes that were further explored through the coding 

of the interview data. All analyses were completed with NVivo, a qualitative analysis software 

owned by QSR international as seen in the Appendix H, and QDA miner, a qualitative analysis 

software as seen in the Appendix I. Analyses of the interview data followed a three-phase 

process, as depicted in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Analysis Phase Diagram 

Phase 1: Reading and interpretation of the text 

This phase involves the careful reading of the text to develop a complete overview of 

the collected data. With the aid of NVivo, a word cloud image was used to illustrate the most 

frequently occurring words in the given data. The word cloud reveals shaykhs, religious, 

people, social, political follow, and others as the most frequently occurring words in the data. 

The words found to occur most frequently are related to this study’s research subject, indicating 

that the collected data are in coherence with the research subject (see Appendix H). 

Phase 2: Coding of text 

This phase involves ascribing meaning to the given data (codes); this was done after a 

thorough reading of the data text, and coding was done with NVivo. The initial coding of the 

items revealed more than 100 codes in total, as seen in Appendix H. 

Phase 3: Result presentation 

This phase involves the presentation of the analysis concerning the research questions. 

Each research question was treated individually. 

4.7 Ethical concerns 

Ensuring ethics remained a top priority throughout the study, as some potential ethical 

concerns were expected to arise. First, this research included the use of human subjects, 

meaning that before participating in the study, the participants needed to provide consent. To 

maintain participant privacy and confidentially, no confidential information, such as names, 
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phone numbers, or handwritings, were collected. To avoid these ethical issues, I took all the 

interview notes during fieldwork.  

Second, all participants were informed of their rights, that taking part in the study was 

completely voluntary, and that one could drop out of the study at any time.  

Third, the study participants were informed that all the collected information was coded 

and stored anonymously. As such, the researcher informed the participants that any 

information they provided would be held in strict confidence, would remain completely 

anonymous, and that the online survey did not carry a cookie or any tracking software that 

would capture their internet addresses for future use. The approved ethics form can be found 

in Appendix A. 

Fourth, issues of potential language bias were overcome by translating the interview 

questions into Arabic. Moreover, as a native Saudi citizen, I had the necessary knowledge 

about the local language and culture, and this proved essential in conducting the interview 

sessions, as its improved communications and interactions with the study participants. 

Finally, I also observed that several participants were reluctant to talk about clerics and 

current affairs. They were much more at ease talking about their media consumption as a 

whole or entertainment programmers in particular. However, the mention of some clerics, such 

as Salman al-Awdah, attracted some silence from the participants, possibly because of the 

Saudi government’s recent arrests of some clerics who have been active on social networking 

sites. Such reservations mean that the participants may not have shared their full views on 

some interview questions. This outcome may have affected the validity of findings drawn from 

this study project. 

Finally, it is important to note that the analysis focuses on educated young Saudis, and 

so it is limited to this segment of the population who have access to social media and are 

familiar with social media to follow the selected clerics online.  
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4.8 Summary 

This chapter further describes the central research philosophies upon which the current 

study is based. Specifically, the research findings are grounded in constructivism and 

interpretivism. A mixed methods research design was used, wherein survey questions were 

used to collect quantitative data from 248 study participants, and in-person interviews were 

conducted to collect supplementary qualitative data. The quota sampling technique was used 

to identify several participant groups within the accessible Saudi Muslim population, making it 

possible to develop a cross-sectional analysis. The data collected from survey questionnaires 

and interview questions were analysed qualitatively and quantitatively. Qualitative data 

analysis was conducted using the phenomenological approach to develop a narrative account 

of the study participants’ experiences regarding the formulated research questions and 

objectives. An initial analysis was conducted on posted tweets and follower responses to 

identify common themes among them. An in-depth thematic analysis was then performed on 

texts and linguistic information to identify the themes emerging from the study. The ethical 

issues of privacy, informed consent, confidentiality, and participant rights are also discussed 

in this chapter. Finally, the study limitations, in terms of the time and geographical constraints, 

are also discussed, as well as the potential impact they might have on the study's results.
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Chapter 5:  Case study Twitter page contents of Saudi clerics 

This chapter presents and analyses the main themes that emerged from the hashtag 

analysis conducted on the three clerics Twitter accounts. Section 5.1 and 5.2 presents the 

main themes and trends observed in the data. This research aims to contribute to the ongoing 

debate about the way social media has (or has not) changed religious authorities’ hold on 

power in Saudi Arabia. As per Blacker (2015), a change in the tone of clerics’ messages has 

changed since King Salman bin Abdul-Aziz assumed the crown. The findings show that prior 

to 2017, that is, prior to Mohammed bin Salman’s ascension to power as crown prince, Saudi 

clerics could disseminate messages that inspire violent jihad. However, the king has since 

instituted several reforms and involved clerics as stakeholders in order to reduce extremism 

and weed out extremist elements on social media. This has proven significant because it 

captures aspects of patriotism and appreciation for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and directs 

Islamic discourse to benefit the greater good.  

 This chapter assesses how Saudi clerics treat patriotism and other civic issues. It also 

considers religious practices and devotion and clerics’ understanding of “modern” Islam, which 

centre on humanitarian assistance, physical and social well-being, education and youth 

employment, Muslim and non-Muslim relations, women’s rights, political developments, and 

jihad. Appreciation for and ongoing discussion of all or some of these life matters indicates that 

the clerics have accepted their role as spiritual mentors for their followers. Statistics show that 

the Twitter activities of the three shaykhs generally show upward trends, even though the 

activities of those regarded as highly controversial and extremist softened their messages in 

the early days after reforms. 

Tables 5-1 to 5-3 show the tweets that were most retweeted during two periods: before 

and after the Saudi reforms of Saudi Vision 2030 were announced. The tweets were selected 

using Twitter analysis sites, such as twitonomy.com. The tables also include Arabic to English 

translations of the chosen tweets.  
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Table 5-1. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe’s most retweeted Twitter posts 

Handle @MohamadAlarefe 

Name Mohammed Alarefe 
 

Language Arabic 
 

Followers Over 20 million 
 

Hashtags analysed 55 
 

Analysis start date January 1, 2012 
 

Analysis end date March 3, 2019 
 

Top retweeted tweet #1 Hashtag: About the demonstrations in Iran after the suicide 
of a girl who escaped being raped by an officer. 

 
Original Hashtag: (#ايران_تشتعل)  
 
Tweet Translation: Tehran is the only capital in the world 
without a Sunni mosque. 
The Iranian parliament has 9 Jews and 4 Zoroastrians the 
fire-worshipers. 
There is not a single Sunni. 
Although the Sunni in Iran is 22 million! 
 
Retweets: 15,000 as of May 9, 2015 
 

Top retweeted tweet #2 Hashtag: About Operation Decisive Storm in Yemen. 
 
Original Hashtag: (#عاصفة_الحزم)  
 
Tweet Translation: A wise decision from a wise man 
resolute from resolute 
O Lord support our soldiers.  
Support them and save them. 
 
Retweets: 14,000 as of March 26, 2015 
 

Top retweeted tweet #3 Hashtag: About a terrorist bombing at the emergency forces 
mosque in Abha, the southern-most city in Saudi Arabia. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#تفجير_طواري_عسير)  
 
Tweet Translation: It is unjust that those who forbid the 
mosques of God to mention his name and sought to destroy 
it. 
The destruction of the mosque, the killing of the worshipers 
and the defamation of prayer is the greatest injustice. 
 
Retweets: 10,000 as of August 6, 2015 
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Handle @MohamadAlarefe 
Top retweeted tweet #4 Hashtag: About the appointment of Mohammed bin Salman 

as crown prince. 
 
Original Hashtag: (#محمد_بن_سلمان_وليا_للعهد) 
 
Tweet Translation: Pledge allegiance to 
#Muhammad_bin_Salman _the crown prince 
I ask God to benefit and grant him success and to make him 
blessed wherever he is and to bestow upon us his grace, 
both visible and inward. 
 
Retweets: 6,400 as of June 21, 2017 
 

Top retweeted tweet #5 Hashtag: About how Mohammed Alarefe has 12 million 
followers. 
 
Original Hashtag: (# مليون_متابع12العريفي_ ) 
 
Tweet Translation: Thank you, God-like it should be for your 
majesty and your greatness. 
Lord gather us in your Paradise. 
And make our brotherhood for your love. 
Thank you from my heart. 
 
Retweets: 4,100 as of June 2, 2015 
 

Top retweeted tweet #6 Hashtag: About the pride of women wearing the hijab. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#انا_مسلمة_اتميز_بحجابي) 
 
Tweet Translation: Oh Allah, increase our daughters' pride 
and faith. 
I liked their interaction here: 
#I_am_a_Muslim_distinguished_by_my_hijab. 
 
Retweets: 3,300 as of November 5, 2017 
 

Top retweeted tweet #7 Hashtag: Egypt  
 
Original Hashtag: (#يا_اهل_مصر) 
 
Tweet Translation: My chest feels tight and my, I am 
speechless, 
#Egyptian_people 
Calmness and wisdom, 
And bloodshed restraint, 
Self-discipline 
And sincere supplication and turning to Allah, 
Allah, whoever causes Egypt mischief, destroy him. 
 
Retweets: 2,200 as of June 29, 2013. 
 

Top retweeted tweet #8 Hashtag: About a lie of jihad marriage (Sexual jihad) 
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Handle @MohamadAlarefe 

Original Hashtag: (#اكذوبة_جهاد_النكاح) 
 
Tweet Translation: The lie of sexual jihad 
Le Monde/French newspaper report 
Astonishingly, a Christian journalist treats you fairly and 
honestly while an Islamic affiliate treats you with lying and 
slander. 
 
Retweets: 889 as of October 2, 2013 
 

Top retweeted tweet #10 Hashtag: About the invitation to Islam on Twitter. 
  
Original Hashtag: (# أفكار_للدعوه_لالسالم_بتويتر) 
 
Tweet Translation: Oh, lovers of good: 
From the #Ideas_for_calling_to_Islam on Twitter: 
Write tweets in multiple languages and share them with 
various hashtags. 
It has proven to be a powerful influence. 
 
Retweets: 777 as of July 31, 2012 

Table 5-2. Shaykh Adel Alkalbani most retweeted Twitter posts 

Handle @abuabdelelah 

Name Adel Alkalbani 
 

Language Arabic 
 

Followers Over 6 million 
 

Hashtags analysed 100 
 

Analysis start date January 1, 2012 
 

Analysis end date December 31, 2018 
 

Top retweeted tweet #1 Hashtag: Death of King Abdullah . 
 
Original Hashtag: (#وفاه_الملك_عبدهللا) 
 
Tweet Translation: Oh, Allah, if I have a right or a grievance 
with your servant Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz, I have given it to 
him, and I pardoned, forgave, and freed him #the_death_of 
_King _Abdullah. 
 
Retweets: 15,000 as of January 22, 2015 
 

Top retweeted tweet #2 Hashtag: Gaza under bombardment. 
 
Original Hashtag: (#غزة_تحت_القصف) 
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Handle @abuabdelelah 

Tweet Translation: Prayers for its people may be classified as 
terrorism #Gaza_under_attack. 
 
Retweets: 11,000 as of January 27, 2017 
 

Top retweeted tweet #3 Hashtag: Allow cinema in Saudi Arabia. 
 
Original Hashtag: (#السماح_بالسينما_في_السعوديه)  
 
Tweet Translation: Better than cafes #Allowing cinema in 
Saudi Arabia. 
 
Retweets: 7,200 as of December 13, 2015 
 

Top retweeted tweet #4 Hashtag: Minister of Civil Service employs his son with a 
salary of 21 thousand riyals. 
  
Original Hashtag: (# _الف21وزير_الخدمه_يعين_ابنه_ ) 
 
Tweet Translation: Following the principle that: A man has 
first claim on his own property! #Minister_of _Service _ 
appoints_ his son_21_ thousand. 
 
Retweets: 6,500 as of October 25, 2016 
 

Top retweeted tweet #5 Hashtag: King fights corruption. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#الملك_يحارب_الفساد)  
 
Tweet Translation: Oh Allah, take his hand through the straits 
and reveal to him the faces of the facts 
#The_king_fights_corruption. 
 
Retweets: 4,000 as of November 5, 2017 
 

Top retweeted tweet #6 Hashtag: Madaya starve to death. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#مضايا_تموت_جوعا)  
 
Tweet Translation: The conscience of the (free) world dies 
when the victim is a Muslim #Madihaa, dying of starving. 
 
Retweets:2,000 as of January 7, 2016 
 

Top retweeted tweet #7 Hashtag: Campaign to report supporters of ISIS. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#حملة_التبليغ_عن_مؤيدي_داعش) 
 
Tweet Translation: Among their marks: They say Al-Saloul 
instead of Al Saud, and they say the Arabian Peninsula or the 
Land of the Two Holy Mosques instead of The Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia    
#Campaign_for_Reporting_Supporters_of_ISIS. 
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Handle @abuabdelelah 

Retweets: 2,000 as of August 9, 2015. 
 

Top retweeted tweet #8 Hashtag: General Authority for Entertainment. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#هيئة_الترفيه) 
 
Tweet Translation: The #Entertainment_floundering reminds 
me of the story of the shepherd and the jar of butter! 
 
Retweets: 1,100 as of February 22, 2017. 
 

Top retweeted tweet #9 Hashtag: I drive by myself. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#أسوق_بنفسي) 
 
Tweet Translation: The opposition will turn to support and 
praise after the issuance of the order #I_drive. 
 
Retweets: 882 as of October 8, 2014 

Table 5-3. Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee most retweeted Twitter posts 

Handle @Dr_alqarnee 

Name Aidh al-Qarnee 
 

Language Arabic 
 

Followers Over 18 million 
 

Hashtags analysed 93 
 

Analysis start date January 1, 2012 
 

Analysis end date March 23, 2019 
 

Top retweeted tweet #1 Hashtag: “Thank you for an audience of Al-Ittihad Club”  
 
Original Hashtag: (#شكرا_جمهور_االتحاد)  
 
Tweet Translation: How wonderful an athlete would be if he 
carried his belief in the field and declared his loyalty to the 
Merciful #My_beloved_Messenger_of_Allah. 
 
Retweets: 24,000 as of February 20, 2015 
 

Top retweeted tweet #2 Hashtag: “The bombing of the US consulate in Jeddah”  
 
Original Hashtag: (#تفجير_القنصليه_االمريكيه_بجده)  
 
Tweet Translation: How wonderful an athlete would be if he 
carried his belief in the field and declared his loyalty to the 
Merciful #My_beloved_Messenger_of_Allah. 
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Handle @Dr_alqarnee 

Retweets: 14,000 as of July 4, 2016 
 

Top retweeted tweet #3 Hashtag: “The hero Jabran Awaji”  
 
Original Hashtag: (#البطل_جبران_عواجي)  
 
Tweet Translation: Thank you very much, hero Gibran 
Awaji, may Allah raise your status and position, for you have 
struck the most amazing examples in defence of religion and 
homeland, long live tournaments. 
 
Retweets: 12,000 as of January 7, 2017 
 

Top retweeted tweet #4 Hashtag: About a match between Al Hilal from Saudi Arabia 
and Saphan from Iran in football  
 
Original Hashtag: (#الهالل_سباهان)  
 
Tweet Translation: My poem in defence of the Mother of 
the Believers, Aisha, is to congratulate the Hilal for winning. 
 
Retweets: 10,000, April 23, 2014 
 

 

Top retweeted tweet #5 Hashtag: About a terrorist bombing in a parking lot next to 
the emergency forces station next to the Prophet's Mosque 
in Medina. 
  
Original Hashtag: (#تفجير_المدينة_المنورة)  
 
Tweet: Oh, Allah, defend our country from the evil of the 
wicked and the plots of the ungodly and make it safe and 
comfortable, safety and prosperity, Oh Lord of the Worlds. 
 
Retweets: 9,300 as of July 4, 2016 

 

 

This chapter investigates the distinct changes in the social media messages of Muslim 

clerics over the years. The most notable of such changes appear after King Salman and Crown 

Prince Muhammad’s rise to power, which triggered the most radical changes to the clerics’ 

social media content. The changes are so clear that it is utterly impossible to detach them from 

King Salman’s reforms. Therefore, this chapter features two distinct subsections: section 

5.1focuses on Islamic discourses on Twitter before Saudi Vision 2030 (i.e. from 2012 to 2016), 

while the second subsection 5.2 discusses Islamic discourses on Twitter after Saudi Vision 

2030 (i.e. from 2017 to 2019).  
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To examine the radical change in the content of clerics’ tweets before and after Saudi 

Vision 2030, this chapter analyses the tweets of three notable clerics: Shaykhs Mohammed 

Alarefe, Alkalbani, and Al-Qarnee. It includes a discussion of their religious positions and 

messages in the first study period (before King Salman’s rise to power) and a parallel 

discussion of their religious positions and messages in the second study period (after King 

Salman’s rise to power). This helps to highlight the radical shift that occurred after King Salman 

and Prince Muhammad’s Saudi Vision 2030 was released. 

5.1 Twitter discourses before Saudi Vision 2030 reforms (2012 to 2016) 

To illustrate the impact that King Salman and Prince Muhammad have had on various 

Muslim clerics, this study follows three of the most notable clerics on Twitter: Shaykh 

Mohammed Alarefe, Shaykh Alkalbani and Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee. These three clerics were 

chosen because of their large follower bases and viewership, both of which feature in the 

millions. They were also chosen to depict different themes in Islam and how they have 

disagreed with regime changes. These themes range from radical conservative approaches 

that attempt to maintain the old ways to more liberal approaches that promote peace and 

societal development. 

5.1.1 Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe began tweeting on November 24, 2010; as of March 6, 

2018, he had been on Twitter for 2,659 days. The earliest Twitter adopter of three clerics 

discussed, Alarefe boasts 21,224,078 followers. He has posted 35,270 tweets, received 37 

likes, five followings, and 31,612 lists. These figures are expected to grow, as his average 

followers per month are 255,648. However, his Twitter activities have marginally decreased 

since the reforms, probably because people are becoming less adherent to ultraconservative 

rules. Ultraconservative Islamic rules are considered the cause of jihadist Salafism; hence, 

adherence to them is discouraged, even by the government itself (Alarefe [MohamadAlarefe], 

2018, March). 

The hashtag analysis of Shaykh Muhammad Alarefe’s account revealed his use of 

hashtags and participation in Twitter discussions about the Shiites and Iran, Operation 
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Decisive Storm in Yemen, terrorist operations, the number of his Twitter followers, the Arab 

Spring in Egypt, a lie of jihad marriage, and inviting people into Islam.  

5.1.1.1 suicide of a girl who escaped being raped by an officer (#ايران_تشتعل). 15,000 

retweets. 

Alarefe’s tweet, in participation with a hashtag about the demonstrations that occurred 

in Iran after the suicide of a girl who escaped being raped by an officer (#ايران_تشتعل), is his most 

retweeted post (15,000 retweets). During this period, most shaykh were criticising the Shiites 

and the Iranian government. This is illustrated by a series of tweets that comment on topics 

related to Shiism and Iranian activism. In recent years, what has distinguished famous shaykhs 

on Twitter is the frequent comments critical of the Shiites and the Iranian government. Figure 

5.1 illustrates Alarefe tweet, posted on 9 May 2015 about Shiites and the Iranian Government: 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted ‘’Tehran is the only capital in the world without a Sunni 

mosque.The Iranian parliament has 9 Jews and 4 Zoroastrians the fire worshipers. There is 

not a single Sunni. Although the Sunni in Iran is 22 million! 

 

Figure 5-1 Alarefe’s Tweet About Shiites and the Iranian Government. Source: 

@MohamadAlarefe 

In the tweet, Alarefe pointed out that Tehran is the only capital in the world without a 

Sunni mosque. The level of this religious split is further reflected in the fact that there are nine 

Jewish and four Zoroastrian members in Iranian parliament, but there is not a single Sunni 

member of parliament, even though approximately 22 million Sunni Muslims are living in Iran.  
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Sunni and Shiite circles in Saudi Arabia and abroad reject Shaykh Muhammad 

Alarefe’s stance on the Shiite community and the religious authority. Most see it as an 

unacceptable militancy that does not serve the positive atmosphere created by moderate views 

seeking to unite Sunnis and Shiites (Alarabiya, 2010). 

5.1.1.2 Operation Decisive Storm in Yemen (#عاصفة_الحزم). 14,000 retweets. 

As instructed by Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), Islam requires that all Muslims not only 

obey their government but also be actively patriotic to their country. Alarefe’s tweets reflect 

this, as they emphasise Prophet Muhammad’s (PBUH) teachings about how loving one’s 

country is part of faith. Therefore, Saudi clerics hold that it is the duty of every Muslim to offer 

true and sincere obedience and heartfelt gratitude to such authority and pray for their leaders’ 

welfare. In 2015, similar messages were communicated in Alarefe’s tweets about Operation 

Decisive Storm in Yemen. This hashtag #عاصفة_الحزم was established after the Arab coalition 

launched Operation Decisive Storm, led by the KSA, against the Houthis. The percentage of 

tweets supporting the war against the Houthis was 90.8%, compared to 9.2% of tweets 

opposing it. The hashtag was used for approximately 60 hours, and it reached about 

10,561,960 tweets, making it a global hashtag. The highest rate of activity was in Saudi Arabia, 

where it reached 70%. In the United States, the follow-up rate was 13%; in Qatar, 7%; and in 

other countries, it was 10%. Figure 5.2 illustrates Alarefe tweet, posted on 26 Mar 2015 about 

Operation Decisive Storm in Yemen. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted ‘’A wise decision 

from a wise man. resolute from resolute. O Lord support our soldiers. Support them and save 

them’’.
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Figure 5-2: Alarefe’s Tweet with the Hashtag About Operation Decisive Storm in Yemen. 

Source: @MohamadAlarefe 

The growing religious concerns between the KSA and Iran were further heightened in 

the wake of the civil war in Yemen. Saudi Arabia accused Iran of funding the Houthi rebels. 

Alarefe tweeted about the intercept of a ballistic missile near Mecca that was launched by the 

Houthi militias in Yemen (#الحوثي_يستهدف_كعبة_المسلمين). Figure 5.3 illustrates Alarefe tweet, 

posted on 31 Oct 2016 about Houthi Militias in Yemen. 

 

Figure 5-3 Alarefe’s Tweet About Houthi Militias in Yemen. Source: @MohamadAlarefe 

Such accusations have become regular occurrences in the media and public domain; 

that is, the Saudi air defence forces have reportedly intercepted and destroyed ballistic missiles 
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over Saudi territory. Recently, missile interceptions were reported over Riyadh, suspected to 

have been launched by Iran-backed Houthi militia in Yemen. In the Saudi capital, there were 

also worries about enormous explosions, followed by bright flashes in the sky and smoke blasts 

over the city. However, no casualties were reported. These claims were confirmed by Iran-

backed rebels, who admitted that they had struck the Saudi defence ministry and other sites 

in the capital. However, Colonel Turki al-Maliki, spokesman for the Saudi-led coalition fighters, 

refuted the allegations. In southwest regions of the kingdom, however, there were two reported 

deaths from the missiles, and another attack killed three people in Jizan. 

5.1.1.3 Terrorist bombing of the emergency forces mosque in Abha 

 retweets 10,000 .(تفجير_طواري_عسير#)

The clerics’ tweets reflect the reforms aiming to dissuade the public, Saudi youth in 

particular, from engaging in terrorism and jihad. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe communicated 

the same information to his Twitter audience on August 6, 2015, in a tweet using a hashtag 

about a terrorist bombing at the emergency forces mosque in Abha, Saudi Arabia. Figure 5.4 

illustrates Alarefe tweet, posted on 6 Aug 2015 about a terrorist Bombing at the Emergency 

Forces Mosque in Abha, Saudi Arabia. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted ‘’It is unjust that 

those who forbid the mosques of God to mention his name and sought to destroy it. The 

destruction of the mosque, the killing of the worshipers and the defamation of prayer is the 

greatest injustice’’. 
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Figure 5-4 Tweet About a Terrorist Bombing at the Emergency Forces Mosque in Abha, Saudi 

Arabia. Source: @MohamadAlarefe 

In his tweet, he stated that the destruction of the mosque, the killing of the worshipers, 

and the defamation of prayer are the greatest injustices. This tweet further supports the 

kingdom’s stance against terrorism.  

There is a growing public concern about terrorist activities in the KSA, which have been 

primarily attributed to the insurgent activities in Yemen. As a matter of public concern, security 

authorities have advised citizens to be vigilant and report any suspicious movements in their 

areas. Clerics have communicated the same concerns about public safety in the hopes of 

creating public awareness about the need to be vigilant. In this regard, social media has 

provided a platform through which Saudi clerics can disseminate information about terrorist 

activities and their negative impact on the general public. The messages are shared in 

anticipation that the public, especially youth, who are often the primary audience for 

recruitment into jihad and terror, are aware of such extremist activities.  

Twitter stats, in particular, likes, listings, retweets, and comments, reveal how the 

clerics’ tweets influence public perception and opinion. Furthermore, the statistics show that 

the Saudi clerics are carefully considering and accommodating the youth’s perceptions and 

changing spiritual needs. Moreover, Alarefe’s tweet about the Abha terrorist bombing educated 

youth about the value of being just and forbid them from bombing the mosques of God.  The 

tweet received approximately 10,000 retweets from his followers, which shows the cleric’s 
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active interaction with the public about important religious matters, the need to respect places 

of worship, and about the sanctity of human life as it relates to Islamic teachings.  Therefore, 

this tweet reveals how clerics can use social media to leverage their scholarly influence on 

Twitter and other social media websites. 

5.1.1.4 Hashtag about reaching a follower milestone (# مليون_متابع12العريفي_ ). 4,100 

retweets. 

Devoted followers of Alarefe are quick to launch a new hashtag every time his Twitter 

followers reaches a new milestone. Using this hashtag, they express their joy that the shaykh’s 

account reached a new milestone, and they wish him continued success. 

With this milestone, Shaykh Alarefe’s Twitter account became one of the most followed 

accounts in the KSA, and it is the most followed Arab accounts in the world. Therefore, Alarefe 

responded to the celebratory hashtag by tweeting, “Oh, my dear: I swear to God Almighty that 

I do not consider it my page but your page. My nation pages. A page for spreading the word. 

How much I love you all”. Figure 5-5 illustrates Alarefe tweet, posted on 27 Jul 2012 celebrating 

his top Twitter ranking. 

 

Figure 5-5 Alarefe’s Response to the Hashtag Celebrating His Top Twitter Ranking in the Arab 

World. Source: @MohamadAlarefe 

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee congratulated Shaykh Alarefe when his Twitter followers 

reached 5 million, revealing how happy the shaykhs are to have such large bases of followers 

on Twitter. Alarefe’s account reaching 12 million followers prompted many comments between 

those who congratulated him and between those who claimed that most of his followers are 

fake accounts. As can be seen in Figure 5-6 Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted ‘’ Thank you, 
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God-like it should be for your majesty and your greatness. Lord gather us in your Paradise. 

And make our brotherhood for your love. Thank you from my heart’’. 

 

Figure 5-6: Hashtag About Mohammed Alarefe’s Account Reaching 12 Million Followers. 

Source: @MohamadAlarefe 

In 2012, a Saudi tweeter pledged to purchase followers to increase his followers from 

600 followers to 500 thousand, trying to reveal the falsehood of the fame that some famous 

Saudi tweeter was enjoying. Abd al-Rahman al-Kharashi, who described himself in his Twitter 

bio as an investor in the Saudi stock market, launched a plan called "egg detection” to increase 

his Twitter followers to 160 thousand in four days. He claimed that his plan would reveal the 

"egg", as he described it; that is, it would reveal the easy procedures that many celebrities use 

to gather fake followers. Al-Kharashi’s first tweet said “A moment of serious thought to buying 

followers that reach up to 500,000 followers following the example of some of the community’s 

leaders, may God reward them. I wanted to announce it directly so no one can criticise me 

then” (Al-Humaidan, 2012). 

In another tweet, he added “I think I clarified that I wanted to follow the community 

leaders who buy followers”, noting that he wanted "to see the attack and the criticism that will 

come”. He explained that "eggs" are nothing but fake accounts that follow societal leaders. Al-

Kharashi also explained that he assumed a nickname, Ayman Nujimi, to make a fake account 

which follows only celebrities and clerics but does not otherwise interact with them. Al-Kharashi 

mentioned that those fake accounts, or “eggs”, follow press professionals, including Shaykh 

Muhammad Alarefe, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee, Nabeel al-Awadi, and Ahmed al-Shugairi. Finally, 

in one of his tweets, Al-Kharashi asked celebrities to explain to their followers that their follower 
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counts are inaccurate, asking, “Do you expect any of them to dare to say that?” (Al-Humaidan, 

2012).  

In this context, Walid al-Rasheed told Al Eqtisadiah Magazine that if it is proven that 

those celebrities, especially religious clerics and scholars who are trusted by the public, 

participate in this kind of fraud by hiring companies that buy them followers, then have these 

paid followers interact and sympathise with their tweets, which signals trust to other users, 

then the users of these technologies must reconsider interacting with or defending them (Al-

Humaidan, 2012). 

Al-Rashid called the authorities to intervene in such technical matters and to limit the 

unlawful behaviour some celebrities engage in to influence Twitter users and gain their trust 

through fake followers. He added, "To limit this topic from several aspects, we should know 

the ways to buy these fake accounts, and whether these celebrities are directly behind the 

increase in the number of their followers or if there are people who take advantage of the lack 

of the technical culture of the celebrities, it may be one of the marketing companies that 

manage the content of their accounts … who buys these followers without their knowledge". 

At the end of his interview with Al Eqtisadiah Magazine, Al-Rashid wondered why someone 

might want to increase their follower count, adding that the lesson is in the content, not in the 

number. 

Al Eqtisadiah Magazine examined the top ten Twitter accounts managed by Saudi 

celebrities. It results revealed that Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee’s account has more than 1.5 million 

followers, but 21% are fake. More than 45% of his followers are not active and do not have 

tweet history. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe has more fake followers than Shaykh Aidh al-

Qarnee: of his 2,265,493 followers, only 21% interact with him, and 48% of his followers are 

inactive. The fake accounts make up 25% of the total followers.  

It is noteworthy that fake accounts have spread through commercial entities specialised 

in digital services that help members increase their follower and friend counts on Facebook 

and Twitter for a fee. The cost of such services is determined according to the quality of the 

service required (Al-Humaidan, 2012). These agencies offer all the services for a monthly 
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subscription fee starting from $70 and reaching up to $270 (1,000 Saudi riyals). After the 

agreed upon service period ends, the subscriber loses their followers, and only their real 

followers will remain. In 2011, a campaign employee of former American presidential candidate 

Newt Gingrich disclosed that he had hired a company to promote his campaign with fake 

accounts on his Twitter account. However, the campaign denied the accusation. The 

accusation was not popular among the media until a magazine, Decided Inc., searching for a 

way to promote a Twitter account with fake accounts, the result was an advertisement on the 

site "AB" showing one thousand users for $20, which reinforced the accusation of the former 

candidate Newt Gingrich and made it a black point in his record and boosted his exit from the 

presidential race.  

Status People, a website which specialises in Twitter statistics, revealed that there are 

many fake accounts following Saudi, Gulf, and Arab celebrities, explaining that the number of 

followers of preachers did not exceed Shaykh Muhammad Alarefe, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee, 

Shaykh Salman al-Awda, and media professionals Ahmed al-Shugairi, Turki al-Dakhil and 

Battal al-Qaws. More than a third of the numbers recorded on their pages, which prompted 

Alarefe to appear on MBC to personally deny the charge of buying followers (Al-Humaidan, 

2012). 

Therefore, the shaykhs' accounts were analysed using twitteraudit.com, a site that 

specialises in analysing Twitter accounts. As can be seen in Figure 5-7 the site found that 12% 

of Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe’s followers, 10% of Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee followers, and 25% 

of Shaykh Adel Alkalbani followers are fake. the shaykhs' accounts analyse on 13 July 2019. 
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Figure 5-7. Twitter Audit Report. Source: Available at: www.twitteraudit.com . 

5.1.1.5 Hashtags about Egypt (#يا_اهل_مصر). 2,200 retweets.  

During this period, political events commonly referred to as the Arab Spring were 

occurring. Many clerics took to Twitter to express their views towards ruling personalities and 

Arab issues. In this tweet, which participates in a hashtag about the Egyptian revolution As 

Figure 5-8 indicates, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe advises the people of Egypt to remain calm 

and show wisdom. 

 

Figure 5-8. Tweet in Hashtag About the Egyptian Revolution. Source: Available at 

@MohamadAlarefe 

Shaykh Muhammad Alarefe gave a sermon, “From the biographies of Egypt and Al-

Azhar scholars”, in the Amr Ibn al-Aas mosque in Egypt. He then received criticism and was 

attacked by Saudi and Egyptian newspapers who accused him of belonging to the Muslim 
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Brotherhood and supporting Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi. After delivering this sermon, 

Muhammad Alarefe was arrested by the Saudi government, after the sermon and after using 

Twitter to criticise authorities for mismanaging crowds. 

A friend of Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe launched a hashtag about the shaykh’s 

detention (#العريفي_خلف_القضبان), which was retweeted in solidarity with Alarefe approximately 

2,200 times. Many of the tweets called for Shaykh Al-Faraj and criticised the decision to 

arrest him.  

 

Figure 5-9. Alkalbani’s Tweet with the Hashtag About Alarefe’s Detention.Source: Available at 

@abuabdelelah 

Some preachers expressed their sympathy for Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe. For 

instance, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani participated in this hashtag, expressing hope that the 

preacher would be released. As Figure 5-9 indicates, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani tweeted ''Allah 

appoint for him a way out of every distress, and a relief from every anxiety''. 

After a long absence from Twitter, Abd al-Rahman Alarefe, son of Mohamed Alarefe, 

tweeted the news of his father's release in December 2014, and news sites published pictures 

of the shaykh arriving home to confirm the news. Immediately after the news of his release 

spread, activists launched a hashtag (#خروج_الشيخ_محمد_العريفي) expressing their joy at the 

preacher’s release. Where some preachers, including Shaykh Alkalbani and Shaykh Al-

Qarnee, blessed Shaykh Alarefe and celebrated his release. Figure 5-10 illustrates, Shaykh 

Adel Alkalbani saying "Praise be to Allah before and after" 
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Figure 5-10. Alkalbani’s Tweet About Shaykh Alarefe’s Released from Prison. Source: Available 

at: @abuabdelelah 

As can be seen in Figure 5-11 Al-Qarnee commented on the same hashtag saying "I 

say to my brother Shaykh Muhammad Alarefe. Praise be to God for safety. I congratulate your 

generous family on meeting you." 

 

Figure 5-11. Al-Qarnee’s Tweet About Shaykh Alarefe’s Released from Prison. Source: 

Available at: @Dr_alqarnee 

In an appearance on the Gulf Rotana channel in Fi Al Samim program, Alarefe stated 

he was arrested after he visited Egypt and delivered his sermon in the mosque. He indicated 

that he did not know the reason for his arrest and detention, describing it as a “gentle arrest” 

in terms of method and location. Since that arrest, he has softened the tone of the speech, and 

the commentary on Egypt, and that is after the government clarifies to him that his speech 

should not be in that way that might excite the masses.  
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5.1.1.6 Hashtag about a lie of Sexual jihad (#اكذوبة_جهاد_النكاح). 889 retweets.  

It is important to note that during the early 2010s, there were less state surveillance 

and fewer restrictions on extreme utterances and publications by radical clerics. Therefore, it 

was normal for conservative rulings and calls for jihad to appear on social media. Shaykh 

Alarefe retweeted a report from a French newspaper to declare his innocence in relation to the 

fatwa of sexual jihad attributed to him. The French newspaper Le Monde acquitted the Saudi 

preacher of publishing the doctrine of jihad marriage, pointing out that the false fatwa was 

published after a fake Twitter account appeared in Alarefe’s name. Figure 5-12 illustrates, 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted "The lie of sexual jihad. Le Monde/French newspaper 

report. Astonishingly, a Christian journalist treats you fairly and honestly while an Islamic 

affiliate treats you with lying and slander. 

 

Figure 5-12. Alarefe’s Tweet About the lie of Jihad Marriage. Source: Available 

at: @MohamadAlarefe 

5.1.1.7 A call to join Islam (# أفكار_للدعوه_لالسالم_بتويتر). 777 retweets. 

During the study period, one of the topics that Muhammad Alarefe was keen to share 

on his Twitter account was the call to Islam. He posted tweets in several languages, including 

English, to non-Muslims to introduce and invite them to Islam. Using this hashtag, Alarefe 

asked followers to write in multiple languages and to participate in this hashtag. Figure 5-13 

illustrates Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe saying “Oh, good lover, From #ideas_to_call_for_Islam 
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on Twitter. Writing tweets in multiple languages and sharing them with various hashtags. It 

proved to be a powerful influence and benefit”. 

 

Figure 5-13. Alarefe’s Tweet About the Invitation to Islam on Twitter. Source: Available 

at: @MohamadAlarefe 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe was also keen to go to the segment of women to call them 

to Islam by comparing Muslim women with women from other religions. In Figure 5-14, Alarefe 

tweeted “A distinguished movie directed by a professional, named #Women_in_islam, 

compares the condition of women in Islam and their status in other religions.” 

 

Figure 5-14. Tweets about Women in Islam. Source: Available at: @MohamadAlarefe 

It is noteworthy that during this period Alarefe was subjected to criticism after he 

travelled to London. Days after he called on the youth to fight in Syria, the newspaper Okaz 

wrote mocked Alarefe, describing him as " shaykh of Jihadi in Piccadilly", a street in the British 

capital. Another newspaper wrote to congratulate him on his migration from horseback in 

Turkey to the pavements of Piccadilly. 
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Alarefe responded to this attack campaign by saying that he travelled to visit Islamic 

societies to collect donations for the people of Syria. On Twitter, Alarefe also wrote, “During 

the past two days, I visited Islamic societies and filmed their activities for a later broadcast on 

‘Iqraa’ to introduce the benefactors to them. I visited the most famous English-Islamic channel, 

and we agreed on matters related to Syria”. He added that he would give a speech in Britain’s 

largest mosque and collect donations for the people of Syria. As can be seen in Figure 5-15 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted “Discover Islam, British association, Islam is known in 

many ways, school and university lectures, publishing books and the Quran”. 

 

Figure 5-15. Tweets about the British Islamic Association. Source: Available 

at: @MohamadAlarefe 

Alarefe also used his account on Twitter to promote his television programme My 

Journey with Alarefe, where he talks about Muslims in Britain and meeting Muslim communities 

in England. On My Journey with Alarefe, Alarefe also meets with a group of non-Muslims from 

various labour sectors in Britain to call them to Islam. In Figure 5-16, Alarefe tweeted, “Now 

your beloved program starts, Iqraa channels #My_journey_with_al-areefi Britain.
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Figure 5-16. Tweets about the programme“My Journey with Alarefe”. Source: Available 

at: @MohamadAlarefe 

The Daily Mail accused Alarefe of recruiting and inciting British Muslims and urging 

them to join the jihad in Syria. The newspaper revealed that Alarefe visited the mosque from 

which three British youth joined the groups in Syria affiliated with Al-Qaeda, which prompted 

the newspaper to question whether the speech that Alarefe gave there and the meetings he 

held with Muslim youth convinced them to travel for jihad in Syria. According to the information 

revealed by the newspaper, Shaykh Alarefe had visited the Al-Manar Mosque and its Islamic 

Centre in Cardiff (240 km from London) in June 2012 and gave a lecture that attracted many 

young Muslims. Alarefe had called the Syrian revolution the "holy war" which aims to topple 

the regime of President Bashar al-Assad. Figure 5-17 illustrates a tweet in English by Shaykh 

Mohammed Alarefe about Syria. 
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Figure 5-17. Tweets About Syria. Source: Available at: @MohamadAlarefe 

Shaykh Alarefe had been prevented from entering Switzerland due to his widely held 

views. However, he was still able to visit Britain several times, giving many lessons, speeches, 

and sermons, including those delivered at the Al-Manar Mosque in Cardiff in 2012. 

An examination of Shaykh Alarefe’s top tweets before Mohammed bin Salman came 

to power reveal several themes about him. First, Alarefe’s popularity had been declining in the 

years before the crown prince rose to power; this can be attributed to his conservatism tweets. 

As people became less passive and began to adopt more active uses of social media (as 

outlined in chapter 3), they begin to assimilate more religious constructs and want to practice 

it.  This process often leads people to become less adherent to ultraconservative rules as they 

cannot assimilate and practice them with ease; furthermore, critical questing of the rules 

causes them to deem such rules punitive and unwarranted. An emerging theme from Shaykh 

Alarefe’s tweets is that he advocates for ultraconservative rules of jihadist Salafism, which are 

difficult to assimilate and practice. Furthermore, such extremist approaches to religion have 

been discouraged from many fronts, including from the government itself. 

Although Shaykh Alarefe does not belong to the Ulamā Council, his following on social 

media has given him authority equal to or greater than that of traditional clerics. This is mainly 

because of his follower base, those who rely on him for religious Islamic support, surpasses 

the congregants of many mosques led by traditional clerics. Alarefe uses the power he has 

amassed through social media to reach out to more Muslims each day and advocate for his 

traditional conservative approaches and voice his political and religious views. Such advocacy 
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includes calls to action for his followers to assume positions in support of or against certain 

political powers (e.g. Alarefe’s early calls against the Syrian regime).  

5.1.2 Shaykh Adel Alkalbani 

Shaykh Adel Alkalbani has been on Twitter since May 11, 2011; as of March 6, 2018, 

he had been on Twitter a total of 2,491 days. He boasts approximately 7,156,447 followers. 

Having posted 24,425 tweets, he has received 156 followings, 270 likes and 4,331 lists. The 

cleric’s Twitter account has benefited from the reforms in that his average followers per month 

increased after the king and crown prince assumed power (Al-Kalbani [abuabdelelah], 2018). 

Unlike Alarefe, who did not belong to the traditional Ulamā Council, Shaykh Alkalbani 

did belong to this council through his previous work as imam of the Grand Mosque in Mecca. 

He stood for a more liberal, modernistic form of Islam, beckoning his followers to embrace 

peace. Although he does not claim to be an Islamic authority figure, his huge social media 

backing proves otherwise. Thanks to his articulation of holy texts, he is seen by many, 

especially the youth, as a religious mentor. Furthermore, his liberal stance against traditional 

Islamic views of music, singing, and cinema endear him to the people, especially his young 

followers, as he asserts that the Quran does not prohibit one from listening to music. 

Shaykh Alkalbani’s popularity had been steadily increasing before Mohammed bin 

Salman’s appointment, and it continues to do so after. The themes of his tweets include 

forgiveness for all, common justice, and care for humanity, among others, all of which rhyme 

with the reforms ushered in by the new regime. His social media appeals to the public advocate 

for practising moral uprightness and forgiveness, and his appeals are guided by the belief that 

the world could be a better place if everyone upheld such true values. His huge social media 

following also gives him formidable influence as a figure of authority in matters concerning 

politics and religion, which are closely intertwined in Saudi Arabia. 

The hashtag analysis of Alkalbani’s tweets from 2012 to 2016 reveal his participation 

in hashtags that talk about the death of King Abdullah, allowing cinema in Saudi Arabia, 

corruption, humanitarian obligations, humanitarian crises, ISIS, and women driving. 
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5.1.2.1 Hashtag entitled “Death of King Abdullah” (#وفاه_الملك_عبدهللا). 15,000 retweets.  

The theme of forgiveness and praying for others was also evident in the analysed 

tweets. On January 22, 2015, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani tweeted about the need to pardon and 

forgive others, and he included the hashtag “Death of King Abdullah” As can be seen in Figure 

5-18. Alkalbani tweeted, “Oh Allah if I have a right or injustice with your servant Abdullah bin 

Abdul Aziz, I gave it to him and pardon him”. The tweet received 15,000 retweets, showing 

how many individuals were impressed by his opinion. The teaching reflects important Islamic 

religious teachings about praying for others and pardoning them. This tweet imitates Islamic 

morality, which stresses good conduct, fairness, and virtues prescribed in Islamic religious 

texts. As such, the same can be said of Shaykh Alkalbani’s tweet to his followers and the 

general public.  

 

Figure 5-18. Alkalbani’s Tweet with the “Death of King Abdullah” Hashtag. Source: Available 

at: @abuabdelelah 

Here, the clerics appear to educate their followers about the fundamental factor of 

forgiveness, which indicates that failure to forgive others is likely to inject anger and bitterness 

into every other experience and relationship. One can easily project the insecurity and hurt 

that results from one offence onto other people because the affected individuals are unable to 

move on from their negative experiences. Through social media, the clerics appear to teach 

their followers the need to forgive the people who have wronged them. Forgiveness enables 

individuals to identify the reasons someone might have committed an offence against them 

and to learn important lessons from such negative experiences. Moreover, forgiveness makes 

it possible for people to move on because although it is impossible to change the past, people 

can use it to empower themselves and become better persons. 
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5.1.2.2 “Allow cinema in Saudi Arabia” (#السماح_بالسينما_في_السعوديه). 7,200 retweets. 

The concept of Islamic modernity was also found in some of the tweets analysed in this 

study. In a tweet dated December 13, 2015, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani advocates the introduction 

of cinema in Saudi Arabia. As can be seen in Figure 5-19 Shaykh Adel Alkalbani tweeted ‘’ 

Better than cafes’’ 

 

Figure 5-19. Alkalbani’s Tweet with the “Allow Cinema in Saudi Arabia” Hashtag. Source: 

Available at: @abuabdelelah 

The tweet received approximately 7,200 retweets, thereby highlighting the growing call 

for reform. The social and religious movement that followed the unsuccessful attempt in 1979 

to capture the Grand Mosque in Mecca by Juhayman al-Otaibi and fellow extremists cut short 

the dreams of Saudi cinema. Since then, cinemas in all major KSA cities have largely remained 

closed. In most cases, embassies have closed their doors to community members, and 

photography has become a moral offence for many. These events contributed to Saudi 

Arabia’s lack of cinematic culture, as the film was regarded to be a less important source of 

knowledge and culture. Many Saudis retain traces of these perceptions, including the belief 

that cinema contributes to moral decay since it includes content that conflicts with Islamic 

teachings and morals. However, today, most youth perceive the film as important. Shaykh 

Alkalbani’s tweet shows that there is growing citizen support for introducing cinemas, which 

can be seen as an important element of the ongoing Islamic modernisation. However, checks 

and regulations would be important before such theatres are opened. Today, support for 

cinema has continued to grow thanks to the popularity of social media. For example, Uturn 

and Telfaz11 used YouTube to promote their cinematic talents. 
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5.1.2.3 “Minister of Civil Service employs his son with a salary of 21 thousand riyals” 

(# _الف21وزير_الخدمه_يعين_ابنه_ ). 6,500 retweets. 

Data analysis also identified that Saudi clerics have used social media to voice their 

concerns about government corruption. In the hashtag launched in response to the minister of 

civil service employing his son with a salary of 21 thousand riyals, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani 

condemns the vice as going against the desired norms in the society. As can be seen in Figure 

5-20 Shaykh Adel Alkalbani tweeted ‘’ Following the principle that: A man has first claim on his 

own property! 

 

Figure 5-20. Alkalbani’s Tweet Using the Hashtag About the Minister of Civil Service. Source: 

Available at: @abuabdelelah 

5.1.2.4 “Madaya starve to death” (#مضايا_تموت_جوعا). 2,000 retweets. 

Both the prophetic texts and the Quran call for obligatory humanitarian action. The texts 

do not exclude non-Muslims from the call to provide humanitarian aid; they encourage all 

believers to assist all people in need. For Muslims, a humanitarian act is a way to obtain divine 

aid, to eradicate sins, and to reach Paradise. The mechanisms established by the religion 

(such as kaffarah, waqf, and zakah) have had an unprecedented impact on the lives of 

internally displaced persons, persons fleeing persecution, and other vulnerable persons, such 

as the elderly, the sick, and the poor. Emphasis on humanitarian support was also reflected in 

Alkalbani’s tweet posted on January 7, 2017. As can be seen in Figure 5-21 Shaykh Adel 

Alkalbani tweeted ''The conscience of the (free) world dies when the victim is a Muslim 

#Madihaa, dying of starving''. 
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Figure 5-21. Alkalbani’s Tweet with the Hashtag “Madaya Starve to Death”. Source: Available 

at: @abuabdelelah 

Because of the poor living standards in Madaya, humanitarianism has become an 

important message for the Saudi clerics to spread to their followers, both in the kingdom and 

across the Muslim world. The act of helping others or giving money to persons in distress is 

not left to the free choice of faithful Muslims. It is an obligation in the same manner as prayers 

and fasting for others during the month of Ramadan or when making a pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Acts of humanitarian support, whether they be limited to food, clothing, money, or other 

donations, are central to Islamic religious practice. The Saudi clerics appear to use social 

media to motivate their followers and make emotional appeals encouraging them to embrace 

charity work and offer support to society’s less privileged. To the youth, this religious dimension 

motivates, channels, and emphasises the emotional and obligatory duties of Muslims to 

embrace charity work.  

With these obligations in mind, the clerics use Twitter to call Saudis to offer 

humanitarian assistance and recognise that acts of charity are called for by Prophet Mohamed 

(PBUH) and the Quran. This emphasis is based on the belief that helping others is a way of 

receiving help from heaven, escaping punishment, erasing sins, meriting Paradise, and 

thanking God for his mercies. Hadiths and Quran verses call for charity work to be exercised 

daily. Islam views both humanitarian actions and charity as moral duties, which are bound by 

all Muslims, rich and poor. Hadiths and Quranic texts sometimes have an exhortatory tone, or 

they strongly encourage charity-related works. For example, the Saudi clerics’ Twitter call for 

individuals to engage in humanitarian assistance may be associated with religious texts which 

state that the first people in Paradise will be those who engage in humanitarian works. 
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Religious teachings also encourage people to look after the ill, to rescue prisoners, and to feed 

the hungry, the orphans, and the slaves. Therefore, Muslim leaders have embraced social 

media channels as a means of spreading their religious teachings and acts of kindness to their 

followers. In return, the followers are likely to follow the clerics on social media networks for 

teachings on how to live a more fulfilling life as a Muslim youth.  

5.1.2.5 “Campaign to report supporters of ISIS” (#حملة_التبليغ_عن_مؤيدي_داعش). 2,000 

retweets. 

The Quran directs followers to believe in and obey Allah and the Prophet (PBUH). 

Through such religious teachings, the cleric reminds his followers that in Islam, there is a duty 

to defend one’s faith. This emphasis is reflected in the Alkabani’s tweet, with accompanying 

hashtag “Campaign to report supporters of ISIS”, which detailed two signs a person may 

embrace ISIS: they say "Al Salloul" instead of "Al Saud", and they say, "Arabian Peninsula" or 

"the land of the Two Holy Mosques" instead of "Kingdom" or "Saudi Arabia".  

 

Figure 5-22 Alkalbani’s Tweet with the “Campaign to Report Supporters of ISIS” Hashtag. 

Source: Available at @abuabdelelah 

The tweet also received considerable interaction from the general public, who likely 

supported the sentiments expressed by the cleric. Further, there is clear evidence that the 

cleric can use social media to communicate his religious beliefs, and the Muslim faithful, such 

as Muslim youth and the general public, can use similar social media platforms to learn and 

engage with their religious leaders. 

5.1.2.6 “I drive by myself” (#أسوق_بنفسي). 882 retweets.  

Before the Saudi reforms were implemented, one of the most important topics 

occupying the minds of Saudi citizens, in general, and Saudi youth, in particular, was the 
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possibility of women driving. When activists launched #Idrivebymyself, the hashtag widely 

interacted with activists and followers on Twitter. 

For decades, shaykhs have said that Sharia prohibits women from driving. A woman 

cannot drive her car without a man accompanying her (mahrams), as this may open the door 

for her to fall into disobedience (ḥarām). However, the positions and the fatwas shaykhs 

express on social media are strongly influenced by the opinion of their followers. Accordingly, 

some shaykhs on Twitter are calling for a review of multiple rulings and fatwas and for a 

reinterpretation of texts in a way that suits modern society. As can be seen in Figure 5-23 using 

the hashtag “I drive by myself”, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani stated, “The opposition will turn to 

support and praise after the issuance of the decision” (here, he means the decision to allow 

women to drive). As such, his moderate and modern view was to support women’s right to 

drive. This stance differs from conservative and traditional ulamā, and it is arguably one reason 

for his popularity on social media platforms. 

 

Figure 5-23 Alkalbani’s Tweet with the “I Drive by Myself” Hashtag. Source: Available at 

@abuabdelelah 

5.1.3 Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee 

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee has been on Twitter since January 24, 2011. Therefore, as of 

March 6, 2018, he had been active on Twitter for 2,598 days. He has approximately 18,825,110 

followers, and he had posted approximately 54,792 tweets during that period. He has received 

223 followings, 343 likes, and 18,759 lists. His social media outlook is similar to those of the 

other two shaykhs, in that they have all used their social media accounts to spread their Islamic 

beliefs and their political ideas. His initial approach to religion was radical in that he was 

frequently inclined towards hard-line interpretations of Islam with extremist views, such as 
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complete unacceptance for the enemies of Islam and advocating for jihad against them. He 

disseminated such views via his social media profiles, which had huge follower bases, 

depicting the authoritative power he had in influencing the people (Al-Qarnee [Dr_alqarnee], 

2018) 

Nonetheless, Shaykh Al-Qarnee later renounced some of his hard-line extremist 

stances on social media, explaining that he had found more inspired divine interpretations of 

the Quran from classical scholars who changed his views. Before Mohammed bin Salman’s 

appointment, Al-Qarnee was often in disagreement with government leaders, as his fatwas 

often included propositions that youths could easily misconstrue as calls to arms or calls for 

violence against other groups. He was, thus, often pitted against the leadership for his failure 

to accept the modernist and reformist agendas put forward by others. This changed when 

Mohammed bin Salman came to power. 

5.1.3.1 Hashtag entitled “Thank you for an audience of Al-Ittihad Club” 

(# _االتحادجمهورشكرا_ ). 24000 retweets. 

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee tweeted a response to a hashtag entitled “Thank you for an 

audience of Al-Ittihad Club”. Al-Ittihad Club Saudi Arabia, otherwise also known as Al-Ittihad 

Jeddah (which means The Union), is a Saudi Premier League football club based in Jeddah. 

As can be seen in Figure 5-24 in the tweet, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee praises an athlete for 

carrying his faith on the field and declaring his loyalty to Rahman. The tweet received 

approximately 24,000 retweets, showing the significant impact that the cleric had in educating 

his followers about loyalty to one’s faith, which is an essential doctrine in the Islamic creed or 

the shahada. The tweet can also be closely linked to loyalty, which seeks to create a strong, 

loyal community of believers with the intended outcome of expressing kindness, brotherhood, 

and compassion that Muslims ought to have. 
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Figure 5-24 Al-Qarnee’s Tweet in the “Thank You for an Audience of Al-Ittihad Club” Hashtag. 

Source: Available at: @Dr_alqarnee 

When a Saudi football team defeated an Iranian team, Al-Qarnee did not hesitate to 

seize the opportunity tweet a poem he wrote in defence of Aisha "Mother of the Believers", 

Prophet Muhammad's (PBUH) third and youngest wife, featuring a hashtag about the match 

 The tweet received about 24,000 retweets, which shows the significant impact .(الهالل_سباهان#)

of the shaykh’s use of sporting events most attractive to young audiences in spreading his 

religious messages.  

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee’s congratulatory tweets in #الهالل_سباهان caused controversy, as 

some believed that such tweets introduce sectarianism to sports. Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee 

tweeted the following message, along with a photo Al-Hilal fans had previously uploaded 

during the match: "You raised our heads, O Hilalis, by defending the mother of the believers, 

Aisha al-Saddiqa Bint al-Siddiq, with your chants and sign”. Figure 5-25 illustrates another 

tweet, he attached a link to his poem "In Defence of the Mother of the Believers, Aisha", which 

he dedicated to the Hilalis on the occasion of their victory. 

Al-Qarnee’s tweets have received many comments, and they have been retweeted 

thousands of times. Among those who commented on this tweet about the defence of Aisha 

was the general director of the Arab News Channel and writer for the newspaper Al-Hayat, 

Jamal Khashoggi. In his comment, he retweeted the following tweet from Omar al-Midwahi: 

“Dr Al-Qarnee praised the raising of a painting that triumphs for the Mother of Believers, Aisha, 
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by Hilal fans from Buraidah in front of the Iranian Sabahan. I wish we wouldn’t allow 

sectarianism in sports stadiums." 

 

Figure 5-25 Al-Qarnee’s Tweet Using a Hashtag About a Football Match Between Saudi 

Arabia’s Al Hilal and Iran’s Saphan. Source: Available at @Dr_alqarnee 

The hashtag analysis of Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee’s account revealed similar results. 

During the 2012 to 2016 study period, Al-Qarnee participated in Twitter conversations using 

similar hashtags as both Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe and Shaykh Adel Alkalbani. Such topics 

include Twitter follower milestones, terrorist operations, the death of King Abdullah, the Shiites 

and Iran, ISIS, and humanitarian obligations, humanitarian crises. This suggests that most of 

the shaykhs have the same interests and participate in the same trends when they address 

their audiences through social media. A further novel finding is that Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee 

frequently uses sporting events to spread the religious message to his followers on Twitter. 

This is evident through his participation in several sports-related hashtags.  

5.2 Twitter discourses after Saudi Vision 2030 reforms (from 2017 until 2019) 

To understand the themes found in the shaykhs’ social media posts and to discuss their 

impact on Islam and other contexts, it is important to first understand the political environment 

and the cultural environment before King Salman and Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman 

took the reins on Saudi Arabia. The rulers are commonly regarded as reformists with intentions 

of majorly modernising the kingdom, and 2017–2019 saw some incredible shifts towards 

modernisation. First, the period saw a decline in religious conservatism and extremism and an 
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increase in the adoption of modern reforms. For example, 2018 saw King Salman’s 

announcement of the removal of the ban on women driving, despite huge opposition from 

conservatives who wished to maintain the status quo.  

The modernist reform nature of both King Salman and Crown Prince Muhammad bin 

Salman leads to sweeping changes occurring throughout the kingdom that softened radical 

stances even in religion. The themes discussed in this section reflect these changes. Those 

shaykhs who opted to maintain their radical conservative stances on Islam saw their social 

media backings decline, as the people in the kingdom generally shifted away from such 

conservatism. In contrast, those who adopted modern reformist approaches to Islam saw their 

social media backings increase as reformist and modernisation agendas began to resonate 

with more people in the kingdom. This section discusses the themes found in the Twitter 

presences and conduct of the three shaykhs from 2017 to 2019. 

5.2.1 Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe 

In 2018, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe’s account disappeared from Twitter for unknown 

reasons. His last tweet was on December 27, 2018, and it was about morality. After about 

three months, Alarefe reactivated his Twitter account. However, Alarefe, who was followed by 

some 21 million people at the time of his disappearance, appeared to have lost approximately 

20% of his followers, as the account (As can be seen in Figure 5-26). In my interview with him, 

I asked Shaykh Alarefe why he closed his Twitter account. His answer was, “I recently stayed 

away from Twitter because I'm busy, and I'm mostly in Ramadan, calm things down, and most 

of my employees are on vacation, perhaps after Hajj, God willing, I will return”. 
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Figure 5-26 Alarefe’s Twitter Account Shows the Decrease in His Followers. Source: Available 

at: @MohamadAlarefe 

The 2017–2019 hashtag analysis of Alarefe’s account showed his participation in 

hashtags that show his loyalty and patriotism to the kingdom, that discuss Muslim woman and 

the hijab, and discuss moral conduct and morality in Islam. 

5.2.1.1 Hashtag about the appointment of Mohammed bin Salman as crown prince 

  .retweets 6,400 .(محمد_بن_سلمان_وليا_للعهد#)

According to the Quran, Muslims are urged to obey Allah, to obey the Prophet (PBUH), 

and to obey those in authority. Therefore, in Islam, loyalty first belongs to God. Obedience to 

others, such as those in leadership and authority positions, should be offered because their 

authority is derived from God. Thus, sovereign leaders can demand obedience from their 

citizens because they are responsible for their safety, implying that obedience to leaders 

becomes obedience to God. Moreover, Saudi clerics disseminate teachings by Prophet 

Muhammad (PBUH), who declared that whoever “… obeys the ruler obeys me, and whoso 

disobeys the ruler disobeys me” (Muslim). Therefore, the first message that the clerics 

communicate to their social media followers reflects Prophet Muhammad’s (PBUH) teachings 

about listening to and obeying leaders, even those they despise. Throughout his life, Prophet 

Muhammad (PBUH) mirrored this teaching. For example, despite enduring persecution in 

Mecca for more than a decade, Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and his followers did not defy the 

Meccan government. Instead, the Muslim faithful peacefully left Mecca. They abstained from 

sowing any seeds of dissension, further exemplifying the Quranic command not to create 

disorder. As Figure 5-27 indicates, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted ''Pledge allegiance to 
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#Muhammad_bin_Salman _the crown prince. I ask God to benefit and grant him success and 

to make him blessed wherever he is and to bestow upon us his grace, both visible and inward''. 

 

Figure 5-27 Alarefe’s Tweet About the Appointment of Mohammed Bin Salman as Crown 

Prince. Source: Available at @MohamadAlarefe 

On October 14, 2018, in an act showing his loyalty and patriotism to the kingdom, 

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe tweeted that “We must pray for who rules the Muslims”. In this 

tweet, the cleric sought to wish the best to Mohammed bin Salman and to wish him the 

cooperation of the Saudi people. Moreover, the cleric cited the need to distance from hateful 

individuals, who do not rejoice for Saudi Arabia but wish to sow discord and disagreement in 

the kingdom. The tweet was posted with a hashtag about having trust in Mohammed bin 

Salman (As can be seen in Figure 5-28).  

Pioneers of social media sites in Saudi Arabia also brought forward patriotism in 

support of Saudi Arabian and Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, which sent messages to 

their country's opponents following the death of journalist Jamal Khashoggi. The hashtag was 

launched in support of Saudi Arabia. The tweet reached a wide audience and received 14,000 

retweets. Again, the message the clerics’ disseminated on social media stressed the issue of 

loyalty and patriotism. Moreover, the clerics attempted to ensure that the youth will uphold a 

society with strong security against internal and external factions that wish to destabilise the 

country’s integrity and unity. Saudi youth, on their end, appear to perceive these messages 

positively and embrace the fact that they must promote the country's security and cohesion. 
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Therefore, the clerics have largely used social media to disseminate messages not only of 

loyalty and patriotism but also of integrity and unity within the kingdom. This is in line with 

religious and cultural beliefs in Saudi Arabia.  

 

Figure 5-28. Alarefe’s Tweet in #wealltrustinMohammedbinSalman. Source: Available 

at: @MohamadAlarefe 

Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman has decided to work with prominent clerics to 

tackle extremist tendencies and ensure the proper dissemination of religious information 

without compromising peace and order in the kingdom. The clerics could, therefore, be 

stakeholders in the government’s advocacy of a peaceful and prosperous kingdom and Islamic 

world. The next tweet shows that Alarefe has decided to maintain an amicable relationship 

with the royal personality for the betterment of the kingdom and Islamic discourse. Figure 5-29 

shows him pictured with Prince Muhammad bin Salman (Alarefe [MohamadAlarefe], (2018, 

March) 
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Figure 5-29. Alarefe Pictured with Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman. Source: Available at 

@MohamadAlarefe 

5.2.1.2 Hashtag about the pride of women wearing the Hijab (#انا_مسلمة_اتميز_بحجابي) 

Retweeted 3.3K  

Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe also used his tweeter account to educate the public about 

the pride of women feel about wearing the hijab, which is also central to increasing religious 

faith among Muslim women in Saudi Arabia. As Figure 5-30 indicates, Shaykh Mohammed 

Alarefe tweeted ''Oh Allah, increase our daughters' pride and faith. I liked their interaction here: 

#I_am_a_Muslim_distinguished_by_my_hijab. 

 

Figure 5-30 Alarefe’s Tweet About the Pride of Women Feel About Wearing the Hijab. Source: 

Available at @MohamadAlarefe 
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The Saudi clerics use social media websites such as Twitter to disseminate their 

religious messages about the appropriate religious dress. This was one of the main religious 

themes or messages of Alarefe, who tweeted about the need to observe and maintain religious 

values and norms regarding modest dress. For example, the public reception of two tweets 

stressing the importance of fatwa and the obligation to wear abaya received approximately 

3,000 retweets. This indicates that the audience was in agreement with the cleric on the need 

for Muslims to embrace the hijab, modesty, chastity, and guardianship.  

Saudi clerics use social media sites such as Twitter to address religious and cultural 

matters that affect society, including the debate about whether women should wear the hijab. 

In issuing fatwa about the pride of women wearing the hijab, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe prays 

to God to increase Muslim women’s pride and faith. The pronouncement further seeks to clarify 

that the woman’s veil should be mandatory in Islam. Part of the reason for this is that Muslim 

religious writings do not entirely address the question of veiling. Critics hold that various 

passages in the Quran, the Muslim holy book, and the Hadiths, statements attributed to the 

Prophet Mohammad (PBUH), refer to the veiling done by the Prophet’s (PBUH) wives. 

However, the main point of contention is about whether these statements need to be applied 

only to Muslim women or only to the Prophet’s (PBUH) wives. In its traditional form, women 

wear the hijab to protect their privacy and modesty from unrelated males. Specifically, the 

Quran instructs Muslim women to dress modestly, and this instruction has often been 

interpreted as an instruction to cover everything from the feet to the hands, excluding the face.  

Through Twitter, Saudi clerics can issue fatwas on the pride of wearing the hijab, 

anticipating that their recommendations would reach Saudi youth and show positive youth’s 

perceptions of such messages. The cleric tends to support the wearing of the veil as a way of 

curbing moral misconceptions, which require women to cover their heads and bodies. The 

cleric’s support for wearing the hijab is clearly tied to religion, as it is seen as a submission to 

God and a visual representation of Islamic beliefs. Continued support for wearing the hijab and 

the cleric’s message works on the influence that the clerics have on Twitter can create an 

important perception that the public holds towards a given religious message being expressed 
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by the clerics on social media sites. In these cases, a tweet’s response shows that the public 

supports or endorses the cleric’s sentiments concerning a particular religious topic such as the 

importance of fatwa, abaya, hijab, and other Islamic practices of modesty. Therefore, it can be 

argued that Saudi clerics actively use social media platforms such as Twitter to issue fatwa 

and to disseminate persuasive religious messages to their audience and the general public. 

5.2.1.3 Hashtag about Prince Mansour bin Muqrin and his companions’ plane crash 

 .retweets 3,300 .(تحطم_طايره_مروحية_عسير#)

In response to Prince Mansour bin Muqrin’s plane crash, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe 

tweeted about the reality of life and the eventuality of death, emphasising that “To Allah we 

belong and to Him we shall return”. As can be seen in Figure 5-31 Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe 

also expressed hope that Allah would forgive Prince Mansour bin Muqrin and his companions. 

The public echoed the cleric’s sentiments as he prayed for their forgiveness.  

 

Figure 5-31 Alarefe’s Tweet About Prince Mansour bin Muqrin and His Companions’ Plane 

Crash. Source: Available at @MohamadAlarefe 

Islamic teachings on morality comprise a major part of Islamic literature. The Hadith 

and the Quran – the central religious texts of Islam – are the main sources of the two main 

teachings on forgiving and praying for others. As applies to this study, Saudi clerics are 

primarily concerned with teaching their followers the instructions in the Hadith and the Quran 

to become a morally upright character. Showing kindness and forgiveness, as identified in 

Alarefe's tweet, are two of the most emphasised moral virtues in the Quran. Specifically, 

forgiving others’ offences, showing respect to leaders, maintaining justice, and controlling 

one’s anger are important virtues in the Islamic concept of morality – attributes which are 
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deeply reflected in the cleric’s tweets. The large number of interactions this tweet received 

shows the impact it had on the cleric’s audience. 

In addition to forgiving others, the faithful must also pray for others. The inability to pray 

for others and forgive wrongdoers can have both psychological and spiritual effects on a 

believer. Through social media, the clerics are able to teach their followers that failure to 

embrace such acts have detrimental effects on a person’s health. The common perception is 

that individuals who hold grudges are likely to have a poor quality of life, including feeling stress 

over feeling less in control, muscle tension, increased heart rates, and increased blood 

pressure. The message the clerics attempt to communicate in this regard is that persons who 

find it hard to forgive others feel less relaxed and more pressure. Therefore, the clerics’ direct 

message to their audiences is to learn from painful experiences to avoid committing similar 

offences. The clerics point out that they have forgiven any past grudges they held, and they 

pray for forgiveness; this is an approach they feel their followers need to emulate. 

Before Saudi Vision 2030, Shaykh Alarefe was a tough extremist calling for jihad 

against all who do not subscribe to his views of Islam. He, for example, called for jihad against 

Shiites, calling them evil. He is also on record as claiming that Saudi Arabia is land only for 

devote conservative Muslims who do not wish any interference from other religions or persons. 

He was known to support the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, who are known as terrorists or 

terrorist sympathisers. This was his stance and interpretation of Islam before Saudi Vision 

2030, and he was ardent in drumming up support for views on his social media platforms, 

especially Twitter. 

Alarefe reportedly met with Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman on the very day the 

talks of Saudi Vision 2030 began. His tweets since then parallel Saudi Vision 2030, which calls 

for toleration of all peoples and exposes a more liberal reformist stance in regard to Islamic 

practices. His tweets have changed from calls to action against reformist and liberal Muslims 

to calls for assimilation of the reformist agenda detailed in Saudi Vision 2030, which he has 

since subscribed to. This shows that the authority of the cleric is subject to the political authority 
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of the ruler, and religious discourses change with the political regime. This change may also 

affect how the cleric’s followers view him, as will be discussed in the following two chapters. 

5.2.2 Shaykh Adel Alkalbani 

Even though not to the same degree as the rest, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani’s stance as 

part of the “traditional ulamā also changed after Prince Muhammad came to power. Before 

Saudi Vision 2030, he advocated for tough conservative measures that did not mesh well with 

postmodern and reformist Muslims, who advocated for more liberal stances. For example, he 

retracted permission to sing and use musical instruments, which had been granted in the fatwa. 

In contrast, such was acceptable to many liberal and reformist Islam clerics. He viewed Shia 

Muslims as apostates who had deserted Islam to practice their controversial ideologies in the 

name of the Prophet (PBUH). Among other controversies, he was also initially quoted as 

saying that he was pleased that church bells (those of Christians and infidels) are not heard in 

the holy land of Saudi Arabia. These examples show the tough stance he took as a traditional 

Islamic ulamā. 

In the years after the new regime and the reformist Saudi Vision 2030 began, Alkalbani 

retracted his previous radical views. For example, in 2019 he declared that he no longer 

considered Shia Muslims as apostate deserters of religion; he also softened his previous 

stance on music, declaring that singing and the use of musical instruments was indeed 

acceptable in the practice of Islam. Such examples illustrate a transition from a traditional 

ulamā, who adheres to the traditional and conservative practice of Islam, to a more moderate 

cleric. However, he does not outline the specific contributors to this change. 

The 2017–2019 hashtag analysis of Shaykh Adel Alkalbani’s Twitter account revealed 

his participation in hashtags discussing Gaza, the king's fight against corruption, and the 

General Entertainment Authority. 

5.2.2.1 “Gaza under bombardment” (#غزة_تحت_القصف). 11,000 retweets. 

Shaykh Adel Alkalbani participated in the hashtag “Gaza under bombardment” to raise 

awareness of the plight of Gaza residents and to improve their welfare. The tweet was 

retweeted by 11,000 followers who had similar concerns. As can be seen in Figure 5-32 
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Shaykh Adel Alkalbani tweeted ''Prayers for its people may be classified as terrorism 

#Gaza_under_attack''. 

 

Figure 5-32. Alkalbani’s Tweet Using the “Gaza Under Bombardment” Hashtag. Source: 

Available at @abuabdelelah 

5.2.2.2 “King fights corruption” (#الملك_يحارب_الفساد). 4,000 retweets. 

In a tweet posted on November 4, 2017, Shaykh Alkalbani praised the king for fighting 

corruption. This tweet received about 4,000 retweets. As can be seen in Figure 5-33 Shaykh 

Adel Alkalbani tweeted ‘’ Oh Allah, take his hand through the straits and reveal to him the faces 

of the facts #The_king_fights_corruption’’ 

 

Figure 5-33 Alkalbani’s Tweet with the “King Fights Corruption” Hashtag. Source: Available at 

@abuabdelelah 

The message that the Saudi clerics intend to pass concerning the issue is that fighting 

corruption in an Islamic context is rooted in the values that are guarded by Sharia. The law 

demands that ownership, outcomes, and legitimacy of issues are addressed to ensure 

fairness. The clerics’ followers, in this case, are encouraged to see that corruption is still an 

issue in Saudi Arabia and that they should support the ongoing reforms introduced by the king 

and by the crown prince to root out the corruption in public and private sectors. The Saudi 

clerics serve as ambassadors who can help create public awareness among the youth of the 

negative effects of corruption. In this regard, social media sites such as Twitter are important 

platforms for disseminating such information to the public. 
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5.2.2.3 “General Authority for Entertainment” (#هيئة_الترفيه). 1,100 retweets.   

Shaykh Adel Alkalbani emphasised that the General Entertainment Authority in Saudi 

Arabia is wearing a new suit that deserves the support and assistance to achieve its goal of 

preserving the religious teachings and Saudi traditions and customs. Figure 5-36 shows 

Alkalbani’s tweet about the General Authority for Entertainment. 

After participating in the General Entertainment Authority’s press conference, Alkalbani 

posted several tweets to explain its entertainment strategy: "I had the honour to be invited by 

the head of the Entertainment Authority, Turki al-Sheikh, by attending his conference in which 

he talked about the authority's plans, programs and activities." In another tweet, he states, "It 

is more than wonderful that Turki al-Sheikh understood the comprehensiveness of 

entertainment for all segments of society, so the programs and events varied and addressed 

religion, sociality and sports." He continues, “It is one of the authority’s most amazing 

programs, foremost among which is the competition for the most beautiful recitation of the 

Quran in Ramadan, and its valuable award of 5 million riyals for the first winner, as well as the 

Mua’zin competition (the most beautiful call to prayer) and its award of 2 million riyals for the 

first winner, and Al-Faruq (shooting, swimming and riding horses).” 

As can be seen in Figure 5-34 Shaykh Adel Alkalbani tweeted "My opinion is that the 

Entertainment Authority is wearing a new suit that deserves the support and assistance to 

achieve its goal, with its chief Turki al-Sheikh who focuses on his keenness to preserve the 

teachings of the religion, traditions and customs and values of society." 
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Figure 5-34 Alkalbani’s tweet about the “General Authority for Entertainment”. Source: 

Available at @abuabdelelah 

Alkalbani concludes, “Thank you, Turki al-Sheikh. You may change the society's 

perception of the authority with your bright thoughts, your enthusiasm, and your high ambition 

to elevate the precious homeland.” 

These tweets are noteworthy because Alkalbani was one of the most ardent critics of 

the General Entertainment Authority – he has criticised the authority’s failings as recently as 

2017 – indicating that most of the Shaykh’s tweets became supportive of Saudi reforms. Figure 

5-35 illustrates Alkalbani’s criticism of the General Entertainment Authority. 

 

Figure 5-35 Alkalbani’s tweet about the “General Authority for Entertainment” in 2017. Source: 

Available at @abuabdelelah 

The preacher Alkalbani discussed his opinion of "Baloot, which is a popular card game 

played in Arab countries in the Arabic Gulf region, which is similar to the French game Belote" 

and discussed visiting the ancient archaeological of Madain Saleh in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia, in the "Saudi Trend, It is a program on ‘MBC’ channel that performs interviews with 

famous social media celebrities and talks about everything that is going on social media 
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regarding Saudi Arabia". Figure 5-38 shows when Alkalbani visited the launching ceremony of 

the Baloot Championship. 

 

Figure 5-36 Adel Alkalbani at the Baloot Championship. Source: Available at @abuabdelelah 

Alkalbani stated that "Saudi Arabia's Vision 2030 changes a lot of opinions and 

positions and makes people dare more to disclose what is hidden, and a lot of hidden opinions 

will emerge", but he also stressed that this vision is positive for society. He added, "Even if I 

assume that I have spoken and then changed my mind, what is the problem? I used to say 

that singing is ‘ḥarām.’ and then changed my mind, there was a jurisprudential issue, and then 

I changed my opinion, what is the problem?" In this statement, Alkalbani expresses his hope 

that Saudi society will accept changes of opinion (Arabic. CNN, 2019) Thus, like Alarefe, 

Shaykh Alkalbani changed his position with the changing political environment and began to 

challenge conservative, traditional ulamā.  

5.2.3 Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee 

The reforms implemented by King Salman and Crown Prince Muhammad influenced 

Shaykh Al-Qarnee to transform from a radical Muslim to a reformist Muslim. Before the 

reforms, Al-Qarnee held a hard-line stance in his interpretations of Islam. His extreme fatwas 

often called for a more conservative Muslim society that defends itself against Western cultural 

influences. For example, as an alleged member of the Al Sahwa movement of the Muslim 

Brotherhood in Saudi Arabia, he ardently called for the withdrawal of US troops from “Muslim 
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land”, declaring that peace should not be sought so long as there were infidels on holy soil. 

His position radically changed in 2019, when he fully recanted his remarks. 

Al-Qarnee asserted that he had had an epiphany, realising his former stance was 

radically flawed, and he was wrong in furthering an extremist agenda. He claimed that he had 

read thousands of books, visited many countries, and interacted with wise Muslim scholars 

and intellectuals who had unravelled the true meaning of the holy texts. He thus replaced his 

radical extremist stance on Islam with a moderate reformist stance, as advocated by Prince 

Mohammed bin Salman. This new stance called for tolerance and a moderate practice of 

religion, including a declaration that Saudi Arabia is open for all, as Islam welcomes and 

tolerates all peoples. Although his new stance could be taken to mean that he had an epiphany, 

the timing leaves a lot to be admired as it coincides with the beginning of a new regime that 

advocates for moderate Islam and fights extremism. Whether or not Al-Qarnee was 

incentivised or forced to adopt a stance that aligns with Saudi Vision 2030 remains unknown. 

The 2017–2019 hashtag analysis of Shaykh Al-Qarnee’s account revealed his 

participation in hashtags that both Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe and Shaykh Adel Alkalbani also 

participated in, including loyalty and patriotism to the kingdom and the king's fight against 

corruption. 

Having opted for an existing Twitter account, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee would begin 

posting tweets that relate specifically to his popular book La Tahzan (Don’t Be Sad). His tweets 

expounded on the ideas presented in his self-help book and discussed how one can avoid 

sadness, depression, and trauma to live a happier life (Khal, 2012). He references a Hadith 

corpus as one of his sources of wisdom and knowledge on happiness. That La Tahzan book, 

which achieved unprecedented popularity, revolved around it aroused many suspicions and 

accusations, and it was later revealed that book was copied from the 1948 book How to Stop 

Worrying and Start Living, written by an American, Dale Carnegie. It is also noteworthy that 

Saudi writer Salwa al-Ódaidan filed a complaint with the Ministry of Media accusing Al-Qarnee 

of stealing her book Thus Overcame Despair (هكذا هزموا اليأس), published in 2007. She claimed 

that 90% of Aidh al-Qarnee’s book Don't Despair (ال تيأس) was copied from her book Thus 
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Overcame Despair (هكذا هزموا اليأس). The copyright committee of the Ministry of Media ruled in 

favour of Al-Ódaidan and fined Al-Qarnee 330,000 Saudi riyals. The ruling also included 

withdrawing Don't Despair (la tay'as) from markets and officially placing the book on the ban 

list so that it does not enter (Khal, 2012). 

In a tweet posted on January 7, 2017, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee highlighted police officer 

Jabran Aqaji’s heroic act of killing two terrorists in the KSA. As can be seen in Figure 5-37 

Shaykh Aidh Al-Qarnee tweeted ‘‘Thank you very much, our hero Gibran Awaji, may Allah 

grant you the highest status and the most honourable of ranks. You have struck a fine example 

for us all in defending your country and religion. Long live such heroic stances!’’. 

 

Figure 5-37 Alkalbani’s Tweet About “the Hero Jabran Awaji”. Source: Available at 

@Dr_alqarnee 

Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee described the event as an example of courage and loyalty and 

a sacrifice for the homeland and its stability. The Saudi clerics and Saudi Arabian citizens 

widely appreciated the bravery Corporal Jaber Awaji displayed in confronting two terrorists in 

Riyadh, and the event was much discussed on social media sites such as Twitter. Through his 

tweet, Shaykh Al-Qarnee attempts to show that Awaji’s actions when he came face-to-face 

with two terrorists show bravery and patriotism. As noted earlier, Shaykh Alkalbani also 
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criticised the two individuals for their alleged transfer of intelligence to other countries, which 

qualifies as acts of sabotage and treason to one’s country. Based on the comments, likes, 

feedback, and subsequent interactions between the cleric and his followers, the messages 

were well received by the public. The active audience engagement also indicates that Saudi 

youth view the messages the clerics share on social media platforms positively. It also shows 

that as religious leaders, the Saudi clerics act as moral compasses, directing citizens in 

exercising their loyalty and patriotism to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  

5.2.3.1 Hashtag about “President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdoğan” (#أردوغان ). 21,000 

retweets. 

The preacher Aidh al-Qarnee criticised Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and 

his supporters in a tweet. Al-Qarnee’s remarks were documented in a video clip that included 

footage of Erdoğan's previous visit to Israel. In the clip, Al-Qarnee said he was "deceived" by 

the Turkish president. Al-Qarnee accused Erdoğan of "opposing Saudi Arabia, selling Islamic 

causes, abandoning the Syrians, and interfering in Libya and Yemen." He also described "the 

Ottoman rule of the region as an occupation of the Islamic world," saying that they "did not 

publish knowledge, unification, culture, or industry." These comments are noteworthy because 

Al-Qarnee held a different opinion of Erdoğan before King Salman bin Abdulaziz took power. 

He had previously praised Erdoğan and described the Ottoman caliphate as "the bulwark of 

Islam” (BBC, 2020). Figure 5-38 shows a tweet by Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee saying, "And now 

the mask has fallen off Erdoğan." 
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Figure 5-38 Al-Qarnee Tweet About President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. Source: 

Available at @Dr_alqarnee 

Al-Qarnee’s comments and criticism of Erdoğan were widely welcomed on Twitter in 

Saudi Arabia. However, one Twitter user described Al-Qarnee as "reckless" and reminded his 

followers of his previous position in support of Erdoğan and his party. They linked his recent 

statements to his fear of meeting the same fate as his fellow preachers, who were arrested. 

According to some Twitter users, Al-Qarnee represents another example of the Saudi regime’s 

success in containing the religious establishment.  

However, another group of Twitter users rejected what they called a "line-up war" 

between the defenders of the Saudi government, on the one hand, and “Erdoğan’s supporters”, 

on the other. These users believed that this "alignment is based primarily on ideological and 

political affiliation". Many were not convinced that the preacher apologised for his previous 

ideas, as they saw it "consistent with the version of moderate Islam that Crown Prince 

Mohammed bin Salman seeks to implement in the Middle East to replace religion with 

nationalism as a source of his legitimacy". Al-Qarnee previously apologised for the "mistakes" 

he made during the Awakening Movement. At the same time, he affirmed that he agreed with 

the open Islam advocated by Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (BBC, 2020). 

The Awakening is an Islamic intellectual movement that originated in Saudi Arabia in 

the late 1980s, and Al-Qarnee and Salman al-Awda are among its most prominent figures.  
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5.3 Summary 

The Islamic discourse on social media has changed since King Salman and Prince 

Muhammad implemented Saudi Vision 2030. The Islamic discourse before the reforms was 

characterised by extremist messages exposed by the people who were opposed to the 

country’s success. The tweets focussed more on the revolutions occurring in other parts of the 

Muslim world, such as Egypt and Syria. Such messages were not only informative, but they 

also aimed to incite people, especially youth, to start a revolution in Saudi Arabia. The Twitter 

accounts of many clerics were promoting the idea of a jihad, and most of their messages were 

ones of hatred, especially directed toward the Saudi government. The Quran was 

misinterpreted by the terrorist organisations to justify their acts and condemn moderate 

Muslims for not living their faith. The tweets posted during that period condemned the Shiites, 

claiming that they are not real Muslims since some of their practices and beliefs do not fall in 

line with the teachings of mainstream Islam. 

However, the Islamic discourse on social media changed after the implementation of 

Saudi Vision 2030, and some clerics closed their social media accounts for some time. The 

government declared that sharing extremist information was illegal and social media content 

would be closely scrutinised. The new government ruling significantly reduced the number of 

extremist clerics on social media, and some changed the type of messages they shared. The 

clerics started telling Saudi citizens to respect government authorities because the Prophet 

Mohamed (PBUH) declared that whoever respects authorities respects him. They also began 

promoting patriotism in the name of Allah. Tweets about revolutions in other Islamic countries 

decreased because the new government structure discourages such content, believing that it 

incites rebellion against the government of the day. The theory of Islamic modernity can explain 

the changes in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Vision 2030 promotes modernity and encourages 

tolerance of other people, ideologies, and faiths. Since modernity cannot coexist with 

extremism, the government began curbing extremism. 

The Muslim clerics would want credit for changing the tone of Islamic discourse on 

social media, and the change could indeed reflect their efforts to simply toe the line of the new 
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regime’s attempts to reform and deradicalize Islam (Lacroix, 2019). The new Saudi Vision 2030 

calls for radical reform across the whole kingdom, modernising the country and calling for more 

liberal approaches to religion. For example, for the kingdom to free itself from its dependence 

on oil exports, other sectors of the economy need to increase production. One of these sectors 

is tourism. Although the kingdom has enjoyed religious tourism from the Arab world, its tough 

stances on Islamic practice had previously discouraged non-Islamic tourists from visiting. The 

kingdom’s efforts to attract such tourists included softening some of its radical Islamist views, 

such as removing and loosening the driving ban and other restrictions, respectively, on women. 

Because these restrictions were based on religious views, whether through coercion or free 

will, Saudi Vision 2030 has influenced the country’s Muslim clerics to align themselves with the 

vision and allow reforms to the practice of Islam. 

However, Lacroix (2019) argued that there have been allegations that Prince 

Muhammad bin Salman and the government are exerting undue influence on religious clerics 

to encourage them to align Islam with Saudi Vision 2030. This “influence” entails both 

incentives and threats of actions that the government could take against the clerics if they 

opposed Saudi Vision 2030. It is thus that the clerical tone has changed. 
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Chapter 6:  Survey Involving Saudi Youth on Perception About 

Cleric Use of Social Media 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents information about the general usage of social media in Saudi 

Arabia and Saudi youth’s perceptions of messages sought and received from clerics’ social 

media platforms. In this way, the study determines the role of Twitter and social media in 

general compared to traditional media. Moreover, the responses indicate how youth 

understand their Islamic identity on social media.  

To extract specific information regarding students’ perceptions about religious clerics’ 

use of social media (specifically, Twitter), a survey was conducted amongst 248 participants 

from Saudi universities, including King Abdul-Aziz, King Feisal, and King Saud. Their places 

of residence included Makkah, Riyadh, Madinah, and Eastern. Participants were of both 

genders, between 18 and 25 years old, and declared Islam as their religion. The students were 

asked to check options on themes regarding religious content, time spent, religious matters, 

the following frequency, clerics’ following, and competitiveness amongst clerics on social 

media, especially Twitter. 

6.2 Demographic Information 

The questionnaire was successfully administered to 248 respondents; the tables and 

charts below depict the demographic details of the participants.  

As seen, more males (90.7%) than females were interviewed as fewer female 

participants used social media platforms; this is evidenced by the percentage of female 

followers of shaykhs compared to males.  Table 6 1:  shows the gender of the participants. 

Table 6-1 Gender 

Gender Frequency Per cent Cumulative Percent 

Female 23 9.3 9.3 
Male 225 90.7 100.0 
Total 248 100.0  
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All respondents are between 18 and 25 to reflect the target population of the study 

(youth). Table 6 2 shows that, the majority (45.6%) of participants are between 20 and 21, 

26.6% are between 18 and 19, 24.6% are between 22 and 23, whilst the rest (3.2%) are 

between 24 and 25. 

Table 6-2 Age Distribution 

Age Distribution Frequency Per cent Cumulative Percent 

18-19 66 26.6 26.6 
20-21 113 45.6 72.2 
22-23 61 24.6 96.8 
24-25 8 3.2 100.0 
Total 248 100.0  

 

The majority (56.9%) of respondents are students of King Abdul Aziz University; 34.7% 

are from King Feisal University and the rest (8.5%) from other institutions in the country, 

including King Saud. Table 6 3 shows the universities of the participants. 

Table 6-3 Institution of study 

Institution of study Frequency Per cent Cumulative per cent 

King Abdul Aziz University 141 56.9 56.9 

King Feisal University 86 34.7 91.5 

Others 21 8.5 100.0 
Total 248 100.0  

 

Moreover, 54.8% of the questionnaires were successfully administered to youth from 

the Makkah region, 24.2% from the Eastern Region, and 13.7% from the Riyadh region, whilst 

the rest were from Madinah. Table 6 4 shows the cities of the participants. 

Table 6-4 Place of permanent residence 

 Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Riyadh region 34 13.7 13.7 13.7 
Makkah region 136 54.8 54.8 68.5 
Madinah region 18 7.3 7.3 75.8 
Eastern region 60 24.2 24.2 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  
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6.3 Time Allocation/Most-Used Media Platform 

This section explores the general experience of respondents regarding the time spent 

on social media and the most-used platform. Social media is increasingly becoming the 

preferred communication form amongst youth and is used by an overwhelming majority of the 

interviewees (94.4%). Television and print media follow at 3.6% and 2%, respectively. Radio 

channels were not preferred by any interviewees. Table 6-5 shows the most common social 

media platforms used by the participants. 

Table 6-5 Most-used media platform 

Platform Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Print media 5 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Social media 234 94.4 94.4 96.4 
TV 9 3.6 3.6 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.3.1 Time Spent on Social Media 

The data reveal that only 0.8% of the respondents do not use social media; 29% use it 

for more than six hours daily, 28.6% use if for four to six hours daily, 25% for two to four hours 

daily, and 16.5% use it less than two hours daily. This indicates that the majority of the target 

population spends a considerable amount of time on social media platforms. The tables below 

show the widespread and consistent use of social media by youth in these regions and their 

infrequent or lack of use of other forms of media. Table 6-6 shows the time participants spend 

on different social media platforms.
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Table 6-6 Time spent on social media 

Time spent Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

From 2 to 4 hours 62 25.0 25.0 25.0 
From 4 to 6 hours 71 28.6 28.6 53.6 
Less than 2 hours 41 16.5 16.5 70.2 
More than 6 hours 72 29.0 29.0 99.2 
Never 2 0.8 .8 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.3.2 Time Spent on TV 

Findings show that 32.7% of the participants report never spending time watching TV, 

45.2% spend less than two hours watching TV, 17.7% spend two to four hours, 3.6% spend 

four to six hours, and 0.8% spend more than six hours on this platform. Table 6-7 shows the 

time participants spent watching TV. 

Table 6-7 Per cent of time spent on TV 

Time spent Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

From 2 to 4 hours 44 17.7 17.7 17.7 
From 4 to 6 hours 9 3.6 3.6 21.4 
Less than 2 hours 112 45.2 45.2 66.5 
More than 6 hours 2 0.8 .8 67.3 
Never 81 32.7 32.7 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.3.3 Time Spent on Radio 

Of the respondents, 70.6% spend no time listening to the radio, 28.2% spend less than 

two hours listening to the radio daily, 0.8% spend two to four hours, and 0.4% spend four to 

six hours per day on this platform. This is a strong indication that radio is not a viable means 

of communicating with the youth of the region. Table 6-8 shows the time participants spent 

listening to the radio.
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Table 6-8 Per cent of time spent on radio 

Time spent Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

From 2 to 4 hours 2 0.8 0.8 .8 

From 4 to 6 hours 1 0.4 0.4 1.2 

Less than 2 hours 70 28.2 28.2 29.4 

Never 175 70.6 70.6 100.0 

Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.3.4 Time Spent on Print Media 

Of the participants, 63.7% never spend time reading print media, 31.5% spend less 

than two hours, 2.4% spend two to four hours, 2% spend four to six hours, and 0.4% spend 

more than six hours on the platform daily. Table 6-9 shows the time participants spent reading 

the print media. 

Table 6-9 Per cent of time spent on print media 

Time Spent Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

From 2 to 4 hours 6 2.4 2.4 2.4 
From 4 to 6 hours 5 2.0 2.0 4.4 
Less than 2 hours 78 31.5 31.5 35.9 
More than 6 hours 1 0.4 .4 36.3 
Never 158 63.7 63.7 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

 

The tables in this section indicate the predominant, widespread, and consistent usage 

of social media by youth in this region. 

6.4 Usage Frequency 

This section itemises the frequency of usage of various social media platforms to 

identify the most-used one. All social media platforms attract users who spend time on them. 

6.4.1 Twitter Usage Frequency 

Specifically, 32.3% of the respondents use Twitter 10 or more times per day, 21.8% 

use the platform two to four times daily, 12.5% never use Twitter, 12.5% use it once daily, and 

9.3% use it once a week (as depicted in the table 6-10). This is a strong indication that Twitter 

is widely used by the respondents as only 12.5% do not use it.  
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Table 6-10 Per cent of Twitter usage frequency 

Frequency of usage Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Never 31 12.5 12.5 12.5 
Weekly 23 9.3 9.3 21.8 
1 time a day 31 12.5 12.5 34.3 
2–4 times a day 54 21.8 21.8 56.0 

5–9 times a day 29 11.7 11.7 67.7 
10+ times a day 80 32.3 32.3 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.4.2 Facebook Usage Frequency 

A large majority (74.2%) of the respondents do not use Facebook, which indicates that 

most Saudi youth do not prefer this social media platform. Table 6-11 shows the time the 

participants spend on Facebook. 

Table 6-11 Per cent of Facebook usage frequency 

Frequency of usage Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Never 184 74.2 74.2 74.2 

Weekly 19 7.7 7.7 81.9 

1 time a day 21 8.5 8.5 90.3 

2–4 times a day 7 2.8 2.8 93.1 

5–9 times a day 6 2.4 2.4 95.6 

10+ times a day 11 4.4 4.4 100.0 

Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.4.3 Snapchat Usage Frequency 

A significant percentage (49.2%) of the respondents use Snapchat 10 or more times 

per day; 20.2% use it five to nine times daily, 13.3% use it two to four times daily, 7.7% use it 

once per day, 6.9% never use the platform, and 2.8% use it once a week. Table 6-12 shows 

the time the participants spend on Snapchat
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Table 6-12 Per cent of Snapchat usage frequency 

Frequency of usage Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Never 17 6.9 6.9 6.9 
Weekly 7 2.8 2.8 9.7 
1 time a day 19 7.7 7.7 17.3 
2–4 times a day 33 13.3 13.3 30.6 

5–9 times a day 50 20.2 20.2 50.8 
10+ times a day 122 49.2 49.2 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.4.4 YouTube Usage Frequency 

A significant percentage (30.6%) of the respondents use YouTube 10 or more times 

per day; 21.8% use it five to nine times daily, 25.4% use it two to four times daily, 10.9% use 

it once per day, 6.0% never use YouTube, and 5.2% use it once a week. Table 6-13 shows 

the time the participants spend on YouTube. 

Table 6-13 Per cent of YouTube usage frequency 

Frequency of usage Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Never 15 6.0 6.0 6.0 
Weekly 13 5.2 5.2 11.3 
1 time a day 27 10.9 10.9 22.2 
2–4 times a day 63 25.4 25.4 47.6 
5–9 times a day 54 21.8 21.8 69.4 
10+ times a day 76 30.6 30.6 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

 

This section reveals Snapchat and Twitter as the most-used platforms, whilst Facebook 

is used least by the respondents. 

6.5 Usage Motive 

This section presents the reasons respondents utilise social media. Whilst a substantial 

majority indicated ease of use as the main reason for choosing a certain social network, other 

groups reported using social media because it is useful, interactive, diverse, global, and time 

efficient for religious learning and teaching. Others stated that they use social media to share 

tweets of prominent clerics with their peers by retweeting. Youth can use social media to 
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communicate with clerics about an important issue, get news about religious issues, have 

lessons, comment on other affairs, and simply check the current events of the cleric of choice. 

However, other reasons for visiting a cleric’s social media page involve advertisements of 

commercial products and announcements of humanitarian function.  

Of the respondents, 58.1% use social media for religious purposes mainly because it 

is easy to use, and 13.2% cited its usefulness. Table 6-14 includes other reasons for using 

social media for religious purposes. 

Table 6-14 Religious reasons for being on social media 

Usage motive Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid per 
cent 

Cumulative per 
cent 

Comment on current affairs 3 1.2 1.2 1.2 
Diversity 7 2.8 2.8 4.0 
Easy to use 144 58.1 58.1 62.1 
Educate or inform me 17 6.9 6.9 69.0 
Global 9 3.6 3.6 72.6 
Interactive 8 3.2 3.2 75.8 
Seeing what the clerics are 
doing 

2 0.8 .8 76.6 

Time saving 5 2.0 2.0 78.6 
To communicate with the 
clerics 

5 2.0 2.0 80.6 

To get news about religious 
issues 

8 3.2 3.2 83.9 

To get the fatwa 4 1.6 1.6 85.5 
To share clerics’ tweets by 
retweeting 

3 1.2 1.2 86.7 

Useful 33 13.3 13.3 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.6 Perspectives on Clerical Social Media Usage 

Asked about how they perceive religious content on social media, a majority (40.7%) 

indicated that it was good, and 30.2% noted it as excellent. However, a substantial group 

(21.8%) just found it acceptable, whilst 7.3% perceived it as poor. Table 6-15 shows per cent 

of the assessment of social media content.
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Table 6-15 Per cent of assessment of social media content 

Religious content Frequency Per cent Valid per cent Cumulative per cent 

Acceptable 54 21.8 21.8 21.8 

Excellent 75 30.2 30.2 52.0 

Good 101 40.7 40.7 92.7 

Poor 18 7.3 7.3 100.0 

Total 248 100.0 100.0  

 

Of the respondents, 54.4% highlighted that clerics use social media as a fulcrum to 

direct society on the right path. However, 23.8% believe they use social media to increase their 

level of fame, 16.9% believe they use it to increase their number of followers, and 4.8% believe 

it is to generate income by running advertisements on their page. Table 6-16 shows Clerics’ 

motivation for using social media. 

Table 6-16 Clerics’ motivation for using social media 

Motivation Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid per 
cent 

Cumulative per 
cent 

Commercial reasons through 
advertising 

12 4.8 4.8 4.8 

Directing society to the right 
path 

135 54.4 54.4 59.3 

Goal of reaching fame 59 23.8 23.8 83.1 
To reach the largest audience 42 16.9 16.9 100.0 

Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.6.1 Frequency of Usage for Religious Matters 

Of the respondents, 42.3% use social media for religious purposes only to request a 

fatwa, 19.8% use it two to four times daily for a religious purpose, 16.9% use it once per day 

for religious purposes, 8.5% use it 10 or more times daily, 7.7% use it five to nine times daily, 

and 4.8% use it weekly for religious purposes. Table 6-17 shows the percentage of the 

participants' use of social media in religious matters.
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Table 6-17 Frequency of usage for religious matters 

Frequency of usage Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid per 
cent 

Cumulative per 
cent 

During the request for advice 
or fatwa 

105 42.3 42.3 42.3 

Weekly 12 4.8 4.8 47.2 

1 time a day 42 16.9 16.9 64.1 

2–4 times a day 49 19.8 19.8 83.9 

5–9 times a day 19 7.7 7.7 91.5 

10+ times a day 21 8.5 8.5 100.0 

6.7 Clerics’ Followership 

This section explores how the youth follow clerics on social media and their reasons 

for doing so. Most participants indicated that they follow a cleric on Twitter (61.3%), whilst 

38.7% do not follow any clerics on this platform. Table 6-18 shows the level of the participant's 

followership to the shaykhs on Twitter. 

Table 6-18 Level of followership on Twitter 

Do you follow clerics on 
Twitter?  

Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid per 
cent 

Cumulative per 
cent 

No 96 38.7 38.7 38.7 

Yes 152 61.3 61.3 100.0 

Total 248 100.0 100.0  

 

Amongst the 152 respondents who follow clerics on Twitter, Mohamed Alarefe is the 

most followed (61.3%), ahead of Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee (53%) and Shaykh Saleh Almagamsi 

(34%), respectively. Shaykh Adel Alkalbani is in fourth place with 29%. Table 6-19 shows the 

most followed Shaykh on Twitter. 

Table 6-19 Ranking of clerics and number of followers 

Clerics Frequency of clerics’ followership % of clerics’ followership 

Aidh al-Qarnee 81 53% 
Mohammed Alarefe 80 53% 
Saleh Almagamsi  51 34% 
Adel AlKalbani  44 29% 
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A vast majority (73%) of the 152 respondents following clerics on Twitter do so to obtain 

religious and cultural knowledge from them, 35% for knowledge on science, and 24% follow 

clerics who educate and inform them. Twenty per cent follow clerics who are famous on the 

platform, 18% follow them because they are more daring on social media, 14% because they 

inspire and motivate them, and 5% follow the clerics based on their friends’ recommendation. 

Most youth are motivated to follow clerics due to conservative religious and cultural 

reasons, followed by their knowledge and scientific levels. Students also indicated that 

educational and informative skills motivate them to follow clerics on Twitter. This is followed 

closely by their fame and the way they more freely discuss controversial matters on Twitter 

than they do in mosques (these include statements which criticise the government, calls for 

self-sacrifice against religious enemies, and fatwas on controversial matters such as their 

position on music in Islam). In addition, many youth indicated that they follow a cleric suggested 

to them by peers, which could result in larger followership. Table 6-20 shows the reasons that 

led participants to follow the shaykhs on Twitter. 

Table 6-20 Reasons for followership 

Reasons for following clerics on Twitter Frequency Percentage 

Religious and cultural reasons 111 73% 
Knowledge and scientific level  53 35% 
Educate or inform me  37 24% 
Their social fame 31 20% 
More daring on Twitter than they are in mosques 28 18% 

Inspire me 21 14% 
Suggested by friends  7 5% 

 

For the respondents who do not follow any clerics on Twitter, the leading reason is that 

they have no confidence in the clerics on this platform. Other reasons are depicted in the table 

6-21.
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Table 6-21 Reasons for not following 

What is the primary reason you do not follow any clerics? Frequency  Percentage 

I do not trust the clerics on Twitter  38 37% 
Not interested  38 37% 
I prefer listening to the cleric in the mosque  24 23% 
I do not use Twitter 22 21% 

6.8 Social Media and Competition amongst Clerics 

There was no clear finding if a large number of clerics on Twitter could result in 

competition amongst them. The majority of respondents (39.1%) could not agree or disagree 

that the presence of many clerics on the internet causes competition. Although sizeable 

numbers amongst those interviewed feels that each cleric appeals to a certain audience, some 

believe that the increasing number of clerics on Twitter could lead to the competition: 21.8% 

and 14.9% agree and strongly agree, respectively, with the assessment. However, 14.9% and 

9.3% disagree and strongly disagree, respectively, with that assertion (as depicted in table 6-

22).  

Table 6-22 Social media and competition amongst clerics 

I think the presence of many clerics 
on Twitter intensifies the 
competition between them 

Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid 
per 
cent 

Cumulative 
per cent 

Strongly disagree 23 9.3 9.3 9.3 
Disagree 37 14.9 14.9 24.2 
Neither agree nor disagree 97 39.1 39.1 63.3 
Agree 54 21.8 21.8 85.1 
Strongly agree 37 14.9 14.9 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

 

A combined percentage of 53.3% of the respondents believe that clerics have distinct 

audiences, eliminating the need for competition amongst them. However, 30.2% neither agree 

nor disagree with this assessment, whilst 16.6% believe they all have the same audience (as 

depicted in table 6-23). 
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Table 6-23 Social media and competition amongst clerics 

I think each cleric has a 
distinct audience 

Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid per 
cent 

Cumulative per 
cent 

Strongly disagree 19 7.7 7.7 7.7 
Disagree 22 8.9 8.9 16.5 
Neither agree nor disagree 75 30.2 30.2 46.8 
Agree 78 31.5 31.5 78.2 
Strongly agree 54 21.8 21.8 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

 

Respondents believe that the most competitive cleric on the platform is Shaykh 

Mohammed Alarefe (47.2%), followed by Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee (22.6%). These are also the 

two most-followed clerics on Twitter as revealed in Part F of this analysis. The least competitive 

cleric is considered to be Shaykh Saleh Almagamsi (12.5%), who is the third most followed on 

the platform. These ratings seem to reflect how daring or conservative their teachings are as 

such clerics are regarded as more religious and scientific (as depicted in table 6-24). 

Table 6-24 Social media and competition amongst clerics 

Who do you think is the most 
competitive cleric on Twitter? 

Frequency Per 
cent 

Valid per 
cent 

Cumulative per 
cent 

Adel Alkalbani 44 17.7 17.7 17.7 
Aidh al-Qarnee 56 22.6 22.6 40.3 
Mohammed Alarefe 117 47.2 47.2 87.5 
Saleh Almagamsi 31 12.5 12.5 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0  

6.9 Conclusion 

This chapter focused on the analysis of questionnaire results related to Saudi youth’s 

perceptions of clerics’ use of social media. The chapter aimed to prove the study’s objective 

and hypothesis concerning the impact of social media on Saudi Arabian youth. Thus, it 

analysed the questionnaire responses to determine how young people are involved in the 

discourse and how they perceive the clerics who use social media to communicate a message.  

Since the study hypothesises that Islamic discourse on social media has a positive 

impact, this was tested by asking and analysing questions about how the youth perceive 

religious content, the most-used media platform, frequency of usage, usage motive, clerics’ 
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followership, and competition amongst clerics. Based on the results, the majority of youth 

(40%) have a positive perception of clerics, which indicates that the messages they receive 

are good or appealing to them. This supports the hypothesis (H1) which argues that the use 

of social media by clerics to spread reformist discourse has had a considerable positive impact 

on Islamic youth through its educational and spiritual content. This is enhanced by the finding 

that the majority (54.4%) of the participants believe clerics use social media to direct society 

on the right path.  

As 94.4% of the respondents use social media more than other media, this increases 

the impact of the clerics’ messages on them. In addition, a majority of participants stated that 

they mostly use social media to educate or inform themselves, thus showing that they benefit 

from social media. These findings support H1 by showing that Islamic discourse on social 

media impacts young people positively instead of negatively (i.e. through radicalisation and 

anti-Western messages). 

These results are also in line with the findings about modernity and Islam. According to 

this study, Islam (even as a conservative religion) has been forced to adopt modern practises 

like the use of the internet. The findings in this chapter show that clerics have, to a large extent, 

embraced the use of the internet and attracted high numbers of followers based on their 

respective discourse. Amongst such prominent Islamic religious leaders are Shaykh 

Mohammed Alarefe, who is the most-followed cleric on Twitter, followed by shaykhs Aidh al-

Qarnee, Saleh Almagamsi, and Adel Alkalbani. This proves that the Islamic world is embracing 

modern practises, although it had previously refused to do so. However, this raises the 

question of whether or not Islamic discourse has changed. 
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Chapter 7:  Results of the Interviews 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the analysis of the results derived from the collected data 

concerning the research questions. It also highlights the challenges and strengths of the use 

of social media amongst Muslims in Saudi Arabia.  

The data source consists of individual face-to-face interviews, including two of the most 

famous Saudi clerics on Twitter, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani and Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe (it 

was not possible to interview Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee). The interviews had a total of 15 

questions and an extra question regarding any additional information which the clerics wanted 

to provide. Each interview lasted between 30 and 45 minutes. Additionally, interviews were 

audio-recorded to ensure accuracy in information with consent from the interviewees. Both 

interviews were conducted in Arabic. (The questions are listed in the appendix.) 

7.2 Clerics and Social Media Usage 

According to research by Qayyum and Mahmood (2015), it is evident that Islam has 

welcomed and accommodated the use of social media. However, as a complete religion, it has 

also provided the ḥarām and ḥalāl and ensured that there are clear provisions to guard 

decency and integrity. Additionally, it instructs that Muslims shun all forms of acts and practises 

which are against the Sharia. In this way, the impact of social media on the Islamic community, 

especially messages from Islamic clerics, has been positive, although information which is 

unchecked or unregulated has led to negative consequences.   

From the responses obtained from clerics in this study, social media provides a platform 

which supports religious discourse amongst its users. All of the respondents acknowledged 

engaging or interacting with a religious discourse on social media. Both clerics interviewed 

stated that they joined Twitter because of its capability to promote informed discussions 

amongst a large group of people. Indeed, when asked why clerics use social media, Adel 

Alkalbani claimed that he joined after a student advised him about the benefits associated with 

this platform, such as having a wider audience to address at any time. Furthermore, he added 
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that the platform provides him with an opportunity to engage people who have different 

religious views and cultural perceptions, which introduces the aspect of diversity in 

understanding religion, in contrast to mosques, which tend to hold a small number of people 

with shared religious and cultural views. 

Shaykh Adel Alkalbani stated: 

The beginning did not come with a plan or desire but with the advice of one of my 
students. I saw that I had a lot of people talking at any time, and the benefit was the 
number of followers from all over the world and their religious and cultural diversity, 
unlike the mosques, which are small in number and diversity; talking with followers is 
useful and has great benefits. 
 
Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe supports this notion by stating that he started to use social 

media after noticing that most people do; thus, he viewed it as a beneficial platform which he 

can use to deliver good messages to the people:  

The beginning of my use of social media was because people go to social media, and 
I care for all means through which good can be delivered to people. 
 
This response reflects the incentives which drove Shaykh Adel Alkalbani to join social 

media. Thus, the data suggest that both clerics place a high value on how people see them, 

especially regarding joining social media. When asked about the incentives which led to their 

use of social media, both clerics acknowledged that their decision to join was influenced by the 

audience available on these platforms. According to Shaykh Adel Alkalbani, social media offers 

a platform where one can engage with others all over the world at any given time; he also cited 

the diversity of the audience as a leading incentive to join social media. Adel Alkalbani also 

noted that users of social media come from various cultural backgrounds, which provides an 

opportunity to interact and communicate with people living under different doctrines and not 

just confined to one domain. He cited: 

Diversity, communication with different doctrines, dissemination of information, and not 
being confined to a particular domain. 
 
Similarly, Shaykh Alarefe stated that the leading incentive for his decision to join social 

media was the large audience it provided him. He chose Twitter because it has the most 

effective and interactive approach, which enables the audience to engage with others, causing 

tweets to make a “bigger noise”: 
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It is due to a large number of different social media audiences, and Twitter is the most 
interactive method for the audience because it stirs up a bigger noise through tweets. 
 
However, the issue of fame and popularity is one of the challenges which clerics face 

when using social media as it can affect their focus on their primary role of promoting religious 

discourse. The two clerics interviewed had differing beliefs about fame and popularity on social 

media. For instance, Alarefe is keen to obtain more followers because it is proof of success 

and that people love him: 

No doubt I am happy if there are more followers because it is proof of success and the 
love of the people. 
 
However, Shaykh Adel Alkalbani is not concerned with the number of followers on his 

account. Instead, his focus is on enlightening the followers he has and not becoming popular 

by having a large audience. In this regard, he even opts to delete or block individuals who are 

impolite or are not beneficial to the discourse which he is trying to promote. Furthermore, 

Alkalbani responded that some clerics might be buying followers to achieve fame; however, 

he believes that a social media account with few followers can be more efficient in promoting 

Islamic discourse than one with millions of followers, depending on the objectives and goals of 

the user. This perspective illustrates the problem that clerics may focus on popularity and the 

number of followers at the expense of facilitating a beneficial religious discourse on social 

media. Shaykh Adel Alkalbani stated: 

No, I don't care to get a lot of followers, but I care to enlighten them…Every day I ban 
people who are impolite because the number should be reduced to what my followers 
and I can benefit from…If my followers numbered one million, but we are engaged in 
useful and polite dialogue, this is better than having twenty million followers. 
 

7.3 The Clerics’ Perspectives on the Use of Social Media 

Regarding popularity and social media use, the interviews with the two clerics in this 

study illustrate different approaches in their use of these platforms. The first difference involves 

the consistency of using social media. For instance, when asked how often he uses social 

media, Adel Alkalbani stated that he manages his account personally and does not have a 

specific time for tweeting. However, he tends to send around four or five tweets per day, 
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engages directly with his followers, and interacts with their responses. Shaykh Adel Alkalbani 

stated: 

Little use, and there is no specific time; I tweet almost four or five tweets a day…and I 
manage the account myself. 
 
On the other hand, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe stated that he does not manage the 

daily activities of his account. Instead, there is an office in charge of preparing religious tweets, 

which he reviews, and then posts them automatically using a program called Buffer. However, 

Alarefe noted that he prepares speeches and lessons which are posted on his account, but he 

does not check the responses or engage with his followers who reply to the different topics he 

addresses. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe stated:  

There is an office that prepares religious tweets, according to the religious seasons, 
and I review them… We use a program called Buffer, which automatically tweets 
according to the information entered into it. I don't read the responses because there 
are many. Followers discuss some, and I do not interfere with them. I have speeches 
and lessons I give, so I'm busy, and I can't talk to followers. 
 
Whilst Alkalbani tends to use social media as a platform to interact and engage in 

discussion with his followers, Alarefe uses it as a means to start discourse amongst social 

media users. It should be noted that Alarefe is doing it as an ‘enterprise’; hence, he has an 

office which prepares the tweets for him and does not follow people’s comments on the tweets. 

Thus, he uses social media to attract more followers, especially as he is not a member of the 

official ulamā. 

Another notable difference between the two clerics’ use of social media involves the 

content they share. According to Alkabani, he mostly shares messages about diversity and 

difference and uses his platform to engage in discourse regarding diversity by explaining the 

differences in, for example, various doctrinal problems. Shaykh Alkalbani stated: 

Diversity and difference. The difference in everything except the constants and the 
origins of religion, such as the difference in various doctrinal problems. Twitter 
increases sectarian differences. 
 

Alkalbani sees diversity as tolerance and accepting different communities/sects. Hence, 

he wants to promote a more tolerant Islamic discourse, which is at the heart of the debate 

about Islam and modernity.  
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On the other hand, Shaykh Alarefe primarily uses his account to share special 

messages regarding religious sessions as a way of establishing his authority as the go-to 

person for fatwa and teachings. In addition, he shares religious tweets and information 

pertaining to disasters which have occurred. He also engages in Islamic discourse by sharing 

tweets about Quran recitation etiquette and how Muslims should conduct themselves with non-

Muslims. Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe cited: 

Special messages for religious seasons, religious tweets when rain and disasters 
occur, tweets about the Quran recitation etiquette and dealing with non-Muslims. 

It is thus evident that the use of Twitter as a social media platform varies depending on the 

message and information which clerics consider significant and want the general public to 

understand. 

 

7.4 The Effectiveness of Social Media in Promoting Religious Discourse 

The traditional da’wah entails preaching by the use of oral media. Similarly, the use of 

social media in the Muslim world is effective to penetrate cyberspace and sow the seeds of 

Islam. Da’wah using the internet involves the use of electronic media, and the main purpose 

is to ensure that people believe in Allah and live in accordance with His religious values. A new 

approach to understanding the concepts and ideas of da’wah through dialogue in the global 

era of social media calls for the exploration and gathering of holy literature (Ismail & Uyuni, 

2020). This consists of three stages: an exploration in which data are sought and gathered, 

specificity in which the data gathered are sorted and analysed, and the third stage of deepening 

and focus, where the main areas of concern are addressed.  

The integration of da’wah with other disciplines such as politics via social media can 

also be sought to firmly cement the fatwas. For example, one book suggests a political 

affiliation between concepts of Islam when addressing infidels on matters of jihad, da’wah, and 

hijrah (Bukay, 2016).  

When asked if their role as an Islamic preacher is more effective on social media, the 

responses of the interviewed clerics show their different perspectives regarding the 
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effectiveness or efficiency of using social media to promote Islamic discourse. Shaykh Adel 

Alkalbani stated: 

No doubt Twitter is beneficial with people who may not come to the mosque, and it has 
a lot of information he does not know. Social media helped us reach people who do not 
know mosques and do not know obedience and their ideas are confused. 
 
Alkalbani noted that through social media, he has reached a broad audience who may 

not be familiar with mosques, the obedience associated with them, and the merit of 

congregational prayer. In this regard, he believes that social media is effective in promoting 

discourse because it provides a platform to reach a wider range of people and educate them 

about Islamic teachings. 

On the other hand, Alarefe views social media as detrimental to the effectiveness of an 

Islamic preacher. He stated that mosques and Friday sermons are more effective and 

influential in promoting Islamic discourse than Twitter and that their impact lasts a long time 

and becomes part of an individual’s life, unlike Twitter, where followers tend to easily forget 

the topics or issues they have learned because of the large number of tweets available to them:  

The mosque and Friday sermons are more effective and influential than Twitter, where 
their impact on people remains a long time, unlike Twitter, where followers forget the 
tweet because of the large number of them. 
 
The responses show a big difference between the two environments in terms of the 

mode of delivery and how the message is portrayed. Both clerics believe that mosques attract 

a more serious audience than social media. 

The environment also determines the message provided. In this regard, the two clerics 

have differing perspectives on the effectiveness of social media compared to the environment 

of a mosque. When asked about the differences between the environments and the messages 

being delivered, Adel Alkalbani responded that social media provides a freer and more 

comfortable environment which is separated from the seriousness associated with the 

mosque, thus promoting freer discourse amongst the users. He further noted that the 

environment created by the new media promotes a variety and diversification of discourse 

addressed to Muslims or non-Muslims in both official and regular capacity: 
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The mosque has a kind of seriousness, unlike social media sites, which are more 
comfortable and freer, and there are a variety and diversity of discourses addressed to 
the Muslim or non-Muslim or the official or average person. 
 
In contrast, Shaykh Alarefe responded that the environment created by the mosque is 

more effective for promoting discourse because the audience is more serious and receptive to 

the information provided than those on social media. Furthermore, he observed that the 

mosque’s environment sustains legitimate discourse which does not focus on or address the 

point of view of an individual: 

The mosque's environment is different from the new media environment, depending on 
the audience and their tendencies… The audiences at the mosque is more serious and 
receptive to advise and its application than the new media audience…The message of 
the mosque is more legitimate and does not address your point of view…The social 
media message addresses your point of view, political, economic, or otherwise. 
 
Moreover, there has been a growing difference between Islamic discourse in the past 

and the present. Adel Alkalbani noted that the nature of Islamic discourse has changed over 

time due to the growth of social media. When asked if there is a difference in the Islamic 

discourse of the past and now, Alkalbani replied that young people today are looking for easy 

and uncomplicated information, thus causing a difference in Islamic discourse. However, he 

identified the 280-character limit of Twitter as a beautiful thing which helps people to shorthand 

their message, which attracts and engages young people:  

It must be different because the young man [sic] is now looking for easy, uncomplicated 
information…The most beautiful thing was on Twitter, when it was 280 characters, 
because it helped people to shorthand. 
 
Alarefe’s response supplements Shaykh Alkalbani’s perspective regarding the change 

in Islamic discourse. According to Alarefe, social media has caused Islamic discourse to adapt 

a worldwide perspective to correspond with the audience which these platforms provide. He 

further responded that most people tend to seek help on issues such as fatwa on social media 

because they do not know who to ask these questions to, and they receive a quick and direct 

response. Shaykh Alarefe stated: 

The method varies depending on the audience…In the past, the speech was local and 
from your area where you live. Now on social media, the speech must surround the 
whole world…People do not find those who ask them about the fatwa easily and do not 
know who to ask, but on social media, the fatwa is quick and direct. 
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The responses from both clerics reflect their belief that social media provides instant 

information which can promote Islamic discourse. 

When asked about communicating with followers around the world to address their 

problems and answer their queries, Adel Alkalbani responded that this is the most important 

aspect of Twitter. In this regard, Alkalbani noted that mosques do not support the same kind 

of reliable communication or discussion amongst worshipers that Twitter does: 

Yes, this is the most important thing on Twitter…In the mosque, there is no 
communication or discussion with worshipers, unlike Twitter. 
 
Similarly, whilst Shaykh Alarefe acknowledged that he does not communicate often, he 

sets aside an hour for fatwas when he engages with and answers questions from his followers: 

I don't communicate much on Twitter…Sometimes I have an hour for fatwas to answer 
the many questions I receive. 
 
In such ways, social media enables both clerics to interact with followers from different 

parts of the world and respond to their questions pertaining to the Islamic religion. 

7.5 Modern Islamic Discourse 

The advent of information and communication technologies which led to social media 

has impacted the Islam religion as a way of life (Shehu et al., 2017). Since Islam welcomes 

and accommodates social media, it also defines what is ḥalāl and ḥarām in its use with 

provisions to safeguard the threats it poses to the practice of Islam. As a communicative 

technology, it offers an unprecedented avenue for propagating Islam as the cause of Allah and 

improving the lives of the Muslim faithful. Nonetheless, it also poses the threat of false religion 

in the form of unregulated or distorted teachings for selfish gains. This study investigates both 

of these possibilities by evaluating the tweets of three of the most prominent Islamic clerics 

who use social media to underscore the themes they embody.  

Research has indicated that social media is a major platform for the renewal of modern 

discourse in Islam. This is also evident from the shaykhs’ responses when asked how they 

view modern Islamic discourse and if they think social media is a means of promoting this 

renewed discourse. Shaykh Adel Alkalbani stated: 
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Good, students and scholars are now beginning to interact well and benefit from social 
media, and the way of thinking now is different from how it was previously…I only warn 
them not to change the discourse on Twitter and make it like a mosque or classroom 
discourse. 
 
Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe answered: 

I feel that you do not change religion and legitimate judgements to win the love of the 
people; you are a sum of the religion of God and not a legislator…I see that with the 
clerics who adhere to the legitimate evidence, people are more interested in him. 
Based on these responses, it is evident that the two clerics more or less agree that 

there has been a significant improvement in Islamic discourse in the age of social media. More 

specifically, they agree that social media has played an important role in facilitating or 

promoting Islamic discourse because it is much easier to reach more people. However, they 

have several concerns about modern Islamic discourses and believe that they are likely to be 

misused for selfish interests. In this regard, the two clerics’ views differ to some extent. For his 

part, Adel Alkalbani believes that there is a real risk that the discourse on social media and 

Twitter could change to more of a mosque sermon or classroom lecture, which he feels must 

be guarded against. On the other hand, Alarefe thinks that some clerics have been using social 

media to alter legitimate evidence to win approval from followers or become popular. 

Nevertheless, he is still certain that those clerics who adhere to the truth and legitimate 

evidence are more likely to attract a large number of followers than those who distort the truth. 

 In this regard, it is clear that social media has not only changed the approach to but 

also the content of Islamic discourses. Such discourse has moved away from being solely 

communicated to audiences in mosques to being shared with and conveyed to global 

audiences via social media (Al Zidjaly, 2019). The fact that modern Islam has made this shift 

is one of its core tenets. The new reality of the modern world—or one which has been 

occasioned by modernity—is that such discourse is no longer approached in the same way as 

it was in a mosque or classroom (Al Zidjaly, 2019). Unlike the traditional approach which was 

mostly targeted at smaller audiences in a mosque, the new, modern approach to Islamic 

discourse uses social media and engages larger audiences from all over the world.  
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7.6 The Clerics’ Perspectives on the Saudi Vision of 2030 

The interview analysis shows that several shaykhs see a difference between Islamic 

discourse before and after Vision 2030 announced by Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman 

in a session with a number of shaykhs, preachers, thinkers, and media representatives. Vision 

2030 is a plan to minimise Saudi Arabia’s dependence on oil resources (Nurunnabi, 2017). 

The strategy focusses on developing public sectors such as education, health, recreation, 

infrastructure, and tourism (Khan, 2016) to help Saudi Arabia diversify its economy.  

A critical aspect of Vision 2030 which reflects a transformation of Islamic discourse after 

its initiation is its degree of social liberalisation to enhance the growth of tourism, entertainment, 

and the education system. Traditionally, the country’s economy has been dependent on oil, 

and there was a strong religious influence on both the economy and social life. However, this 

strategy has significantly transformed the relationship between the state and its citizens. Three 

axes are the foundation of Vision 2030: a vibrant community, a booming economy and an 

ambitious homeland. It starts with society, and the first axis is a basis for achieving this vision. 

Community-building is a vital aspect wherein individuals live according to Islamic principles, 

moderation, and tolerance and confront the language of extremist discourse which has 

distorted many of the leading Islamic concepts (Vision2030, 2019). 

According to Dr Muhammad al-Issa, the secretary general of the League of the Islamic 

World (a global Islamic organisation based in Makkah al-Mukarramah which explains Islamic 

principles and teachings and was established according to a decision by the Islamic World 

Conference in 1962), ‘The new vision of the Muslim World League aims to reinforce the 

concepts of moderation in Islam and spread the values of tolerance, love and brotherhood, 

which requires improving the performance of Islamic discourse and activating religious 

authority’ (Otaif, 2017). 

The new vision also stems from the right of humankind to live in peace and harmony 

and the belief that ‘religions are innocent of these conflicts, as this is attributed to the 

dissonance and Saddam which we see inside one religion’. Several historical errors which 

have plagued Islam were due to political ambitions and extremist behaviour which do not 
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represent Islam as it is to non-Muslims. Dr Al-Issa has stated, ‘The realisation of religious 

privacy is accomplished through constitutional and legal tools and not through other means. 

There is no room for abstract religious affection in such matters, and Islam has urged through 

its high values to abide by covenants, and any loophole in this area, under any pretext, is 

rejected by Islam’ (Otaif, 2017). 

Whilst receiving scholars and philosophical thinkers as guests of Janadriyah 31 (a 

cultural festival held near Riyadh), Dr Al-Issa explained, ‘Modernising Islamic discourse takes 

place in one context with differing judgements and fatwas under different times, places, 

conditions, customs, intentions, and people, and the jurisprudence of priorities, budgets, and 

the arrangement of interests must be present in the consciousness of a Muslim, and we must 

address the other according to what is in harmony with his understanding and the possibility 

of his acceptance’. In this way, Vision 2030 does not make concessions. As Dr Al-Issa stated, 

‘The Islamic discourse can never give up its identity and its firmness at all, but it renews the 

methods and tools which are the Islamic wisdom in calling. Modernising the Islamic discourse 

is occurring in the context of changing the fatwa and ruling in accordance with changing times, 

places, and conditions but also with the stability of its identity’. He also added, ‘Whoever 

caused the formation of a negative mental image of Islam in his behaviour or work should be 

criminalised’ (Otaif, 2017). 

Dr Al-Issa’s words and the development of Vision 2030 show the need for Saudi Arabia 

to embrace modernity in an environment which is heavily influenced by religious views. 

Moreover, Vision 2030 is instrumental in the reconciliation of the Islamic faith with modern 

values such as equality, democracy, nationalism, civil rights, and increased participation of 

women in the economy and social life (Kinninmont & Kinninmont, 2017). Freedom of 

communication and foreign influence are other critical aspects of this transformation. 

Furthermore, hierarchical structures and gender roles are set to collapse with the development 

of this vision (Kinninmont & Kinninmont, 2017).  

Shaykh Adel Alkalbani’s responses support the role of modernity in changing Islamic 

discourse via social media. He highlighted the interaction of scholars and students on social 
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media and the medium’s benefits in influencing their way of thinking. Indeed, he suggested 

that Twitter’s ability to communicate with followers gives it more power to influence their ways 

of thinking, which has contributed to the change in Islamic discourse.  

Moreover, alternative ideas concerning religion have grown significantly due to the use 

of technology and social media and have caused authorities to modernise Sharia by creating 

a more liberal system which has a close similarity to Western systems (Kinninmont & 

Kinninmont, 2017). In such ways, as Shaykh Adel Alkalbani suggested, there is a difference in 

Islamic discourse before and after the announcement of Vision 2030: 

There is a difference in the Islamic discourse before and after Vision 2030, and there 
will be more differences with the progression of time and with the acceptance of and 
surrender to this change. 

 

7.7 Interviews on Youth Perceptions 

This section supplements the survey presented in the previous chapter with structured 

interviews to discover more information about how Saudi youth perceive clerical Twitter 

messages and the role social media has played in religious socialisation. 

7.8 Shaykhs and Humanitarian Messages 

One of the hallmarks of modernity is its tendency to be preoccupied and concerned 

with the plight of other people across the world (Tibi, 2009). Particularly in the 21st century, 

humanitarian efforts have come to be regarded as amongst the most important factors in 

enhancing the welfare and wellbeing of the human race. This is partly because around the 

world, different crises and catastrophes occur continuously, and governments and the 

communities affected cannot hope to effectively manage these crises alone. Therefore, 

humanitarian efforts help to alleviate the suffering of people from across the world and of 

different religious faiths.  

Based on the responses from young people regarding shaykhs’ use of Twitter, it is 

evident that participation in humanitarian services has become an important part of clerical 

work. These responses confirm that partaking in humanitarian activities is at the core of many 

Islamic teachings. However, the major difference in this regard is that modernity has moved 
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humanitarian efforts and activities away from being predominantly and exclusively conducted 

in the mosque to being conducted online. Owing to the ability of social media platforms to bring 

together people from across the world, it has now become much easier for someone seeking 

to offer help or humanitarian services to identify such needs. By posting humanitarian 

messages on Twitter, shaykhs are, in effect, not necessarily playing a new role but an old role 

in a new way. Instead of having to wait to preach the humanitarian message in mosques, they 

can reach followers online and, in doing so, help people in need.  

It should be noted that respondents were emphatic that the performance of 

humanitarian services is a religious obligation which every shaykh is required to undertake. 

However, doing so via Twitter has only been made possible as a result of modernity. In other 

words, it would have been impossible for the shaykhs to reach a large number of people with 

their humanitarian messages and services if the Islamic religion had not embraced modernity 

and allowed its people, including clerics, to use social media platforms to facilitate 

humanitarian services. 

On the other hand, participation in humanitarian services via social media has become 

subject to strict laws in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman is trying to 

dismantle extremist networks in the Kingdom which have been concentrated in various 

agencies and institutions and have the ability to raise funds through donations and charities to 

strengthen their domestic and foreign networks. This was revealed by transfers from Saudi 

Arabia to militant groups in Syria before the Kingdom tightened censorship and enacted the 

terrorism law which toughens penalties against the financiers of these groups (Al Arab, 2018). 

The Saudi Ministry of Interior has warned that anyone who calls for or collects donations 

without a licence will be punished, and their bank accounts established to collect funds will be 

frozen (Alekhbariya, 2016). 

Political analyst James Dorsey has stated that Saudi efforts to tighten control over 

fundraising may also serve Prince Mohammed bin Salman's unconventional efforts to fill the 

country's treasury. He added that the effect of this law, once adopted, will be tested by how 

Saudi Arabia deals with people like Pakistani cleric Maulana Ali Muhammad Abu Trab. The 
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US Treasury Department announced Abu Trab as a terrorist whilst he was in the Kingdom to 

collect funds and donations for his schools and religious seminaries located on the border 

between Pakistan's Baluchistan and Afghanistan (Al Arab, 2018). 

Saudi youth perceive that the majority of shaykhs show physical and financial support 

to orphanages, refugee camps, and the construction of mosques, amongst other humanitarian 

purposes. A large number of respondents also highlighted that the shaykhs are religiously 

obligated to perform such humanitarian services. As Abdullah (26, Jeddah) stated, 

Yes, they have a great role in this area, and most of their messages on these matters 
form social contributions and support and humanitarian assistance to certain groups of 
people. 
 

Similarly, participant Abdullah2 (27, Dammam) also believes that shaykhs have a role in 

humanitarian participation by collecting donations: 

Yes, some of them are collecting donations for relief campaigns or publishing some 
medical cases which need a blood transfusion and other procedures…but I think that 
the legalisation of donations in Saudi Arabia limits their contributions. 
 

The shaykhs also have an interest in Muslim communities in different countries than Saudi 

Arabia. Abdulrahman (25, Taif) said:  

Yes, for example, participation in campaigns to support poor countries, and some 
shaykhs also went to these countries, and they filmed and conveyed the tragic situation. 
Moreover, Aimen (25, Makkah) believes that shaykhs’ participation in humanitarian 

work is linked to Islamic seasons such as Ramadan: 

Yes, I think they have many achievements in this field, especially during big Islamic 
events such as Ramadan. 
 

7.9 Shaykhs’ Desire to Gather Followers 

To fully grasp how clerics make use of social media, participants were asked the reason 

behind the clerics’ desire to gather followers. The responses revealed that the majority of 

clerics seem to want followers to increase their fame and communicate teachings. This 

indicates that the clerics are committed to teaching on their social media platforms. Other 

reasons include financial gain, extended reach, communicative teachings, and ego boosts. Al-

Ghamdi (28, Jeddah) replied: 

Obsession with fame and numbers, as well as benefitting them economically. The 
number is important for the shaykhs to attract attention from advertisers and followers 
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to spread his ideas to the largest number of people, as well as some shaykhs 
commenting on events in other countries to attract the largest audience. 
 
In keeping with the theory of Islam and modernity, it has become a necessity and not 

just a desire for Muslim religious leaders such as shaykhs to find more effective ways of 

reaching as many people as possible. However, this requirement also existed before the 

advent of modernity. Islam, like other religions, has thrived on the ability of its faithful to preach 

the message to others, including people of different religions. Nonetheless, the innovation of 

social media, including Twitter, has taken this moral duty to unprecedented levels (Tibi, 2009) 

as it is now possible for shaykhs to gather numerous followers and, in doing so, gain other 

benefits as well.  

As the responses indicate, popularity, fame, ego boosts, extended reach, and financial 

gain are also associated with Islamic discourses on social media in the modern world. 

However, it should be noted that each requires reaching as many people as possible with the 

messages. As Mohammed G (25, Dammam) stated, 

Social media has allowed them to reach out to large numbers of people. 
 
However, several shaykhs have also realised that in doing so, they can obtain other 

benefits such as those mentioned above, as well as support and defence of their ideas. As 

long as these benefits do not contradict Islamic teachings, these shaykhs are justified in the 

manner in which they conduct their lessons on Twitter. Salem (25, Jeddah) responded: 

I think that the desire is to address the largest number of the younger generation and 
get support from them in the issues raised by the shaykhs on the communication sites. 
A large number of followers is considered as an army defending the favoured preacher 
or shaykh. 
 
Using social media to gain popularity is now a core part of modernity, whereby a 

common online preacher can become famous (Klischewski, 2014). Mohammed Bajnaid (27, 

Medina) replied: 

Some shaykhs are looking for things that help them to reach out to society and educate 
them in religion in the easiest way. I think the case is a rivalry between the shaykhs to 
show who is the most popular. 
 
Oroub (25, F, Riyadh) agreed: 
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Search for fame in the easiest ways because social media contributes to the fame of a 
person very quickly, more than any other traditional means. 
 
This popularity, in turn, generates money for these preachers, whether or not they want 

it. Indeed, it is the nature of social media advertisers to target the most-visited and popular 

pages or people.  

Clerics’ desire to gain more followers on social media and become prominent 

influencers can create a form of unprecedented competition in which they strive to outdo each 

other. This could entail communication meant to be eye-catching but which is not necessarily 

in accordance with the true beliefs of the Quran. The interpretations they use to disseminate 

holy texts could also put them on collision paths with each other or other Islamic preachers as 

they are not standardised. Nonetheless, because of their huge number of followers who listen 

to and believe what they say, clerics can make such interpretations the same as other clerics 

with authority do (this ‘authority’ is not to be misconstrued with that of the ulamā). When 

contradicting the ulamā, these individuals could alter the perception of the youth who comprise 

a large share of their followers; thus, this could position the youth against the ulamā. 

7.10 Shaykhs and Extremism 

A portion of the participants believe that several clerics have exhibited extremist 

behaviour through their teachings; they also highlighted the strong probability of extremism 

before the Saudi government announced Vision 2030. However, the new government 

restrictions have been effective in curbing any form of extremism in social media posts. 

Religious leaders’ teachings on the platforms have been less severe, eliminating many forms 

of extremism. When asked if shaykhs can use the Twitter platform to spread information which 

encourages extremism, Rawabi (23, F, Makkah) said, 

Yes, as long as there are those who believe and can be fooled easily from amongst 
their Twitter followers, there will be those who exploit this to spread information 
encouraging extremism. 
 
Extremism and terrorism are closely related; whilst both practices have existed for a 

long time, they have become quite rampant in the age of, and as a result of, modernity (Aly, 

2017). Extremism is not limited to Islam or Muslims but is also a problem which other religions 
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experience and grapple with. Religious extremism has become particularly widespread with 

the internet and social media because of the increased ease with which extremist groups and 

individuals can disseminate their content (Aly, 2017). As Mohammed G (25, Dammam) argued: 

This is certainly possible because most of the terrorist acts which took place were 
promoted through social media platforms so that most of the members of ISIS were 
influenced by the promotion of and propaganda surrounding them on social media 
sites. 
 

Salem (25, Jeddah) agreed: 

 

Yes, the religious materials published by some preachers belonging to extremist 
Islamic institutions or movements such as the Muslim Brotherhood lead to a lot of 
extremism. 
 
Before the advent of the internet and social media, extremism was less prevalent as 

governments and even religious leaders could regulate speeches and other forms of 

communication with a fair degree of success. For instance, preaching and teaching in mosques 

and madrassas would only be open to Muslim leaders and clerics of good reputation. 

Moreover, it was possible for clerics or teachers who were deemed to be preaching extremist 

content to be stopped at any time. Such close regulation of Islamic discourses is difficult at 

best—some may even argue impossible—in the age of modernity, especially because of the 

use of social media. 

Due to social media, virtually any Muslim can share whatever content they desire or 

believe to be true. Similarly, young children and youth now have access to such content. This 

is how many young people are currently being recruited by some shaykhs and Muslim leaders 

to engage in terrorism (Aly, 2017). Yasser (27, Medina) stated: 

Many people claim to stick to Islam, and they are far from it, and many of them use 
Twitter and other platforms to recruit young people to do extremist actions. I do not call 
them clerics or shaykhs because the Islamic religion is far from extremism. 
 
Omar (28, Medina) agreed: 

 

Some of them do, but thank God, now with the current policies, I do not think that 
anyone dares to spread extremism in Saudi Arabia, and many shaykhs in the past 
published some fatwas and opinions without knowing the consequences or in 
ignorance of some things, and many of them retreated from their words. 
 
Nasser (24, Jeddah) similarly stated: 
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Sure, it has a strong influence used by some shaykhs frequently, but this has eased in 
large part now because of government control. 
 
Whilst moderate clerics involved in humanitarian activities have not had problems with 

the government, those with extremist histories such as Awad al-Qarni have been linked to 

terror groups. Outspoken scholars who have positioned themselves as defenders of the people 

are quite liked online. Some use their platforms to call for hatred and radical violence against 

other clerics, the government, or certain groups of people, especially non-Sunni Muslims. In 

cases when someone is not very knowledgeable about Islam and comes from poor social or 

economic backgrounds, Reem (F, 23, Jeddah) noted that they are more likely to be influenced 

to join terror groups: 

I think normal teaching of Islam stops when a cleric begins taking advantage of naivety 
in religious knowledge and socioeconomic background to influence people to fight for 
causes, they do not understand. Such a shaykh could interpret the religion in his 
interest to sway and gain the attention of new converts through hate and divisive 
messages to radicalise new people so that they can move into other lands. 
 
As some shaykhs could be extremists or self-serving, Muslim youth must exercise 

resilience against such messages on Twitter by referring them to authorities such as Grand 

Mufti and the government to handle such matters. Reem indicated:  

Personally…I do not follow violent clerics on Twitter; I make sure that I gauge 
information on Twitter with information from other sources. I am educated, so even if I 
get information, I may not consume it. 
 
Patriotic and responsible use of social media was also noted by respondents. For 

instance, Rawabi (23, F, Makkah) indicated: 

I do not have much Islamic knowledge to rule on that, but if it is allowed by Sharia, it 
can be used. I use social media only for things which are not forbidden. I invite and 
follow good people only. I make sure social media does not interfere with the timetable 
of religious obligations and other important activities such as university classes or 
visiting my family.  
 
 Rawabi added that she could not accept teachings of clerics who disrespected the 

country for reasons such as being sponsored by foreign extremist groups: 

If the government serves people well, the cleric cannot go against it. I also cannot follow 
a cleric who makes false criticisms against the government, but I will support him if he 
defends people against injustices. I cannot support an enemy of Islam or the country 
on Twitter. It is the responsibility of other shaykhs and the government to stop him, so 
I will share his messages with other clerics so that they can handle the matter. 
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False, irresponsible, and extremist statements by clerics can be refused, reported, and 

banned. Although the use of social media has not received a formal sanction from religious 

authorities, individuals, especially religious leaders, should use it responsibly.  

7.11 Shaykhs and Politics 

There was a grey area about the way a cleric can talk about politics on social media. 

Most of the participants believe that clerics should avoid issues relating to politics, mainly 

because of the high probability of riots and chaos. When asked their views of shaykhs who 

speak of and express religious positions on politics on Twitter, one participant excitedly spoke 

of the shaykhs’ right to do so. Aimen (25, Makkah) noted:  

Politics is part of people's lives, and it is not limited to anyone. The shaykhs have the 
right to speak and express their personal opinions. 
 
However, the rest of the participants expressed that shaykhs should not discuss 

political issues. Abdullah (26, Jeddah) argued: 

I believe that this is not in their field to clarify facts such as political relationships with 
some countries such as Iran and to clarify the enmity and hostility of some countries. 
 
Another participant, Abdulrahman (25, Taif), agreed: 

 

I prefer that the shaykh’s separate religion and politics so that they do not distract the 
thoughts of a large group of followers without experience or political knowledge. 
 
Similarly, Al-Harbi (25, Makkah) stated: 

 

It is better for them to stay in the field of advice, guidance, and interpretation of religious 
matters and leave politics to the experts. 
 
Another participant, Khaled (26, Riyadh), expressed: 

 

I do not prefer their involvement in politics, but I appreciate their sympathy for the 
political situation. 
 
One point is that shaykhs may add to the creation of chaos with their political opinions. 

Abdulqader (27, Riyadh) stated: 

It is better for the shaykhs not to talk about politics so as not to exploit some political 
movements to mobilise a large number of young people and create chaos as we saw 
in the Arab Spring. 
 
In the modern world, politics is present in every country, regardless of the religion 

practised (Klischewski, 2014). Not only are political stances an important way through which 
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people express their views, but they are also a core component of everyday life. Today, Islam 

as a religion is largely a result of the political discourses which have been occurring over time. 

In turn, the politics of Saudi Arabia have been largely shaped by Islam as the state religion. A 

notable example is the controversial issue of Islamism (Islamic extremism), which is a term 

used in political Islam. Islamism can only be examined in terms of religion and politics. Indeed, 

it was born from the apparent dissatisfaction which some Muslims felt with how Islamic 

teachings were being conducted or how the Quran was being misinterpreted. In this regard, 

religion is used as the basis for advancing a political cause, just as politics are used to advance 

an Islamic cause (Klischewski, 2014). Therefore, Islam and politics are mutually dependent, 

with each affecting the other in significant ways.  

The desire of the majority of the respondents for shaykhs not to comment on political 

issues or avoid political debates on Twitter is a reflection of how modernity has transformed 

Islamic discourses. Before the advent of social media, it was fairly easy for the topics which 

Muslim clerics discussed to be established for them or monitored (Jamal, 2009). However, with 

social media, users (including shaykhs) are instrumental in not only setting the agenda for 

discussion on platforms but also actively participating in the debates which are generated. 

Whilst shaykhs have traditionally been expected to focus on religious matters and not 

politics, religious leaders today cannot avoid political discourses on social media. This is 

especially true in a country like Saudi Arabia, where religion and politics can be said to be 

inseparable as Islam is the state religion. Lately, shaykhs have been at the forefront of social 

media, using it to disseminate the true Islamic doctrine and contrast it to Islamic extremism. 

However, many shaykhs have tried to remain neutral and nonpartisan when commenting on 

or addressing political issues. 

7.12 Reasons for Following Shaykhs 

The data reveal that the majority of participants follow clerics for the sole purpose of 

obtaining religious and cultural information from them. This implies that young people believe 

the purpose of clerics on social media is to provide information on the fatwa, hadiths, and so 
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forth. However, others have cited reasons such as style and fame. Abdulrahman (25, Taif) 

replied: 

I follow them for religious and cultural reasons, such as Shaykh Maghamsi, who speaks 
about the things he has done through his career in da'wah, which contributes to my 
education in some religious matters and to know some of the religious provisions to be 
followed or things that I can do to draw closer to God. 
 
Aimen (25, Makkah) agreed: 

All of them sometimes benefitted me greatly with some tweets which corrected my 
religious acts, such as a way of praying right or knowing some of the supplications 
which bring righteous deeds. 
 
 
Rawabi (23, F, Makkah) cited: 

First, for religious reasons, such as getting fatwas, and, secondly, for cultural reasons, 
such as taking advantage of the lectures they give and what they post on social media 
sites, and finally because of social fame. 
 
Hatem  (27, Riyadh) stated: 

Religious reasons come first, of course; we are a religious people, so you find religion 
in all affairs of life. 
 
It is only in the modern world that the people who set the agenda on important aspects 

of life, such as religion and culture, can be actively pursued or tracked. This has been made 

possible by social media. Indeed, someone with a message deemed important or timely can 

hardly be silenced (Masud, 2009). Instead, such a person is certain to attract a large number 

of followers who like and appreciate his or her social media posts or comments.  

Following a shaykh on social media is a vote of confidence, just as not following may 

be an indication of lack of confidence in the shaykh. Social media, including Twitter, rewards 

popularity, and popular or famous people who attract a large number of followers are often 

actively sought after by advertisers. It is a global phenomenon which has only started to 

emerge. Sometimes referred to as influence peddlers, popular people who influence large 

numbers of followers also tend to be used to set important agendas (Guta & Karolak, 2015). 

The fact that so many young people follow shaykhs on Twitter (Masud, 2009) is a 

demonstration of the need for Islam to embrace modern ways of preaching and sharing 

important information about Islam. It indicates that it is no longer sufficient for Muslims to gather 
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every Friday in mosques to be taught important religious and cultural issues. Instead, such 

mosque-based teachings have been complemented by teachings on social media. After all, a 

single tweet by a well-known, widely followed shaykh is likely to have more ramifications than 

several days of lessons offered by the same shaykh in a mosque or madrassa.  

It is especially significant that most of the respondents indicated that they follow 

shaykhs not because of their popularity but because of the religious and cultural teachings and 

messages they post or tweet about. This is one of the clearest indications that Islam as a 

religion has the potential of spreading much faster if it embraces rather than rejects modernity. 

Simply stated, modernity is making it possible for shaykhs to reach more people and for more 

Muslims to understand and appreciate Islam and the teachings of the Quran and hadiths. 

When asked their opinions of the religious contents posted by clerics on social media, 

respondents indicated differing assessment levels and attitudes. Although a majority 

commented positively by noting that it was especially good in the conservative Gulf 

environment, others, like Rawabi (23, F, Makkah), offered: 

Clerics need to improve on their content by frequently getting involved in training and 
development sessions in how to deal with social media and increase their stock of 
religious knowledge. 
 
Asked if they preferred fatwahs issued on Twitter or in a mosque, most favoured those 

issued on Twitter since they could be clarified as the followers interact with a respected shaykh 

on the matter being discussed. This is in contrast to fatwahs issued in a mosque, where it may 

be difficult to request clarification, especially for female members.  

Regarding whether some religious issues discussed by Muslim scholars on Twitter 

could be negative or have deteriorating effects on society, Rayan (23, Jeddah) stated: 

Whilst there are many scholars who want their discourses to offer knowledge which 
guides people to the right path, there are those who want simply to achieve fame, and 
they do this by combining it with religious awareness and material gains. 
 
On the differences of fatwahs issued on social media, he noted: 

Some fatwahs could be misleading since clerics who appear on social media may not 
have qualified scientific and intellectual knowledge and experience to rule on certain 
dilemmas in politics and modern life. 
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7.13 Shaykhs and Advertisements 

Another issue involved clerics exploiting their fame to advertise products on their social 

media platforms. The use of preachers in advertising has been analysed by Swiss researcher 

Patrick Haenni in his book Market Islam, portraying preachers who are not going to mosques 

but rather famous clubs and five-star hotels. According to Haenni, such preachers wear the 

latest fashions, go to sports clubs, and speak a language used in daily life to target a specific 

audience; this is in contrast to the language of preaching, which is eloquent and involves 

vocabulary often alien to many listeners (Saeed, 2008). 

Various Islamic preachers have opted to join social media based on the prospect of 

making money through advertisement. An example is the Islamic preacher Amr Khaled, who 

linked chicken to religion through a recorded trailer posted on social media, which sparked a 

wave of ridicule and criticism in the Arab world. The Egyptian National Poultry company 

published an advertisement in which Amr Khaled appeared next to the well-known Egyptian 

chef Asia Osman. In it, Khaled linked Al-Watania poultry to obedience. The advertisement 

caused controversy on social media, and activists launched an attack on Khaled, saying it 

offended the concept of advocacy by linking a type of chicken to obedience. The company was 

later forced to delete the ad from its official channels on social media (Enabbaladi, 2018). 
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Figure 7-1 Amr Khaled advertisement about the products of The Egyptian National Poultry 

company. Source: (Al-Silk, 2019) 

Similarly, Saudi preacher Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe posted a tweet through his 

account on Twitter during the month of Ramadan in which he talked about the etiquette of 

eating food. Alarefe tweeted about Islamic protocols regarding food and drink, adding 

advertisements for the brand Al-Shaalan rice. The ad prompted activists to attack Alarefe, 

saying that it is not appropriate for Islamic preachers to earn money by advertising for 

commercial companies (Enabbaladi, 2018). 

 

Figure 7-2 Alarefe advertisement for the brand Al-Shaalan rice. Source: available at 

@MohamadAlarefe 
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Analysis of the data reveals that about half of the participants are not against the use 

of social media by clerics for advertisement purposes; however, they voiced their disapproval 

of clerics subtly using religious manipulations to make their audience purchase the advertised 

product. The other half believe that clerics should not advertise on their social media pages 

(Saeed, 2008). 

When asked about shaykhs who exploit their fame on social media by using religion to 

promote and advertise different products, Waleed (22, Jeddah) indicated:  

Such advertisement arises from followers who have tendencies of tempting the clerics 
and that the ads posted on clerics’ Twitter accounts can be accepted if they are 
acceptable within Sharia. However, if the advertisements increase to the point that they 
are saturating the original aim of the Twitter account, the cleric’s image and dignity may 
be broken. 
 
Waleed further believes that what clerics tweet can sometimes be a reflection of their 

lives. For instance, the shaykhs usually attend events they announce on Twitter. Moreover, 

some of the younger generations of clerics use art, songs, and drama to deliver religious 

information. Finally, if foreign bodies support some clerics, the shaykhs, in turn, tend to support 

their causes. However, differences in aspirations may lead to conflict amongst clerics due to 

variations in their fatwa claims. As Abdullah (26, Jeddah) noted: 

It is not a mistake to advertise, like anyone else on social media sites, but it is different 
if the shaykh drops religious information for advertising and exploitation of religion. 
 

Khaled (26, Riyadh) argued: 

Like others who provide useful material according to their point of view, clerics are 
entitled to benefit from the number of followers and to achieve permissible profit. 
 

Al-Shahry (27, Hasa) agreed: 

Before social media, they had other ways to publicise and promote some shaykhs' 
products, such as healing by Ruqya water, and they have now moved to social media. 
The responses point to one of the most important and enduring transformations of Islam 

due to modernity. Previously, it was almost unheard of for a shaykh to use his influence for 

financial gain. Instead, he was expected to focus on teaching the true Islamic doctrine. The 

expectation was that a shaykh’s financial needs should be met by the allowances due to him. 

This kind of reasoning is underscored by those respondents who categorically argued that 

shaykhs should not engage in any acts of advertising from which they profited.  
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However, in the modern world, there is far more potential for earnings online than offline 

(Kayed & Hassan, 2010). Some of the world’s most profitable organisations are those which 

rely heavily or exclusively on the internet (Guta & Karolak, 2015). In the same manner, Islam 

must be prepared to embrace the reality of online learning opportunities, from which shaykhs 

can also benefit, but this is dependent on one’s popularity and a number of followers. 

Therefore, shaykhs almost automatically become potential high earners on social 

media, not necessarily because they are keen on advertising but because they are opinion 

leaders, agenda setters, and influence peddlers. Because their social media pages generate 

huge volumes of traffic, it can be argued that they are entitled to the advertising revenues. Just 

as social media is useful for reaching a large number of Muslims with different Islamic content, 

it is also useful in helping people make money as a result of their pages attracting large 

numbers of people (Masud & Salvatore, 2009).  

In this regard, many respondents feel that shaykhs ought not to be blamed for taking 

part in paid advertisements because their popularity and fame enable them to earn money in 

this way. As some of the respondents indicated, other people can advertise on social media. 

Therefore, it would be unfair, and a contravention of the teachings of Islam, for shaykhs to be 

barred or prevented from social media advertisements. However, participants also noted that 

shaykhs should not lose sight of their core mission, namely preaching their messages to the 

people. 

7.14 Reason for Fame 

When asked what led to the fame of some shaykhs with the largest numbers of 

followers on Twitter platform and social networking sites, the collected data revealed that 

clerics with the following attributes gained more fame and followers among the youth. Table 7-

1 shows the attributes that the shaykhs should have to attract the largest number of audiences. 

Attributes 

Good reputation. 

Interesting style of teaching. 

Raising controversy. 

Knowledge of the Quran. 
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Attributes 

Frequent activity on the platform. 

Exemplary living. 

Ability to excite the audience. 

Responding to enquiries. 

Popularity before social media. 

Good looks. 

Discussing contemporary issues. 

Consistency between teachings and education. 

Use of a common language for communication. 

Table 7-1: Reasons for fame 

These responses indicate that a wide variety of factors determine the fame of shaykhs 

on Twitter. They also point to differences in how people perceive fame and social media. 

Indeed, this issue generated the most divergent responses from the interviewees. It is 

especially notable that 13 attributes were cited as influencing the fame associated with or 

attributed to the shaykhs, indicating that fame is more subjectively than objectively assessed. 

This may be expected amongst young people in general, and Muslims in particular, who seem 

to be influenced by their feelings. For example, good looks and popularity on social media were 

cited as factors for shaykhs’ appeal. As Abdulqader (27, Riyadh) stated: 

In my opinion, the shaykhs have turned to present issues which the current generation 
of young people are looking for from contemporary leaders. Therefore, young people 
are looking for these types of shaykhs to meet their needs. 
 
In the age of social media, popularity and physical appearance tend to be more 

important attributes than the content of the messages a person posts online. Thus, how 

presentable a shaykh looks may make him popular amongst young people. This is a new reality 

in the Muslim world and especially in Saudi Arabia, where Muslims have traditionally been 

encouraged to dress modestly. Muslim women are particularly expected to cover themselves 

with headscarves as a demonstration of their decency (Altoaimy, 2018; Guta & Karolak, 2015). 

However, social media use has encouraged Muslims to showcase their appearances, and this 

has even influenced modern-day preaching. 

In this way, Muslims are being influenced by social media to think differently about 

shaykhs and their discourses. Traditionally, the famous shaykhs were those who were 
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approved by their mosques and given the most time and opportunity to preach to the faithful 

(Qayyum & Mahmood, 2015). However, as Hatem (27, Riyadh) stated: 

Saudi youth ranks first in the use of Twitter, and this contributed to the fame of shaykhs 
because of the large number of young people transmitting their religious tweets. 
 
Social media offers young people alternative approaches to and views about Islam. 

Because a large number of youth in Saudi Arabia use Twitter (Altoaimy, 2018), their ways of 

thinking about shaykhs have been significantly altered. They now have more freedom and 

opportunity to make their own subjective decisions on how to perceive, rate, or regard shaykhs 

without feeling pressured. 

7.15 Motivation to Join Social Media 

To explore whether clerics understand their role on the platform, participants were 

asked what motivated the shaykhs to join social media. The majority of the participants believe 

that clerics maintain a social media presence to communicate their teachings to the youth. This 

platform gives them an extended and almost unlimited reach to their target audience (Saudi 

youth). When asked why clerics are on social media, Al-Ghamdi (28, Jeddah) replied: 

Like other people in the community, they find a market and an audience which wants 
to follow them. Their messages also arrive faster to the public and are not bound by a 
certain time, and there are no strong restrictions which prevent them from speaking. 
 
Similarly, Oroub (25, F, Riyadh) said: 

I think it is to compete and gain a wider reach and influence. 
 
However, Khaled (26, Riyadh) answered: 

Often to help evaluate the thoughts of society with their ideas of what they think is right, 
and they have all the respect and appreciation for the principle of loving your brother 
as you love yourself. 
 
In the modern world, presence on social media is less of a luxury than a need. Indeed, 

not being on social media is regarded as somewhat awkward or unbecoming, especially 

amongst young people, because social media offers so much in terms of connectivity and 

interaction. In the same way, shaykhs can no longer afford not to be present on social media 

when most, if not all, of their target audience is online. As Mohammed G (25, Dammam) 

expressed: 
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Because social media provided them with a great opportunity for fame and to spread 
their word amongst the youth who are on Twitter and Snapchat. 
 
In Islamic norms, it is the responsibility of shaykhs to go to the people and preach the 

message to them—and not the other way around. This implies that having a presence on social 

media is no longer a matter of choice for shaykhs but a moral obligation. This may largely 

explain why the majority of respondents felt that social media is the most widely used platform 

for communication and should therefore be used by shaykhs to reach an even larger audience. 

As Yasser (27, Medina) argued: 

Because it is a widespread means and currently available, and it is the means to lead 
to fame now and also the easiest way to spread news and information via Twitter and 
Snapchat and YouTube. 
 
 Whilst different shaykhs may have been motivated by various factors to go online, one 

of these reasons is likely the realisation that most of their audience spends a significant amount 

of time on social media. Indeed, a growing number of Muslims now spend more time on social 

media than they do in mosques or other Muslim schools (Masud, 2009). Therefore, someone 

seeking to pass information to Muslims is better placed to do so via social media. 

 The responses also indicate that the world has changed, and social media is the norm 

and not the exception. In the same way, Islamic religious teachers have had to change how 

they communicate with the audience to achieve the maximum benefits possible from their 

preaching (Altoaimy, 2018). Nasser (24, Jeddah) stated the importance of clerics: 

To introduce themselves to the community in a striking and new way to change the 
negative view towards them held by society.’ 
In these ways, social media has led to the emergence of alternative ideas regarding 

how to reach more people with Islamic teachings. 

7.16 Perspectives on Modern Islamic Discourse and Saudi Vision 2030 

An analysis of the collected data reveals that the clerics understand the role of social 

media to disseminate information and resolve issues related to Islamic social discourse. It also 

reveals the clerics’ desire to reach the youth through social media and communicate about 

these issues. Aimen (25, Makkah) stated: 
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I believe that most preachers and shaykhs on Twitter renew the discourse through 
posting videos and clips which were previously taboo, and, yes, it is an excellent way 
to renew the speech. 
 
The renewal of religious discourse is meant to dissuade Muslims from wrong religious 

interpretations of texts, which often lead to extremist forms of Islam entailing jihadist ideologies 

and Islamophobic tendencies (Yefet, 2017). Egypt began such action by promoting 

mainstream adoption of Islamic tenets which depict the true cause of the prophet Muhammad 

(PBUH). Such acts address the threat of extremist individuals, purporting to be Muslims, 

offering erroneous views to others to rally them into undertaking negative actions such as 

terrorism and hatred. Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 entails a fight against extremist ideologies 

through measures to prevent the proliferation of unverified information about Islam in the name 

of religious propagation, for example, through social media. 

Remarking on the renewed discourse, Faiz (26, Jeddah) stated:  

Keeping pace with the developments taking place in the opposite direction. I’ll give you 
an example: Shaykh Adel Alkalbani’s speech was somewhat traditional, but now he 
has become more up to date with developments and involved with young people at 
events. So he attended the competition game Baloot, which was previously forbidden 
by some shaykhs, and also the launch of entertainment events held in Saudi Arabia. 
 
Al-Ghamdi (28, Jeddah) similarly said: 

I think that Twitter should be used to show the Al tasamoh (tolerance) of Islam and to 
show the sophisticated, non-radical shaykh. 
 
Further analysis reveals that the governmental reform of 2030 diminished the presence 

of clerics on the platform. Several, such as Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe, left social media 

entirely. However, others remained and apologised for the roles they played on the platform, 

such as Shaykh Aidh Alqarnee, who said on the (Liwan) programme "Gulf Rotana" that he 

apologises to the Saudi community for some fatwas he later considered as violating the Qur'an 

and sunnah (BBC, 2019).  

Albandari (22, F, Jeddah) agreed: 

Their presence on social media has diminished after Vision 2030.  
 
Al-Shahry (27, Hasa) also noted: 
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There are the shaykhs who retired and disappeared completely, and there are some 
shaykhs, so far, who are present and active daily, and some of them mitigated their 
religious discourse and confessed their mistakes. 
 
Even though it is yet to be realised, Vision 2030 acknowledges the need for Saudi 

Arabia to join other countries in embracing modernity (Alkarni, 2018). In essence, it states that 

it is no longer possible for Saudi Arabia to view modernity as inherently opposed to Islam but 

as having the potential to add value to religious practices.  

Therefore, Vision 2030 emphasises the need to embrace rather than repel modernity 

as part of Saudi religious thought. This is a major change in the predominant way of thinking 

because Saudi Arabia and its citizens’ ways of life are heavily influenced by Islamic religious 

thought. Through Vision 2030, it is being recognised, even appreciated, that modern values 

and Islamic values can coexist for the betterment of Saudis who practise Islam. The notions of 

civil rights, nationalism, democracy, equality, gender equity, and empowerment of women are 

amongst those to be improved as part of Saudi Vision 2030 (Alkarni, 2018). These changes 

illustrate a new way of thinking, especially for a country considered overly conservative in the 

past. 

Based on the survey responses, some shaykhs’ roles on social media have changed 

as a result of Vision 2030. However, leaving social media altogether may not be the right 

decision for clerics as the medium represents an undeniable reality of the modern era. Indeed, 

with the majority of Saudi Arabians already on social media, this format represents the future 

of the country in terms of how to reach the most people. Therefore, leaving social media is 

akin to rejecting or overlooking the reality of the changing times.  

Still, the responses indicate that modernity is altering Islamic discourses. This has 

largely occurred through the interaction of shaykhs and their followers on social media, which 

has resulted in a major shift in religious thought. This kind of religious revolution has brought 

about a new era of Islamic discourse.  

7.17 Summary 

This chapter analysed the results of the interviews on clerics to relate the findings to 

the research objectives and questions. It also intended to prove the second hypothesis (H2) 
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that modern social media is not a specific factor but rather an accelerating factor in renewing 

or changing Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia.  

The emergence of a group of Saudi preachers who do not belong to official religious or 

scholarly institutions, such as muftis or the official media, but are still strictly guided by the 

Sharia doctrine and Mohammed’s teachings have resulted in a search for new means of 

communication to express their religious perceptions. Social media is seen as a significant 

platform for these clerics who are not in formal religious institutions but have a calling to talk 

to audiences of diverse backgrounds. This medium, used by millions, gives them the potential 

to reach many people. 

When asked if they were more interested in popularity than the message, respondents 

indicated that the message is more important. This indicates that although the media might 

change, Islamic discourse is intact. However, the majority agreed that social media improves 

Islamic discourse because it promotes the messages instead of limiting them as in a mosque 

(where the message may not include issues like politics or the economy, amongst others). 

Thus, these findings also prove that H2 is true.  

These findings also revealed how clerics perceive the internet as an aspect of 

modernity. Islam as a religion has been opposed to modernity mainly because it was viewed 

as contrary to the Muslim doctrine. However, Islam has adopted modern approaches to avoid 

irrelevancy as the rest of the world embraced modernity. Muslim clerics also realised that they 

could adopt modern practises by preaching via the internet whilst preserving their doctrines 

and the message of Allah. The same was found to be true by the interviewees as the majority 

of clerics agreed to retain the Islam doctrine without compromise. However, this might change 

based on views of Vision 2030 and Islamic discourse and modernity. Indeed, according to the 

clerics’ responses, Islamic discourse might change for the worse as social media becomes 

more central in spreading messages. This is due to the power of social media to change ways 

of thinking, especially among young people. 

This chapter also analysed young people’s perceptions to determine whether they 

appreciate or disregard the views of clerics on social media.  A significant portion agreed that 
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in addition to preaching, clerics have the responsibility of contributing to social development. 

The responses highlighted that most clerics adhere to this responsibility through community 

achievements, especially during Islamic events like Ramadan. Moreover, the findings show 

that social media platforms have enhanced how clerics perform this duty to engage in 

humanitarian aid by enabling them to preach humanitarian messages without the restriction of 

time or place.  

However, several responses indicated that some clerics concentrate on obtaining the 

largest numbers of followers not only to spread their messages but to outshine their 

competitors. Whilst this might alter their messages, due to the strict Islamic Sharia, many feel 

that clerics must devise more creative ways to attract people to their Twitter platforms without 

religious manipulation or engaging in extremism. Nevertheless, government regulation 

restricts such actions. Thus, the Islamic discourse remains largely intact regardless of changes 

in the media and the emergence of new clerics, as evidenced by the fact that many young 

people continue to follow clerics, trusting their motivations and their messages.  

These results answered the following research questions: How do Saudi clerics make 

use of social media websites such as Twitter in disseminating their religious messages? How 

do Saudi youth perceive such messages, and what is the role of social media in general in 

their religious socialisation compared to the role of traditional media? What are the indications 

that clerics have accepted their position and that the youth understand their own Islamic 

identity on social media?  

First, Saudi clerics use social media to preach and offer teachings through short and 

precise tweets. They share and disseminate these religious messages to engage the public 

on an open forum. Secondly, Saudi youth believe that such messages unite them and that 

social media platforms have enhanced how clerics perform their duty to engage in 

humanitarian aid as they preach humanitarian messages without the restriction of time or place 

(unlike with traditional media). Lastly, more clerics have devised ways to attract more followers 

as a way of accepting their new role in society. However, many youth believe that clerics 

sometimes employ manipulative tactics to popularise their messages, such as engaging in 
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extremism and buying followers from marketing companies. However, the research indicates 

that the majority of youth can distinguish such acts as well as improve their understanding of 

their Islamic identity via social media. Thus, the Islamic discourse remains intact regardless of 

the changes in media and the emergence of new clerics.
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Chapter 8:  Discussion 

Over the years, self-awareness, motives, and interests in the internet and social media 

have been increasing (Ruggiero, 2000). The widespread availability of the internet and 

computers has encouraged people to diverge from legacy media and switch to internet-based 

media. Being informed, educated, entertained, and relieved from stress, identifying with others, 

and enhancing social interaction are major factors in influencing people to adopt internet-based 

media, including social media (Baran & Davis, 2009).  

Statistics have indicated that since the start of internet services in Arab and other 

Muslim countries, the digital transformation has been faster in GCC states than in any other 

part of the world. This has been attributed to faster internet connection due to the availability 

of affordable smartphones and the governments’ efforts to optimise internet connectivity. 

Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, and YouTube are 

now prevalent in the region. Indeed, the majority of youth in this region spend more time on 

social media than with legacy media such as TV, radio, and print. Amongst them, Twitter is the 

most frequently accessed social media platform as compared to others such as Facebook, 

Snapchat and YouTube (Baran & Davis, 2009). Social media is currently preferred to traditional 

media because it is easy to use, more useful (has more communication functions than legacy 

media), interactive, and diverse. Thus, youth can easily access fatwas, read news about 

religious issues, share tweets from prominent clerics with their peers, and check current events 

related to their cleric of choice. 

Young people comprise the largest number of social media users; hence, many clerics 

have identified social media as the ideal place to address young people in large numbers. This 

study shows that the majority of Saudi youth depend more on social media platforms than on 

legacy media for socialising, reading, viewing trends, gaining fame, and 

encouraging/influencing others. The results are in line with the gratification theory, which 

suggests social media platforms are tools to fulfil users’ individual desires.  
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It is clear from the findings that social media has a significant influence on young people 

in Saudi Arabia, which is why clerics have partially shifted their operations to these platforms. 

Such clerics believe it is their role to share Islamic discourse on social media because they 

can interact with followers at any time and in less limited ways. Moreover, young people in 

Saudi Arabia prefer to obtain religious information on social media rather than in mosques.  

However, most clerics popular on social media were also popular before the 

development of online platforms as a result of legacy media or activities in which they were 

involved. Their prior popularity makes them even more popular on social media because young 

people like interacting with famous people. These clerics have built and consolidated religious 

authority on social media to the extent that politicians and companies in Saudi Arabia want to 

be associated with them to capitalise on their fame.  

Moreover, the clerics on social media tend to be more approachable and willing to 

answer questions related to faith, unlike clerics in mosques, who are less likely to share the 

information which they deem unnecessary. Some clerics have mastered the use of social 

media to appeal to young people. For example, instead of writing Quran verses on social 

media, they animate the message in videos and post them on social media platforms. Several 

clerics also enhance their appearance to attract more followers amongst young generations.  

The contributions of this study to the current debates about Saudi Arabia, media 

theories, and Islamic discourse are summed up in the following points: 

8.1 The changing alliance between politics and religion  

Previous studies (e.g. Al-Rasheed, 2013; Commins, 2006) have argued that the KSA 

was formed as an alliance between the Saudi family and the Wahhabi clerics. Moreover, other 

scholars (e.g. Mouline, 2014) have stressed that the Wahhabi ulamā held a significant position 

during the process of forming the Saudi state and that they control social and religious 

discourses. However, this study’s analysis has demonstrated the fluctuation of this alliance 

between the political and religious elites.  

Before the rise of social media in mid-2011, clerics’ discourse tended to be mostly 

divisive and promote jihadist violence. In the 1990s and early 2000s, clerics used legacy media 
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and other internet-based media such as websites to make pronouncements which could incite 

violence against Shiites, the United States, Israel, Christians, Jews, pagans, and their allies 

(Arab News, 2017). This was because sermons and publications by virtually all clerics, 

regardless of whether they were extremist or not, were not always checked by government 

authorities (Blaker, 2015). With continued use of legacy media such as CDs, cassettes, TV, 

radio, and print publications, they could inspire large followings both domestically and abroad. 

For instance, an excerpt from Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe which aired on Egypt’s Al-Rahma 

TV stating that ‘the desire to shed blood, to smash skulls, and to sever limbs for the sake of 

Allah and in defence of His religion is, undoubtedly, an honour for the believer’ is believed to 

have influenced jihadist Salafism, in particular the Muslim Brotherhood and ISIS (MEMRI, 

2010).  

Continued discriminatory tendencies against Shiite minorities have been encouraged 

with statements such as those by AlKalbani because they indicate that Shiites do not follow the 

right belief system of Islam. Moreover, Shaykh Mohammed Alarefe forbade Christian practises 

(such as Christmas greetings and celebrations) by Muslims, and he and others such as Shaykh 

Aidh Alqarnee discussed at length a conservative rule banning Muslim women from driving, 

which is seen as an indication of Western secularisation and Christianisation in the Kingdom.  

However, as part of the reforms which began with King Salman and Crown Prince 

Mohammad, online micro-blogging platforms such as Twitter have been monitored to ensure 

that no radical messages are disseminated, particularly those inciting divisions between Shiites 

and Sunnis and jihad against non-Muslims. The current Saudi regime has been monitoring the 

content presented by clerics on social media to identify if they are promoting extremist 

discourse. In addition, citizens in Saudi Arabia are now encouraged to report violations via an 

app («Kolonna Amn»/ ‘We are all security’) (Okaz, 2017). Before the government’s launch of 

Vision 2030, extremist groups tended to use social media to recruit youth whilst accusing 

moderate Muslims of adopting Western values and rejecting tolerance of other faiths seen as 

compromising the teaching of Islam. 
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The new political regime has sought to engage prominent clerics as stakeholders in 

changing the course of content on their Twitter platforms (Sundar & Limperos, 2013). The 

administration, led by Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman, has initiated dialogues with 

several popular clerics to address extremist tendencies and ensure proper dissemination of 

religious information in the Kingdom. In this regard, there have been significant divergences 

from the course of violent jihad, divisions, and discrimination towards less violent and moderate 

matters such as humanitarian assistance, health and physical wellbeing, social welfare, 

education and youth employment, women’s rights, patriotism, and respect for political leaders.  

Moreover, some prominent clerics use social media to disseminate information 

denouncing extremism against non-Muslims and other Muslims. Shaykh AlKalbani has been 

at the forefront, stating that since the current wave of ISIS has roots in Salafi principles, there 

is a need for religious scholars and leaders to be involved in open-minded discussions about 

how religious rules can be interpreted. According to him, this is necessary to avoid violence by 

extremist groups such as ISIS. Similarly, most shaykhs have toned down jihadist messages, 

although some conservative clerics in the KSA are still reluctant to accept non-Islamic 

jurisprudence.  

Under King Salman’s rule, social media platforms are also being used to disseminate 

information encouraging patriotism and nationalism based on loyalty to the country and its 

rulers instead of tribalism and religious nationalism. The clerics’ teachings on patriotism are 

based on the word of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) that whoever respects authority should 

obey the rulers. The clerics’ tweets are used to showcase important developmental projects 

led by the king, such as the opening of higher-education facilities, military industries, and so 

forth. 

8.2 Clerics’ authority and religious fluidity  

As Schanzer and Miller (2012) have argued, new media tools have provided Saudi 

clerics with unprecedented opportunity to appeal directly to the public, bypassing the Saudi 

regime, which makes the control of ulamā more difficult. The challenge for the Saudi regime, 

then, is to keep clerics’ discourses under control, and this explains the changing discourses of  
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Alarefe and Al-Qarnee, in particular, before and after the crown prince’s ascension to power, 

as discussed in the previous analysis.  

Several clerics, including some from al-Azhar in Egypt, condemned the online and 

satellite TV fatwa, warning that they can be provided by anybody who claims some knowledge 

of Islam, even if they are not recognised by the body of clerics/ulamā in the Arab world. The 

result, they argue, is that some men appear on satellite television channels providing fatwa 

which contradicts the Quran and/or Hadith, and they have requested that such fatwa shows be 

taken off the air so as to avoid confusing young Muslims who depend on fatwas from such 

programmes. Clerics also warn that fatwa on satellite television and YouTube could weaken 

Islamic unity by providing information which may deepen sectarian differences or contradict 

what official clerics say; in addition, they cite the leniency of some fatwa with the sole aim of 

appealing to the youth  (LahaOnline, 2008). The problem, several clerics have argued, is that 

some new media muftis offer ‘tailored’ fatwa to suit the desires of the owners of media 

organisations, attract as many young followers as possible, or increase their earnings by 

commercialising and commodifying their messages (Khutabaa, 2017). In this way, preaching 

on YouTube, for instance, is a tool to not only commercialise fatwa and religious discourse but 

also to create celebrity clerics who can attract a large group of (young) followers. This situation 

creates what Al-Jilali has called ‘fluid religiosity and virtual mufti’, demonstrated by the 

increasing number of fatwas about intimate, personal matters which, in traditional face-to-face 

settings, could be left unanswered, but now the virtual distance between the mufti and fatwa 

seeker makes it easier to issue fatwa about any matter (Al-Jilali, 2018). 

Online media has also provided a new platform for Saudi youth to debate and critique 

many traditions, even those related to Islamic teachings. Women’s rights, for instance, have 

been debated extensively in the Saudi blogosphere with the emergence of the so-called Saudi-

Islamic feminism demonstrating how Saudi women, whilst still defending Islamic teachings, 

have appealed to the ulamā to endorse their rights (e.g. the right to drive) (Tschirhart, 2014). 

Female bloggers have also expressed frustration with the conservative Saudi ulamā who 

oppose women’s right to drive and are appealing instead for the king’s blessing. This 
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demonstrates how Saudi citizens use new social media in digital deliberation, taking advantage 

of the increasing division between political and religious elites (Tschirhard, 2014).  

The above analyses demonstrate why the respondents generally believed that clerics 

who join social media to talk about politics do not have the required intellectual and scientific 

qualifications to make such decisions. Most youth prefer that the clerics concentrate on 

religious issues and not be involved in politics. In fact, young people in Saudi Arabia are less 

likely to follow clerics who share political information on social media or even via legacy media, 

believing that influential clerics can incite war. Another reason is that if two clerics have 

different political views, followers can become confused about which cleric to follow, which can 

lead to the formation of Islamic cults or even war in Saudi Arabia. Nevertheless, there is a 

significant number of young people who believe that clerics are ordinary people who have and 

should be free to share their political opinions like anyone else. Such youth argue that the 

Islamic religion depends on politics for its advancement, and therefore politics must depend 

on Islam for moral correction.  

Nevertheless, the majority of young people do not accept clerics' messages at face 

value and are perhaps more critical than older generations. New and social media have 

opened up space for Saudi youth to access several viewpoints, and so most do not follow 

clerics who call for a breach of the country's security or public order, having received adequate 

religious teaching to enable them to independently assess the knowledge of each cleric on 

social media. However, there is a general perception that the overall dissemination of religious 

information on Twitter is excellent and positively directs people towards the right path, even 

though clerics must improve their content by frequently getting involved in training and 

development sessions to increase their religious knowledge and gain social media skills. 

Most of the youth also believe that clerics amass followers on social media to share the 

Islamic message. Still, some argue that clerics join social media platforms for other benefits, 

including gaining money from the advertisements on their Twitter page. There is also a 

perception that some clerics use fake Twitter accounts to inflate their number of followers and 

boost their fame. The clerics, on the other hand, reject the notion that their main aim is fame 
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and financial gain. They insist that their sole purpose is to encourage the youth and share the 

true doctrine of Islam.  

Nonetheless, it is common for companies to target people with massive followings and 

use their social media accounts to advertise products. Most of the youth responded negatively 

to advertising by clerics because they believe their only work is to share Islamic discourse, not 

to take advantage of the religion for personal advance. Furthermore, the traditional Islam 

practice forbids clerics from manipulating the religion for self-gain and asserts that they should 

be satisfied with the allowances allocated to them. However, some of the clerics who endorse 

companies’ products and services believe that they are justified as long as the advertisement 

does not undermine Islamic ideas, beliefs, or practices.  

8.3 Modern media, moderate Islam  

As the above analysis demonstrates, Saudi youth are involved in modernising Islamic 

teachings by seeking more moderate fatwas and following clerics who offer them; for their part, 

new media clerics tend to compete to attract more followers by appearing more moderate and 

progressive. Indeed, as Wheeler (2017) has argued, the increased use of new media in the 

GCC states has contributed to micro-changes in citizens’ lives as they seek to circumvent the 

control of the political elite. The result is slow to reorder of social relations. This resonates with 

Bayat’s (2013) argument that through the practices of daily life, citizens may manage to 

outmanoeuvre the political elites and enforce a new societal order. This is usually done by 

challenging the very norms and rules which the state weaves into the fabric of society (Bayat, 

2013, 314).  

In accordance, young Saudis cite some of their favourite online preachers’ 

interpretations of texts which directly contrast what traditional clerics and the ulamā have 

asserted, arguing that the positions adopted by the preachers seem right to them. Although 

they may not state that the ulamā and traditional clerics’ versions of the same texts do not 

resonate with them, they may juxtapose the content and context and give more credit to the 

online preachers, downplaying what the views of traditional ulamā and clerics. 
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Although Twitter is generally used for other various purposes such as socialising, 

entertainment, information, self-gratification, and cognitive needs, the frequency of tweets and 

number of replies indicate how clerics are quickly consolidating their hegemony of Islamic 

scholarship (ulamā). Such increased activity is self-reinforcing as youth tend to regard a 

shaykh with higher numbers as being more intellectual.  

Twitter and other social media platforms are thus being used to disseminate information 

and knowledge about religious practises and teachings. However, clerics also use their Twitter 

platforms to post information about their publications, events, and personal lives with friends 

in the community. For instance, Shaykh Aidh al-Qarnee uses Twitter to explain his La Tahzan 

publications as these books are usually read as self-help guides for people to achieve 

happiness, and Shaykh Adel Alkalbani usually announces on Twitter if he has written an article 

for a Riyadh newspaper. Twitter platforms are also used to post humanitarian events which a 

cleric is planning so that donors can contribute. Social events such as health and treatment 

camps, scholarly discourses, visits to other Muslim countries, and the opening of new medical 

facilities are also announced on Twitter.  

As a result, a number of respondents believe that some clerics use social media to 

achieve fame and commercialise their products. Thus, they are cautious regarding certain 

fatwas gained through social media since these could be misleading.  

According to the uses and gratification theory's heuristic approach, users of social 

media may follow someone to be educated or informed, be identified with the person and their 

interests, reduce the stresses of daily life, be entertained, or become integrated socially and 

spiritually with others. However, if a fame-seeking cleric saturates his platform with many 

commercials and issues rulings which are not accepted by the general community of scholars 

or the highest institution in the country, his Twitter fame could be negatively affected (Busselle 

& Bilandzic, 2009).  

Furthermore, as young people in Saudi Arabia interact with people from different 

backgrounds, religions, and cultures on social media platforms, they have come to admire 

foreign cultures and expect Muslim societies to embrace some of these foreign practises. For 
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instance, most young people in Saudi Arabia want clerics to be involved in humanitarian 

activities and share humanitarian messages. As some Muslim countries have been 

beneficiaries of aid offered by people of different religious backgrounds and non-Muslim 

cultures, younger generations in Saudi Arabia expect clerics to be willing to assist people of 

all cultures and faiths. This explains a large number of tweets and retweets about humanitarian 

aid, as shown in the above analysis. 

Finally, although applying the uses and gratification theory, this study also confirms 

several critiques of it. For instance, young Saudi audiences may have different motivations for 

following Saudi clerics on Twitter compared, for example, to other age groups. There were 

differences between young Saudis’ understanding of the role of clerics (not to interfere in 

politics) and the clerics’ own understanding of their roles (as possibly providing political 

advice). Through such views, Saudi youth enforce their role as an ‘active audience’ (Ruggiero, 

2000) rather than passive followers of any particular cleric.  

As Sundar and Limperos (2013) have argued, applying the traditional uses and 

gratification theory to new media content may miss the nuanced gratifications obtained from 

these sources, which cannot be captured via the researchers’ traditional concepts (e.g. 

information seeking). Instead, and as this study suggests, new and social media can give rise 

to new needs and demands, such as challenging traditional Islamic authority (ulamā), 

questioning traditional clerics’ understanding of moderate Islam, and ‘shopping’ for fatwa 

according to the clerics’ leniency.  

What the above demonstrates is that Islam and modernity debate can be reflected in 

the exchange of communication between Saudi youth and Saudi clerics on a modern platform 

like Twitter. Here, we find educated youth being critical of the clerics although the youth are 

not debating core issues like Salafism. For youth, modernity seems to mean critical thinking. 

Clerics, on the other hand, seem to highlight humanitarianism and tolerance as key modernist 

values.  
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As explained in Chapter 2, Muslims have had different perceptions of modernity and its 

compatibility with Islam. The Arab debate about Islam and modernity tend to link modernity 

with westernisation, while regarding modernisation (in terms of applying Western technology, 

for instance) as an imperative component of their developmental plans. However, as explained 

earlier, Islamic clerics show an ambivalent attitude towards the West oscillating between 

admiration of Western material and technological development versus mistrust of Western 

ideologies. While many Islamic thinkers, as explained in Chapter 2, strove to prove the 

compatibility of Islamic teachings and Western ideas (such as democracy), the result was the 

emergence of differing interpretations of modernity versus tradition. In the past two decades, 

this tension has become salient in the religious sphere with the rise of the so-called modern 

preachers and clerics (such as those selected for this study) who call for different 

interpretations of Islamic teachings thereby diverging from state-clerics.   

As the above findings show, the Saudi regime strives to highlight its new view of modernity, as 

articulated in Vision 2030, by opening the public spaces for mixed-gender celebrations, 

women’s right to drive cars, among others, to highlight their embracing women’s rights. The 

selected clerics in this study back this vision as a means of enforcing the compatibility of Islam 

and modernity, as practised in the land of the holy mosques. Social media then, e.g. Twitter, 

has provided a platform through which to accelerate social change through debate with a range 

of clerics, whether official (affiliated to state institutions) or unofficial. The various discussions 

on social media and the range of young followers’ views of clerics’ posts could support the 

thesis of the presence of multiple modernities, understood as “a story of continual constitution 

and reconstitution of a multiplicity of cultural programs” (Eisenstadt, 2000, p. 2). This story is 

communicated by various actors who hold different views on religion, modernity and the West. 

Those actors are not confined to a certain geographical boundary (e.g. inside KSA) but they 

form a new collectivity that links them to other Muslims in the world. This story includes different 

views of what constitutes the political, as demonstrated in the youth’s views versus the clerics’ 

views.  The new communicative sphere, afforded via social media, provide a new platform to 
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contest the hegemony of clerics and their authority, while claiming a more autonomous role in 

interpreting and assessing the views and even fatwas provided by each cleric, as discussed 

above. In summary, the above findings demonstrate that the idea that modernity and 

Westernization are identical does not hold, as “Western patterns of modernity are not the only 

‘authentic’ modernities” (Eisenstadt, 2000, p. 3).  

8.4 Research challenges  

Some limitations of this research include inadequate time and recent changes in 

government structures. Most notably, there was a time constraint in that one month was not 

enough time to collect a substantial amount of data or a considerable number of samples. 

Hence, data saturation and rigour issues may exist due to the limited data collected during the 

research process. Future research could be improved by increasing the research period and 

collecting a larger number of samples. Similarly, due to the distance between the regions of 

the kingdom, more time is required for a researcher to travel and collect sufficient data. 

Furthermore, recent political changes initiated by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman may 

have affected the quality of the information shared by participants. The arrests of some clerics 

may have made some study participants fearful, causing them to share inaccurate information 

during the interview process. It is also possible that the information shared may not have 

reflected some of the participants’ honest opinions, especially in regards to the question of 

clerical use of social media sites to deliver religious messages to Muslim youth. I faced issues 

over the cost of data, as historical Twitter data can cost a considerable amount of money 

depending on the date range of data required. I was aware that the data retrieved would likely 

be missing data, for instance, the keyword ‘humanitarianism’ would only yield data from users 

who had used that specific keyword. If a user sent out a tweet about humanitarianism without 

using the keyword, our data retrieval system would miss it. Issues around data retrieval could 

lead to a biased sample; the language choices used to create a query list could also result in 

a biased sample.   Section 9.2 further elaborates on these challenges and provides a further 

discussion about the limitation of this research. 
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Chapter 9:  Conclusions 

9.1 Summary 

The popularity of clerics on Twitter has continued to rise due to increased device and 

platform innovations and reduced internet costs. In addition, Saudi youth perceive messages 

by clerics on social media as generally good. For instance, interpretations of Islamic holy books 

which maintain the cultural conservativeness of the religion have been seen as more scientific 

and intellectual amongst Saudi youth.  

Saudi Arabia is the birthplace of Islam and houses the two of the holiest places in the 

world: the Madinah Mosque and the Makkah. Hailed as the centre of Islamic culture and 

intellectual activities, the country holds its intellectuals in high esteem; thus, rulings 

pronounced by Saudi clerics usually resonate with many people and are regarded with a great 

value around the world. These clerics can gain millions of followers and greater influence 

according to how they disseminate their religious information on social media.  

Before the emergence of Twitter and other social media platforms, Saudi clerics used 

to make unchecked pronouncements which could inspire divisions amongst Muslims and 

violent jihad or discrimination against non-Muslims. Such statements, which could later be 

disseminated via Twitter, were based on strict interpretations of Islam. It is believed that they 

inspired and supported violent groups such as ISIS and the Muslim Brotherhood. 

However, the clerics who are followed in large numbers tend to issue influential 

conservative teachings and information considered inspirational to their followers. Noting that 

this could change if they are not controlled or trained on how to use social media platforms for 

domestic and international relations, the government has decided to involve them as 

stakeholders in its advocacy against internet-based extremism. Being perceived and 

understood as sources of religious information, the clerics are now using their platforms to 

disseminate information on less violent and moderate topics such as religious practises and 

devotion, humanitarian assistance, health and physical wellbeing, social welfare, education 

and youth employment, modernisation in Islam, women’s rights, and patriotism.  
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Due to the global, interactive, and easy use of social media, compared to legacy media, 

and also due to a large number of followers on Twitter, it is anticipated that clerics will use their 

power on social media to change the course of internet-based extremism. To combat terrorism, 

clerics use the platforms to welcome and engage Muslim youth in different activities associated 

with moderate Islam so that they do not get involved with extremist groups. However, such 

activities must be both online and offline for people to be engaged both digitally and in real life. 

Indeed, some shaykhs have already used Twitter to raise funds for youth projects and 

humanitarian purposes.  

This study researched Islamic discourse on Twitter, especially from the perception of 

young people. The main research question (how does social media influence the direction of 

Islamic discourse in Saudi Arabia?) was further divided into three sub-questions, the first of 

which was: how do Saudi clerics make use of social media websites such as Twitter in 

disseminating their religious messages?   

The answer, obtained through analysis of interview findings, is that some clerics in 

Saudi Arabia have more than 15 million followers on Twitter, and more than half of clerics are 

active Twitter users. This study has shown that most people, especially the younger 

generation, prefer getting information on social media because there is two-way 

communication, unlike with legacy media, where information is unidirectional. The clerics 

manage their social media accounts and can share religious information with digital platform 

users at any time. They are also willing to debate with users on a particular issue which affects 

the Muslim world, such as the view of Islam held by Western countries. Thus, social media 

users prefer Islamic discourse shared online because the platforms are not limited by space, 

time, or subject. 

The second sub-question (how do Saudi youth perceive such messages, and what is 

the role of social media in general in their religious socialisation compared to that of legacy 

media?) answered in this study involved young people’s various perceptions, which only a 

small number of clerics are aware of. For example, the youth have a positive impression of the 

humanitarian messages presented by clerics on social media. However, most of the 
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respondent’s dislike religion which focusses more on faith and ignores the problems which 

people are facing in society. Thus, messages which encourage people to have faith and help 

the underprivileged are better received by the youth in Saudi Arabia.  

In contrast, young people are divided about political messages delivered by clerics. 

Some feel that religious leaders should limit themselves to sharing messages about faith, 

encouraging people, and protecting the Islamic faith from corruption. On the other hand, there 

are those whose perspective is that politics promote the influence of the Islamic religion, and 

hence the two cannot be separated. They also believe that clerics should be free to express 

political opinions just like other people.  

Finally, most of the young people in Saudi Arabia have a negative perception of 

advertising by clerics because the teaching of Islam does not allow them to use religion for 

financial gain. Many users believe that by advertising on social media, clerics will shift their 

attention from sharing Islamic discourse to conducting business. However, Vision 2030 has 

been perceived positively by youth in Saudi Arabia since the government is regulating social 

media to curb the dissemination of extremist or misleading content.  

The main reasons young people use social media, apart from receiving Islamic 

teaching, are to socialise with other users and debate topics amongst themselves. Unlike 

legacy media, where the opinions of the audience are limited, social media encourages 

comments, and other users may appreciate these views. 

The third sub-question addressed in this study (what are the indications that clerics 

have accepted their role and that the youth understand their Islamic identity on social media?) 

indicates that clerics have accepted the role of sharing the Islamic faith via social media. The 

clerics interviewed have millions of followers, and the number is increasing daily; hence, they 

have a vast multitude awaiting their messages for spiritual nourishment. For this reason, the 

clerics spend a significant amount of time on social media sharing Islamic discourse, 

encouraging young people, and answering questions. In turn, the fact that they have so many 

followers on social media is an indication that most people have accepted the new clerical role, 

or they would not be consulting them.  
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Moreover, through their willingness to answer followers’ questions, clerics have 

embraced social media as a communication channel and tool for sharing Islamic discourse. 

They also believe that as most Muslims in Saudi Arabia are social media users, there is no 

reason they should not seek religious advice or guidance online. Indeed, most clerics believe 

that young people benefit more from using social media platforms than attending mosques 

services. Even Islamic authorities do not restrict clerics from sharing Islamic discourse on 

social media as long as the doctrine remains pure.  

 Finally, their interaction with these clerics on social media has caused the younger 

generation to learn more about their faith, become proud of it, and understand their Islamic 

identity. They are better able to differentiate the true doctrine of Islam from extremist theology, 

and it is becoming more difficult to recruit young Saudis into terrorist organisations. Thus, their 

socialisation on social media has further developed the Islamic identity of young Muslims. 

The key findings can be summarised as follows: 

1. The selected clerics’ tweets show a difference in their rhetoric before versus after the Crown 

Prince has launched his reform plan entitled Vision 2030. Before the announcement of this 

reform, the selected clerics engaged in political discussions that emerged in the wake of 

the 2011-uprisings in the region, with some of them calling for Jihad in Syria, for instance. 

Others tended to promote anti-Shia rhetoric. After the announcement of the new reform, the 

tweets changed in terms of topic and rhetoric with some clerics turning to promote the new 

vision of the Crown Prince while refraining from discussing political issues in their Twitter 

accounts.  

2. The government, on the other hand, has cracked down on several clerics, official and non-

official, especially those who belonged to the Sahwa movement, such as Salman al-Awdah. 

This move has contributed to silencing many other clerics, such as those selected for this 

study. This also reflects those clerics’ efforts to toe the line of the new regime’s policies. 

3. The study shows how clerics use social media to preach and offer fatwa through short and 

precise tweets, in an attempt to engage the public on an open forum. 
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4. The frequency of clerics’ tweets indicates their attempt to consolidate their position in the 

religious sphere, although they are not part of the official Council of Ulamā.  On the other 

hand, youth tend to regard a shaykh with higher numbers as being more intellectual. 

5. Clerics tend to use their Twitter platforms to self-promote their activities such as posting 

information about their publications and planned events. 

6. On the other hand, the interviews with youth indicated their views of some clerics as being 

focusing on self-promotion and on obtaining the largest numbers of followers not only to 

spread their messages but to outshine their competitors.  

7. Nonetheless, most of the youth look favourably at the presence of those clerics on social 

media because they see this trend as a way of promoting Islamic teachings, locally and 

globally, rather than limiting those messages and teachings to local mosques. 

8. Saudi youth tend to seek more moderate fatwa and they follow those clerics who offer such 

fatwa; on other hand, clerics tend to compete to attract more followers by appearing more 

moderate and progressive. 

9. Most young people would prefer that clerics focus on the call for more humanitarian 

activities and sharing humanitarian messages. This should be seen as part of the KSA’s 

efforts to promote itself as one of the largest aid donors especially to other Muslim countries 

around the world.  

10. There were differences between how the youth understand the role of clerics (e.g. not to 

interfere in politics) and the clerics’ own understanding of their roles (which involves 

providing political advice). As such, Saudi youth tend to enforce their role as active rather 

than passive followers of any particular cleric.  

9.2 Limitations 

This research was limited in various ways, including the sample population, quality of 

data, and method of data collection. The sample population was comprised of students from 

institutions of higher learning. Thus, it is not appropriate to generalise the results to make it 

seem that the behaviour of university students reflects that of all youth in Saudi Arabia, 
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especially as university students’ ways of thinking may differ from those of employed youth or 

those who never studied at universities. For this reason, this study cannot be used to judge 

the behaviour or opinions of a large population of young people in Saudi Arabia, and it may 

have been better to also involve youth who are not students.  

The sample population was also limited because the total number of interview 

participants was 32 (two clerics and 30 university students), which is quite small considering 

the changes occurring in Saudi Arabia. A small sample population provides limited information 

and applying the results of the data to the whole population is a false generalisation. Moreover, 

interviewing just two clerics leads to a minimal understanding of other clerics with different 

ideas. 

The method of data collection was also limited since, with the online survey, target 

participants in remote areas could not be reached because of network problems. This, the 

participants were from urban areas, and the study was limited to presenting the opinions of 

urban youth rather than the entire population. Another challenge with the online survey method 

was that the researcher could not clarify a response given by participants if it was vague or 

hard to understand. In such cases, the researcher either interpreted what the participant was 

trying to say or completely discarded the response. 

In addition, the structural change in Saudi Arabia’s government has made people more 

cautious about what they say. It is thus possible that some clerics did not state opinions which 

reflect their beliefs due to the fear that they may be classified as extremists. Despite the 

explanation that the data was being collected for an academic study, some participants may 

not have believed this and gave inaccurate information. The time allocated to collect the data 

was also limited, so this could have further affected the quality of data.  

Finally, the study was delimited to Twitter, youth, and Saudi Arabia. The influence of 

clerics on the adult population was not considered, nor was their impact on youth in other 

nations. Despite many social media platforms, the study focussed only on the interaction of 

clerics and Saudi youth on Twitter alone.  
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9.3 Future Research  

Due to the study’s limitations, further recommendations can be made for future 

research. For instance, the current study focussed on clerics’ influence on younger 

generations. Future research can conduct this study on the entire population to determine if 

clerics have the same influence on adults as they do on young people. It is also recommended 

to research several social media platforms used by different clerics to broaden the scope of 

the survey. 

It is also recommended that future scholars perform a similar study using a larger 

sample population to give more reliable results. The sample population should be a mix of 

university students, employed youth, and those who did not attend university to represent the 

youth population more accurately in Saudi Arabia. Methods of data collection other than an 

online survey (such as a hard-copy questionnaire) could also be employed to reach potential 

participants in rural areas with poor internet connectivity.  

Similarly, future research could focus on neighbouring countries or several countries 

simultaneously since social media restrictions in Saudi Arabia might have caused some 

participants to provide unreliable data. For this reason, a study of Islamic countries with fewer 

restrictions on social media content could further determine the influence of clerics on social 

media users.  

9.4 Practical Implications 

This dissertation has several potential practical implications in Saudi Arabia. The 

information on the youth’s perception of the message shared on social media platforms can 

be used by clerics to develop better ways of interacting with young people online. The study 

has shown that in most cases, clerics fail to understand how young people view the messages 

they disseminate. Those clerics who have not yet discovered the influence of humanitarian 

messages will benefit from this finding to gain more social media followers and spread the 

Islamic message to a larger number of people, including non-Muslims. This can in turn lead to 

increased recognition of humanitarian organisations and activities across the Muslim world.  
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Moreover, clerics will further understand the view of youth concerning their involvement 

in politics, and this may cause them to reduce their political commentary and not incite people 

to back a particular side in a political divide. A decrease in clerical involvement in political 

matters can reduce tensions in Saudi Arabia and across the Muslim world as religious leaders 

cause most revolutions. 

The information on clerical advertising can also help the companies which advertise on 

the clerics’ social media accounts. By understanding the participants’ perceptions of clerical 

endorsements, companies can develop better adverts, such as short videos which start with 

religious information and then advertise at the end. Such an advertisement method may create 

more positive perceptions of a company, unlike posting products on clerics’ social media 

accounts.  

In addition, many people in the Western world have limited knowledge about Islam and 

may have a negative view of it since they are often made to believe through propagandistic 

media that Islam is a religion of terrorists. The information in this study will help people 

understand that true Islamic doctrine does not support terrorism and is actually against it. This 

change in the views of non-Muslims will be beneficial to Muslims who are stigmatised in those 

countries due to the association of Islam and terrorism. There is even a likelihood that when 

non-Muslims learn the true doctrine of the Islamic religion, some may convert. This dissertation 

could also help governments understand that extremist groups attack Muslims as well, that 

Islamic teaching promotes tolerance, and that the Quran does not support attacking non-

combatants. This change in perception would be a significant step towards the acceptance of 

Islam in the Western world. 

In addition, the findings can help the government of Saudi Arabia understand the extent 

to which social media influences young people. Since the change of the government structure 

and the development of Vision 2030, the Saudi government has tried to control the information 

on social media in an attempt to curb extremism. However, there are still some extremists who 

use social media platforms to incite youth to join their organisations. It is becoming even more 

difficult for the government to locate the operation sites of extremist social media accounts 
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since radical groups include professionals such as IT experts and hackers. Hence, it has been 

impossible to eliminate extremist information on social media. Through these study findings, 

the government will understand the power of social media, especially on the youth, and 

perhaps undertake the incentive of using social media to educate young people instead, 

making it more difficult for terrorist organisations to recruit them. 

Finally, the Islamic institutions and authorities which approve clerics can apply this 

information to regulate those on social media. However, these organisations must accept that 

modernity has affected Islamic discourse, and there is no need to oppose these innovations 

as long as the doctrine of Islam is not changed. As many unapproved clerics share Islamic 

discourse on social media, some may be extremists disguised as clerics. Thus, approval 

authorities can develop an online account to list the names of approved social media clerics 

and link this to their accounts to confirm their identities. The result will be that clerics on social 

media must submit to the Islamic authorities for approval, allowing these institutions to 

scrutinise popular but unapproved clerics. The Islamic authorities can then develop terms and 

conditions regarding what clerics should post on social media, hence maintaining the purity of 

the Islamic religion. Social media users will then lose confidence in clerics who are not 

approved to share Islamic discourse.
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